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Read this first

Before operating the unit, please read this

manual thoroughly, and retain it lbr future
reference.

WARNING

To prevent fire or shock hazard, do not

expose the unit to rain or moisture.

CAUTION: TO REDUCETHE RISK OF ELECTRICSHOCK,

DO NO3 REMOVE COVEF_(OR BACK)

NO USER-SERVICEABLE PARTS INSIDE¸

ttEFER SERVICING TO QLJA_IFIEt) SERVICE PERSONNEL¸

This symbol is intended to ale_t tile

use! to the presence of tminsulated

"dangerous voltage" within tile

product's enclosme that may be of

sufficient magnialde to constitute a

risk of electric shock to persons.

This symbol is imended to ale_t the

user to the presence of important

operating and maintenance

(se_5,icing) instructions in the

literature accompanying the

appliance

0 Notice

It"static electricity or electromagnetic interference

canses data transfer to discontinue midway (fail),

restart the application or disconnect and connect the

USB cable again

For customers in the U.S.A. and
CANADA

RECYCLINGLITHIUM-ION BATTERIES
Lithimn-Ion batteries me _ecyclable

You can hell9 prese!_,e our

environment by returning yore used

rechargeable batteries to the

collection and recycling location

nearest you.

For more intbrmation regarding recycling of

rechargeable batteries, call toll flee 1-800-822- 8837,

or visit http:i/www.rbrc org/

Caution: Do not handle damaged o5 leaking Lithium-
Ion batteries.

"Memory Stick" and batterypack
This device complies with Past 15 of the FCC Rules.

Operation is subject to the following two conditions:

(1) This device may not cause harmfifl inte!_rence,

and (2) this device must accept any interference

received, including intert)rence that may canse

undesired operation.

This Class B digital apparatus complies with Canadian

ICES-O03.
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For customers in the U.S.A.
If_u have any _stions abort _is product, you may

call:

Sony Customel Infonnation Center 1-800-222-$0NY

(7669).

The nmnber below is tbr the FCC related mattels only.

Regulatory Intblmafion

Declaration of Conformity

Trade Name: SONY

Model No: DCR-HC65

Responsible Palty: Sony Electronics Inc.

Address: 16450 W. Bernardo Dr, San Diego, CA
92127 US.A

Telephone No.: 858-942-2230

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules.

Opeiation is subject to tile following two conditions:

(t) This device may not cause hannfill interference,

and (2) this device must accept any interference

received, inchlding interference thai may cruise

tmdesired operation.

Declaration of Conformity

Trade Name: SONY

Model No: DCR-HC85

Responsible Paty: Sony Electronics Inc.

Address: 16450 W. Bernardo Dr, San Diego, CA
92127 U.S.A

Telephone No.: 858-942-2230

This device complies with Pat 15 of the FCC Rules.

Opeiation is subject to the following two conditions:

(t) This device may not cause harmfill interference,

and (2) this device must accept any interfelence

received, inchlding interference thai may cruise

tmdesired operation.

Owner'sRecord
The model and serial nunlbels are located on the

bottom. Record the serial nmnber in the space

provided below Refer to these nunlbers whenever you

call upon your Sony dealer regarding this prochlct.
Model No. DCR-HC

Selial No

Model No.AC-

Selial No

CAUTION
You ale camioned that any changes or modifications

not expressly approved in this manual could void your

authority to operate this equipment

0 Note:

• This equipnlent has been tested and found to comply

with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant
to Part 15 of the FCC Rules.

These limits are designed to provide reasonable

protection against harmfifl interference in a

residential installation This equipnlent generates,

uses, and can radiate radio fiequency enelgy and, if
not installed and used in accordance with the

insmlctions, may canse harmfifl interference to radio

connmmications. However, there is no guarantee

that interference will not occur in a partictflar

installation If this eqtdpment does cause harmfill

intelference to radio or television reception, which

can be determined by tm_ling the equipment offand

on, the user is encouraged to tly to correct the

intelference by one or mole of the following
measllres:

Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna

Increase the sepalation between tile equipment and
receiver

Connect the equipment to an outlet on a circuit
dift)rent flora that to which the receiver is

connected.

Consult a Sony dealer or an expelienced radioiTV

technician for help

The supplied interface cable nmst be used with

the equipment in order to comply with the limits

for a digital device pursuant to Subpart B of Part

15 of FCC Rules.

• This prochlct contains mercu13,. Disposal of this

product may be regulated if sold in the United States

For disposal or recycling infc_rma tion, please contact

yore local authorities or the Electronics Industries

Alliance (http: ','www.eia e.org).

Notes on use

Note on Cassette Memory
Yore camcolde! is based on the DV tdrmat. You can

use only mini DV cassettes in your camcorder Use of

mini DV cassettes with Cassette Memo!), is

reconmlended as you can use Title search (p. 60), Date

search (p. 61), [_TITLE] (p 8t), ]_TAPE
TITLE] (p 83).
( assettes with Cassette Memory are marked

with (Itl.

Note on the type of "Memory Stick" you

can use in your camcorder

You can use only a "Memoir Stick Duo" which is

about half tile size of a standard "Memory Stick," in
yore camcordel (p 127)
The MEM0r_Y51ICK ]lull mark is indicated on the

"IMemol 3, Stick Duo."

_continued
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Notes on recording

• Betbre starting to leco_d test the recording fimction
to make sine the pictme and sotmd are recorded

without any problems.
• Compensation tbr tile contents of recordings catmot

be provided, even if recording or playback is not
possible due to a malfimction of the camcorder,

storage media, etc
• TV color systems differ depending on the cotmtriesi

regions To view your recordings on a TV, you need

an NTSC system-based TV
• Television programs, fihns, video tapes, and other

materials may be copyrighted Unauthorized
recording of such materials may be connary to the

copyright laws

Notes on the LCD panel, viewfinder, and

lens

• The LCD scleen and the viewfinder are

manufaclnred using extremely high-precision

technology, so over 99.99% of the pixels are
operational for effective use

However, there may be some tiny black points and/
or bright points (white. red. blue. or _reen in color)
that appear constantly on the LCD screen and rite
viewfinder

These points are normal results of the manut_a ctnring
process and do not affect the recording in any way.

• Exposing the LCD screen, the viewfinder, or the lens
to direct starlight for long paio& of time may cause

nmlfimctions. Be carefitl when placing the camera
near a window or outdoors.

• Do not aim at the sun. Doing so reign cause your
camcorder to malfimction. Take pictures of the sun

only in low light conditions, such as at dusk.

Note on connecting other device

Before connecting yore camcorder to other device
such as a VCR or a computer with a USB or i.LINK

cable, be sure to insat the connector plug in the proper
direction. If you insat the connector plug forcibly in

the wrong direction, the terminal may be damaged, or
this may cause a malfimction of your camcorder.

Notes on using this manual

• The images of the LCD screen and the viewfinder

used on this manual are captured using a digital still
camera, and thus lnay appear different from what

you see.
• The ilhlstrations used on this mamml are based on

the model DCR-HC85.

• The on-screen displays in each local language are

used in illustrating the operating procedmes. Change
the screen language before using your camcorda if

necessary (p. 22)

Notes on using the camcorder

•Hold your camcorder conectly.

• To ensme a good grip, fasten the grip belt as shown

in the following illustration.

• When you are using the touch panel, place yore- hand

on the back side of the LCD panel to support it.

Then, touch the buttons displayed on the saeen

Touch the button on the LCD screen.

• If you install the NP-FP70iFP90 (optional) batte_ 7

pack on yore camcorder, extend its viewfinder
• Be carefid not to press buttons on the LCD fiame

accidentally when you open or close the LCD panel,

or when you adjust the angle of the LCD panel
• Do not hold the camcorder by the following pa_ts.

Viewfinder LCD paneI

Battery pack
FIash (DCR-HC85)
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Advanced ope_alio__s

Using the Menu

Selecting menu items ......................... 62

Using the {_! (CAMERA SET) menu
- PROGRAM AE/WHITE BAL./16:9

Wl DE, etc ..................................... 64

Using the (MEMORY SET) menu
- BURST/QUALITY/IMAGE SIZE/

ALL ERASE/NEW FOLDER, etc.
...................................................... 70

Using the _ (PICT.APPLI.) menu
- PICT.EFFECT/SLIDE SHOW/

FRAME REC/INT.REC-STL, etc.
......................................................74

Using the !_._:;; (EDIT/PLAY) menu
- TITLE/TAPE TITLE, etc ............ 80

Using the (STANDARD SET) menu
- REC MODE/MULTI-SOUND/
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...................................................... 89

Customizing Personal Menu .............. 90

Dubbing/Editing
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...................................................... 95

Dubbing pictures from a tape to a

"Memory Stick Duo" ..................... 96
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Stick Duo" to a tape ...................... 97
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.................................................... 105
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information []
- Image protection/Print mark .... 108

Printing recorded images (PictBridge

compliant printer) _ ................. 110

Troubleshooting

Troubleshooting ............................... 113

Warning indicators and messages ...121

Additional Information

Using your camcorder abroad .......... 125

Usable cassette tapes ...................... 126

About the "Memory Stick". ................ 127

About the "InfoLITHIUM" battery pack
.................................................... 130

About i.LINK ..................................... 131

Maintenance and precautions .......... 132

Specification ..................................... 135

Quick Reference

Identifying parts and controls ........... 138

Index ................................................ 146

Refer also to other operating instructions

supplied with your camcorder:

• Editing inmges with yore computm
+Comlmte_ Applications Guide
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Quick Start Guide

Recordingmovies

Attach the charged battery pack to the camcorder.

To charge the battery, see page 14.

_]) Lift up the viewfinder. O Slide the battery pack in the direction
of the arrow until it clicks.

2 Insert a cassette into the camcorder.

_]) Slide the L._ OPEN/
EJECT lever in the
direction of the arrow

to open the lid.
The cassette compartment

comes out automatically.

Insert the cassette with _) Press _.
its window-side facing Close the cassette lid after
up, then push the center the cassette compartment
of the back of the slides back in by itself.
cassette.

OPEN/EJECT tever Window-side

...., .............%

_ ii ....

8 Quick Start Guide



Start recording while checking the subject on the LCD screen.

Th_ date and time is not set up in the default setting. To set the date and time, see page 19.

O Remove the lens cap.

O Press OPEN and
open the LCD panel.

While pressing the
green button, slide
the POWER switch

down to light up the
CAMERA-TAPE lamp.
Tile power turns on.

_) Press REC START/
STOP.

Recording starts. To
change to standby mode,
press REC START/STOP
again.
You cmlalso use RE(:
START/STOP of the LCD
panel.

View the recorded picture on the LCD screen.

Slide the POWER
switch repeatedly
until the PLAY/EDIT

lamp lights up.

Touch _ (rewind).

_) Touch _ (play) to

start the playback.
To stop, press _.

To mm offthe power, slide the
POWER switch up to OFF
(CHG).

Quick Start Guide I 9



Recordingstill images

Attach the charged battery pack to the camcorder.

To charge the battery, see page 14.

0 Lift up the viewfinder. 0 Slide the battery pack in the direction
of the arrow until it clicks.

_., ........
.....

2 Insert a "Memory Stick Duo" into the camcorder.

Insert it so that the 4 mark
is at the bottom left
corner. Push in until it
clicks.

• mark ...... :i

10 Quick Start Guide





Recording/Playingback with ease

By switching to Easy Handycam operation, recording/playback operation
becomes even easier.

Easy Handycam operation allows easy recording/playback for even first
time users by providing only the basic functions for recording/playback.

Press EASY when recording/
playing back.

EASY lights up m blue (I_) and

screen font size increases (!_) during

Easy Handycam operation.

For details, see instructions for each operation.

See page 34 lbr recording, page 54 for playback.

12 Quick Start Guide



Gettingstarted

Step 1: Checking
supplied items
Make sure you have following items supplied

with your camcorder.

The number in parentheses indicates the number

of that item supplied.

"Memory Stick Duo" 8MB (1)
You can use only a "Memo!), Stick Duo' which is

about half the size of a standard "Memo_7 Stick," in
your camcorder See page 127 tL_rdetails

Lens hood (1)
(DCR-HC85)

Use the lens hood to record under strong light, such as

under the sun Note when you use a filter (optional),

the shadow of the lens hood may appear on tile screen

Also, if you force the lens hood on, you may not be

able to remove it again.

Shoulder strap (1)
See page 141 on how to attach the shoulder strap

m

Memory Stick Duo adaptor (1)
If you attach a Memo_, Stick Duo adaptor to a

"Memo! 7 Stick Duo," you can use a "Memory Stick

Duo" with any of the devices compatible with a

standard "Memoz), Stick."

Wireless Remote Commander (1)

A button-t_e lithium batte W is aheady installed

A/V connecting cable (1)

AC Adaptor (1)

USB cable (1)

Power cord (1)

Lens cap (1)
Attached to the camcorder.

Rechargeabte battery pack NP-FP50 (1)

CD-ROM "SPVD-012 USB Driver" (1)

Cleaning cloth (1)

Shoe cover (1)
Attached to the camco_de!

Camera Operations Guide (This manual)

(1)

Computer Applications Guide (1)

Getting started 13



Step 2: Chargingthe
battery pack
You can charge the battery by attaching the

"InfoLITHI[ M" batter)' pack (P series) to

your camcorder.

0 Note

• You cannot use batteries other than the

"InIBLITHIUM" battery pack (P series) (p. 130)

• Do nm short-circuit the DC plug of the AC Adaptor

or batta), temlinals with any metallic objects This

may canse a malfimction.

• Use a nearby wall outlet when using tile AC

Adaptor. Disconnect the AC Adaptor flora the wall

outlet inunediately if any malfimction occurs

2 Attach the batter)' pack by sliding it in
the direction of the arrow until it

clicks.

iiiiiiiiiii)i)_iii% ¸: iiii_ ]]!!i_

With the a mark on the DC plug facing

the LCD panel side, connect the AC

Adaptor to the DC IN jack on your
camcorder.

To the wall outlet

Lift up the viewfinder.

Connect the power cord to the AC

Adaptor.

Connect the power cord to the wall
outlet.

14 Gettingstarted



Slide the POWER switch up to OFF

(CHG).

The CHG (charge) lamp lights up and

charging starts.

CHG

SHG (charge)

lamp

Aftercharging the battery
The CHG (charge) lamp turns off when the

battery is frilly charged. Disconnect the AC

Adaptor from the DC IN jack.

To remove the batterypack
POWER

PUSH switch

Tocheck theremaining battery- Battery
Info

DISPLAY/BATT INFO

POWER switch

You can check the battery's current charge leve!

and its current remaining recording time both

during charging or when the power is turned oft'.

1 Set tile POWER switch to OFF (CHG).

2 Press OPEN and open the LCD panel.

3 Press DISPLAY/BATT INFO.

The battery information appears for abont 7
seconds.

Keep the button pressed to view it for about
20 seconds.

I

if}

¢D

Battery

1 Set the POWER switch to OFF (CHG).

2 Lift up the viewfinder.

3 Slide the battery pack out in the direction

of the arrow while pressing the PUSH

button.

1# Note

• If you do not use file batte13,pack for a long time, use
up the battery pack completely before storing it. See
page 130 about storage of the barrel 3, pack.

[] Battery charge level: Displays

approximate remaining amount of

power left in the battery pack.

[] Approximate possible recording time

using the LCD panel.

[] Approximate possible recording time

using the viewfinder.

Getting started 15



Chargingtime
Approximate number of minutes required when

you full?: charge a fully discharged battery pack

at 25°((77°F). (10 30°C (50 86°F)

recommended.)

packBattery

NP-FP50 (supplied) 125

NP-FP70 155

NP-FP90 220

Recordingtime when recording with the
LCDscreen on
Approximate number of minutes available

when you use a fully charged batter3: pack at

25°C (77"F).

For DCR-HC65:

With LCD BACKLIGHT set to ON

Battery pack Continuous Typical*
recording recording
time time

NP-FP50 70 35

(supplied)

NP-FP70 150 80

NP-FPg0 270 145

With LCD BACKLiGHT set to OFF

Battery pack Continuous Typical*
recording recording
time time

NP-FP50 100 55

(supplied)

NP-FP70 215 115

NP-FPg0 385 210

For DCR-HC85:

With LCD BACKLIGHT set to ON

Battery pack Continuous Typical*
recording recording
time time

NP-FP50 60 30

(supplied)

NP-FPT0 125 65

NP-FPg0 230 125

16 Gettingstarted

With LCD BACKLIGHT set to OFF

Battery pack Continuous Typical*
recording recording
time time

NP-FP50 80 40

(supplied)

NP-FP70 175 95

NP-FPg0 310 170

Recordingtime whenrecordingwith the
viewfinder
Approximate number o1"minutes available

when you use a fully charged battery pack at

25"C (77"F).

For DCR-HC65:

Battery pack Continuous Typical*
recording recording
time time

NP-FP50 100 55

(supplied)

NP-FP70 215 115

NP-FPg0 385 210

For DCR-HC85:

Battery pack Continuous Typical*
recording recording
time time

NP-FP50 80 40

(supplied)

NP-FP70 175 95

NP-FPg0 310 170

* Approximate nmube! of minutes when recording

while you repeatedly record, sta!listop, slide the

POWER switch to change the power mode, and

zoom. The actual battm T life may be shorter

Playing time
Approximate number of minutes available

when you use a fully charged battery pack at

25"C (77"F).



BatterY PaCk LCD panel LCD panel

opened* closed

NP-FP50 80 120

(supplied)

NP-FP70 175 255

NP-FPg0 310 455

* With LCD BACKLIGHT set to ON.

{J Note

• The power will not be supplied fiom the battery pack

when the AC Adaptor is cmmected to the DC IN jack

of your camcorder, even if its power cord is
discotmected from file wall outlet

• The recording and playback time will be shorter

when you use your camcorder in low temperature.

• The CHG (charge) lamp flashes &bring charging, or

the batte_), intbrmation will not be correctly

displayed in following conditions

The balte_ 7 pack is not attached correctly

The batta), pack is damaged.

The balta 7 pack is fiflly discharged. (For Batte_),

intbrmation only)

You can use the AC Adaptor as the power

source when you do not want the battery to

run out. While you are using the AC Adaptor,

the batter T pack will not lose its charge even

when it is attached to your camcorder.

PRECAUTION

Even if your camcorder is turned oft; AC power

(house current) is still supplied to it while

connected to the wall outlet via the AC Adaptor.

Connect ),our camcorder as shown in
"Charging the batter), pack" (p. 14).

Step3: Turningthe
poweron
You need to slide the POWER switch

repeatedly to select the desired power mode

to record or play.

When using this camcorder for the first time,

the [(?LOCK SET] screen appears (p. 19).

6"}
¢D

While pressing the green button, slide the _.
,-n

POWER switch down.

The power turns on.

To enter the recording or playing mode, slide

the switch repeatedly until the respective lamp

lbr the desired power mode lights up.

• CAMERA-TAPE mode: To record on a tape.
• CAMERA-MEMORY mode: To record on a

"Memory Stick Duo."

• PLAY/EDIT mode: To play or edit pictures on

a tape or "Memory Stick Duo."

Toturn off the power
?Slide the po'vx, ER switch np to OFF ((HG).

Getting started 17



Step 4: Adjustingthe
LCDpanel and
viewfinder

You can adjust the angle and brighmess of

the LCD panel to meet various recording
situations.

Even when there are obstructions between you

and the subject, you can check the subject on the

LCD screen during recording by adjusting the

angle of the LCD panel.

Maximum

180 degrees

daximum

90 degrees

LCI3 BACKLIGHT

Press OPEN and open the LCD
panel.

3 Adjust the item with [[_]/[[_], then
touch [_}_].

"_° Tip

• If you !orate the LCD panel 180 degrees to the lens

side, you can close the LCD panel with the LCD
screen facing out.

• If you are using the baste W pack for power source,

you can adjust the brightness by selecting [LCD BL

LEVEL] from the [LCDiVF SET] on the

(STANDARD SET) menu (p. 85).

• When you use your camcorder in bright conditions,

press LCD BACKLIGHT to switch offthe LCD

screen backlight (_E_o_ appears on the screen) This
setting saves batte W power.

• Even if you adjust the LCD saeen backlight, the

recorded picture will not be affected

• You can tmn offthe operation confirmation beep by
setting [BEEP] in the (STANDARD SET)

menu to [OFF] (p. 88).

You can view images using the viewfinder

when you close the LCD panel. Use the

viewfinder when the battery is running out, or
when the screen is hard to see.

Open the LCD panel 90 degrees to the
camcorder, then rotate it to the desired

position.

Toadjustthe brightnessof the LCD
screen
1 Touch _.

2 Touch [LCD BRIGHT].

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

touch [[]_2]/[[[_]. If you cannot find it, touch

[MENU], (STANDARD SET) menn,

then touch [L(D, VF SET] (p. 85).

Viewfinder tens adjustment lever

Lift up the viewfinder.

Adjust the viewfinder lens adjustment

lever until the picture is clear.
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Touse the viewfinder duringoperation
When you are recording on a tape or a "Memory

Stick Duo," you can acliust the exposure (p. 37)

and fader (p. 42) while checking the image on

the viewfinder. Have the LCD panel rotated 180

degrees and closed with the screen facing out.

1 Set the power mode to CAMERA-TAPE

or CAMERA-MEMORY (p. 17).

2 Close the LCD panel with the screen

facing out.

appears on the screen.

3 Touch _.

[Set LCD off?[ appears on the screen.

4 Touch [YES].

The L(D screen is turned off

$ Touch the LCD screen while checking

the display in the viewfinder.

[EXPOSURE[, etc are displayed.

6 Touch the button you want to set.

• [EXPOSURE]: Acljust with [_

and touch [_1.

• [FADER]: Touch it repeatedly to select a

desired effect (only in the (AMERA-

TAPE mode).

• [_: The LCD screen lights up.

To hide the buttons on the LCD screen,

touch [_.

"_"Tip
• To adjust the brighmess of the viewfinder backlight,

select (STANDARD SET) menu, [LCDiVF

SET], then [VF BilGHT] (when you are using the
battery pack, p 85).

Step 5: Setting the
date and time

Set the date and time when using this

camcorder for the first time. If you do not set

the date and time, the [CLOCK SET] screen

appears every time you turn on your
camcorder.

0 Note
• If you do not use your camcorder for about 3

months, die built-in iechmgeable button-type --n
€._

batteW gets dischalged and file date and time
settings may be cleared from the memo W. In that

case, charge the iechargeable button-type battery
(p 135) and then set the date and time again. _-

OPEN

POWER switch

Press OPEN and open the LCD panel.

Proceed to step 7 when you set the clock for
the first time.

Touch_.

,_condnued
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Touch [MENU]. Step6: Insertingthe
recordingmedia

Select (!_ (TIME!LANG[ .) with

[_[]/[2_, then touch [_E]-

Select [CLOCK SET] with [_/[2_1,

then touch [_1-

7 Set [Y] (year) with [Z]/[]]_, then touch

You can use mini DV MI_" cassettes only.

For details on these cassettes (such as write-

protection), see page 126.

0 Note

• Do not force the cassette into the compaltment This

may cause a malfimction of your camcordei

Slide the L_ OPEN/EJECT lever in

the direction of the arrow and open the
lid.

L OPEN/EJECT fever Lid

%

The cassette compartment automaticall'¢

comes out and opens up.

You can set any year up to the ,,'ear ?079

Set [M] (month), [D] (day), hour and

minute in the same way as was done in

step 7, then touch []_].

For midnight, set it to 12:00AM.

For midday, set it to 12:00PM.
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facing up.

Window-side

Push the center of the back

of the cassette lightty.

Press _.

The cassette compartment automatically
slides back in.

Close the lid.

Toeject the cassette
1 Slide the L OPEN/EJECT lever in the

direction of the arrow and open the lid.

The cassette compartment automatically
comes out.

2 Take out tile cassette, then press _.

The cassette compartment automatically
slides back in.

3 Close tile lid.

For details on the "Memory Stick Duo" (such
as write-protection), see page 127.

0 Note

• You can use only a "Memory Stick Duo," which is

about half the size ofa standald "N1emol 3, Stick," in

your calncorder (19.127). De not ray to force any

ethel type of "Memol 3, Stick" into tile "Memory
Stick Duo" slot.

Insert the Memory Stick Duo with the _I
mark at the bottom left corner until it

clicks.

Toeject a "Memory Stick Duo"
Lightly push the "Memory Stick Duo" in once.

LightIy push in
once

/

,_continued
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O Note

• If you tbrce the "Memo1), Stick Duo" into the

"Memory Stick Duo" slot in the wrong direction, the

"Memory Stick Duo" slot may be damaged.
• Do not insert anything other than a "Memory Stick

Duo" into the "Memoz), Stick Duo" slot. Doing so

may cause a malftmction of your camcorder.

• When the access lamp is lit or flashing, your
camcorder is reading/writing data fiom/to the

"Memory Stick Duo" Do not shake or knock your

camcorder, tmn the power oft', eject the "Memo_),

Stick Duo," or remove the batte! 7 pack. Othezavise,
image data may be damaged

Step7: Settingthe
screenlanguage
You can select the language to be used on the
LCD screen.

OPEN

POWER switch

Press OPEN to open the LCD panel.

Touch _.

Touch [LANGUAGE].

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

touch [[_]/[_]. If you cannot find it, touch

[MENU], and select it from the "_

(TIME&ANGU.) menu (p. 89).

Select the desired language with [_]/

[_, then touch E_]-
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"_° Tip

• Yore- camcorder offers [ENG [SIMP]] (simplified

English) for when you cannot find yore nati;'e

tongue among the options.

I

e_

¢D
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Recording

Recordingmovies
You can record movies on a tape or a

"Memory Stick Duo."

Before recording, follow steps 1 to 7 in

"Getting started" (p. 13 to p. 22).

When you are recording on a tape, movies

will be recorded along with stereo sound.

When you are recording on a "Memory Stick

Duo," the movie will be recorded with

monaural sound.

Camera recording lamp POWER switch

REC START/STOP

"_" Tip

• Pertbrming Easy Handycam operation, even first time

users can iecold easily. For details, see page 34

Remove the lens cap. Pull the lens cap

string down and attach it to the grip
belt.

2 Press OPEN and open the LCD panel.

Select the recording mode.

[_Yo record on a tape
Slide the POWER switch until the

CAMERA-TAPE lmnp lights up, and your

camcorder is set to the standby mode.

SIide the POWER

switch while pressing
the green button.

[_[]To record on a "Memory Stick
Duo" - MPEG MOVIE EX

Slide me POWER switch repeatedly until

the CAMERA-MEMORY lamp lights up,

and the currently selected recording folder

appears on the screen.

_ rAPE--t- CAMERA
I_4EMORYJ

_ --\ ,._ Slide the POWER
,_)/,/i_"_ _X_,o9 switchwhile pressing

j, , the green button

Press REC START/STOP.

Recording starts. [RE(?] appears on the

LCD screen and the Camera recording lamp

lights up.

Press REC START/STOP again to stop

recording.

Tocheckthe most recentlyrecorded
MPEGmovie _3 - Review
Touch [_. Playback starts automatically.

Touch [_ again to return to standby.

To delete the movie, touch [_ afier playback

is finished, then [YES].

To cancel deleting, touch [NO].

Toturn the power off
Slide the POWER switch up to the OFF (CHG)

position.
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Indicatorsdisplayedduringrecording
ona tape
The indicators will not be recorded on the tape.

Date/time and the camera settings data (p. 57)

will not be displayed during recording.

[]

Indicatorsdisplayedduringrecording
ona "Memory Stick Duo"
The indicators will not be recorded on the

"Memory Stick Duo."

Date/time (p. 57) wil! not be displayed during

recording.

[] Indicators for Cassette Memory cassettes

[] Remaining battery

The indicated time may not be correct

depending on the environment of use.

When you opened or closed the LCD panel,

it takes about 1 minute to display the correct

remaining battery time.

[] Recording mode (SP or LP)

[] Recording status ([STBY] (standby) or

[REC 1 (recording))

[] Time code or tape counter (hour:

minute: second)

[] Recording capacity of the tape (p. 87)

[] Personal Menu button (p. 62)

[] END SEARCH/EDIT SEARCH/Rec

review display switch button (p. 47)

[] Recording folder

[] Remaining battery

The indicated time may not be correct

depending on the environment of use.

When you opened or closed the LCD panel,

it takes about i minnte to display the correct

remaining battery time.

[] Recording status ([STBY 1 (standby) or

[RE(;] (recording))

[] Movie size

[] Recorded time (hour: minute: second)

[] Recording capacity of the "Memory

Stick Duo"

[] "Memory Stick Duo" recording start

indicator (appears for about 5 seconds)

[] Personal Menu button (p. 62)

[] Review button (p. 24)

O Note

• Before changing the battel 3, pack, slide the POWER

switch up to OFF (CHG).

• In tile defanlt setting, when you do not operate the

camcorder tbr mole allan about 5 minutes, the power

will amomatically tirol off to prevent battery loss

([A.SHUT OFF], p. 88) To restart recording, slide
tlle POWER switch down to select CAMERA-

TAPE or CAME1L_-MEMORY, and then press
REC START/STOP

• While recording movies on a "Memoir Stick Duo,"

the only menu items available will be those with
shol_ cuts on the Personal Menu In order to use

othel menu items, add them to the Personal Menu.

=bcontinuod
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• When you are recording on a "Memo_ 7 Stick Duo"

with an external flash (optional) attached to the

intelligent accessory shoe, turn offthe power of the

external flash to prevent charging noise f!om getting
recorded.

"_" Tip

• If you do not use yore camcorder tbr a long time,
remove the cassette and store it.

• You can also use REC START/STOP of the LCD

panel to record moving pictmes. It is usefifl when

you record flom a low-angle or record yourself in the
reinor mode.

• To press REC START,'STOP on LCD frame,

support the LCD panel with your hand.

• Recording with LCD screen is recommended when
you use the large capacity battery pack
(NP-FP70iFP90).

• To ensure slnooth tlansition on a tape from the last
recorded scene to the next, note the following.

Do not remove the cassette. (The pictme will be
recorded continuously without a break even when

you tm_l the power oft)
Do not record pictmes in SP mode and LP mode on

the same tape
Avoid stopping then recording a movie in the LP
mode

• See"To record tbr a longer time on a "Memo! WStick

Duo'"' (p. 26) for the approximate length of time it is
possible to record on a "Memo_ 7 Stick Duo" of

different capacities.
• The recording time, date, and the camera settings

data (for tape only) are recorded automatically on
the recording media without being displayed on the

screen You can view this information dming
playback by selecting [DATA CODE] in the menu

setting (p 57).

Torecord for a longertime on a tape
In the _ (STANDARD SET) menu, select

[[_ RE(: MODE], then [LP] (p 84)
In the LP mode, you can record 1.5 times longer

than you can when recording in the SP mode.

A tape recorded in the LP mode should be

played back only on this camcorder.

To record for a longertime on a
"Memory Stick Duo"
In the (MEMORY SET) menu. select

[MOVIE SET], [ g2_ IMAGE SIZE], then [160 ×

1121 (p. 71).

The length of time you can record on a

"Memory Stick Duo" varies depending on the

image size and the recording environment.

Refer to the lbllowing list lbr approximate length

of time you can record movies on a "Memory

Stick Duo" formatted on your camcorder.

Image size and time
(hour: minute: second)

8MB 00:01:20 00:05:20

(supplied)

16MB 00:02:40 00:10:40

32MB 00:05:20 00:21:20

64MB 00:10:40 00:42:40

128MB 00:21:20 01:25:20

256MB 00:42:40 02:50:40

(MSX-M256)

512MB 01:25:20 05:41:20

(MSX-M512)
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When the CAMERA-TAPE mode is

selected, you can choose zoom to

magnification levels greater than 10 times,

and from that point activate the digital zoom

([DIGITAL ZOOM[, p. 68).

Occasional use of the zoom is effective, but

use it sparingly for best results.

1 cm (approx 80 cm (approx
1/2 inch)* 2 5/8 feet)*

W T

* The mmimmn distance required between your

camcordei and the subject to get a shaqJ focus in

that position of the lever

Move the power zoom lever slightly for a

slower zoom. Move it further for a faster

zoom.

To record wider range of view
Move the power zoom lever towards W.

The subject appears farther away (Wide

angle).

To record closer view

Move the power zoom lever towards T.

The subject appears closer (Telephoto).

You can turn the LCD panel towards the

subject so that you and your subject can share

the image being recorded. You can also

utilize this function when recording yourself,

to keep the attention of small chil&en

attracted to the camcorder while you record

them.

Open the LCD panel 90 degrees to the

camcorder, then rotate it 180 degrees

towards the subject.

A mirror-ilnage of the subject appears on the

LCD screen, but the picture will be normal

when recorded.
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With the self-timer, you can start recording
after a delay of about 10 seconds.

REC START/STOP

REC START/STOP

Touch_.

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

touch [_/[_. If you cannot find it, touch

[MENU[, and select it from the gi]_
(CAMERA SET) menu.

_g0min g TSTBY O¸OO¸O0

SELF T_,4_R C>_

Touch [ON], then [_].

@ appears.

STB¥ 00000

Press REC START/STOP.

You will hear a beep sound counting down

for about 10 seconds (The count down

indication begins from 8).

The recording starts.

To stop recording, press RE( START/
STOP.

Tocancelthe countdown
Tonch [RESET] or press RE( START STOP.

Tocancelthe self-timer
Follow steps i and 2, then select [OFF[ in step
3.

This feature is useful for movies you intend

to import to your computer to produce still

images.

You can record pictures with less blurring than

recording in the normal mode, prodncing

pictures suitable for analyzing high-speed

action such as sports. To erLioy as a movie, it is

bett_r to record the pictnre in the nom_al mode

since the image is recorded only every 1/30 of a

second in the progressive recording mode.

REC START/STOP

Touch_.

Touch [PROGRE RE(:].

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

tonch [_ [_. If yon cannot find it, tonch
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[MENU], and select [PROGRES. REC]

from the _:2'i ((AMERA SET) menu.

Touch [ON], then [_].

30p appears

Press REC START/STOP.

Press it again to stop recording.

To cancel the progressiverecording
mode
FoFtow steps I and 2, then select [OFF] in step

3.

Note on the progressive recording mode

In a nomlal TV broadcast the screen is divicled into 2

finer fields and these are displayed in tinn, eve_W 1/60

of a second. Thus, the actual picture displayed in an

instant covers only half of the apparent picnue area In

progressive recording, the picture is fully displayed

with all the pixels. A picture recorded in this mode

appears clearer, but a moving s_bject may appea_

awkward.

0 Note

• When recording in the progressive recording mode

trader fluorescent light or a light bulb, the screen

may flicker. This is not a malfimction.
• You cannot use the ProNessive recording mode

together with [ 16:9 WIDE] mode

Recordingstill
imagesE:3
- Memoryphotorecording

You cma record still images on a "Memory

Stick Duo." Before recording, follow steps 1

to 7 in "Getting started" (p. 13 to p. 22).

PHOTO

;;J;;;'

POWER switch

"_° Tip

• Pertbm_ing Easy Handycam operation even first time
users can record easily For details, see page 34.

Remove the lens cap. Pull the lens cap

string down and attach it to the grip
belt.

÷

Press OPEN and open the LCD panel.

/

o
&
5'

,_continued
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until the CAMERA-MEMORY lamp

lights up.

The selected recording tblder is displayed.

Stide the POWER

switch while pressing
the green button.

Press and hold PHOTO lightly.

You will hear a light beeping sound when

the focus and brightness settings are

adjusted. Recording does not start at this

point.

The indicator

stops flashing

The number of images
that can be recorded*

*Tile number of images that can be iecoided

varies depending on the image quality setting

and the recoiding environment.

A shutter sound is heard. When bars of

llll _ disappear, the image is recorded on

the "Memory Stick Duo."

Tocheckthe most recentlyrecorded
image - Review
Touch _.

Touch E_[] to retnrn to standby.

To delete the image, touch [3D, then [YES].

To cancel deleting, touch [NO].

Toturn the power off
Slide the POWER switch up to the OFF ((HG)

position.

Torecordstill imagescontinuously-
Burst
Select the (MEMORY SET) menu,

[STILL SET], then [_ BURST](p.7O).
You can record images continuously in a time
interval of about 0.5 to 0.07 seconds.

Indicatorsdisplayedduringrecording

% %

[] Recording folder

[] Image size
For DCR-H( 65:

[_152 (1152 x 864) or L_640 (640 x 480)
For DCR-HC85:

I_7eoo(1600 x 1200)or _4o (640 x 480)
[] Quality

FINE([FINE]) or STD([STANDARD])

[] Personal Menu button (p. 62)

[] Review button (p. 30)

"_° Tip
• When you p_ess PHOTO on your Remote

Commander, the image displayed on the screen at
that timing is recorded

• The recording time, date, and the camera settings
data are recorded automatically on the recording
media without being displayed on the screen. You
can view this infommtion dm-ingplayback by
selecting [DATA CODE] in the menu setting
(p. 57).

• The recording angle is wider than that of the
CAMERA-TAPE mode.
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1600 x 1200 640 x 480

512 MB 480 2850

(MSX-M512)

Select the (MEMORY SET) menu,

[STILL SET], then [[ QUALITY[ or

[[]IMAGE SIZE] (p. 71).

The number of pictures you can record on a

"Memory Stick Duo" varies depending on

the quality/size of the image and the

recording environment.

Refer to the following list for the approximate

number of pictures that can be recorded on a

"Memory Stick Duo" formatted on your
camcorder.

When the image quality is [FINE]

(number of images)
For DCR-HC65:

The image size o1"1152 × 864 is 500 kB, that o1"
640 × 480 is 150 kB.

i152 X 864 640 x 480

8 MB (supplied) 15 50

16 MB 30 96

32 MB 61 190

64 MB 120 390

128 MB 245 780

256 MB 445 1400

(MSX-M256)

512 MB 900 2850

(MSX-M512)

For DCR-HC85:

The image size of 1600 × i200 is 960 kB, that

of 640 × 480 is 150 kB.

i600 x t200 640 x 480

8 MB (supplied) 8 50

16MB 16 96

32 MB 32 190

64 MB 65 390

128 MB 130 780

256 MB 235 1400

(MSX-M256)

When the image quality is [STANDARD]

(number of images)
For DCR-H( 65:

The image size of 1152 × 864 is 200 kB, that of
640 × 480 is 60 kB.

1152 x 864 640 x 480

8 MB (supplied) 37 120

16 MB 74 240

32 MB 150 485

64 MB 300 980

128 MB 600 1970

256 MB 1000 3550

(MSX-M256)

512 MB 2050 7200

(MSX-M512)

For DCR-HC85:

The image size of 1600 × 1200 is 420 kB, that

of 640 × 480 is 60 kB.

i600 x 1200 640 x 480

8 MB (supplied) 18 120

16 MB 37 240

32 MB 75 485

64 MB 150 980

128 MB 300 1970

256 MB 540 3550

(MSX-M256)

512 MB 1100 7200

(MSX-M512)

The recommended distance to the subject when

using the built-in flash is 0.3 to 2.5 m (1 to 8

feet).

Yonr camcorder is set to auto flashing by

default, so according to the lighting conditions,

=bcontinued
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the flash may be automatically activated when

you press PHOTO.

Follow the steps below when you ahvays want

to use the flash, or when you do not want to use
the flash at all.

The available settings vary according to what

you selected in [REDEYE REDUC] of [FLASH

SET] in the _) (CAMERA SET) menu (p. 67).

§ [f Ish)

Press _ (flash) repeatedly to select a

setting.

The settings are displayed cyclically in the

lbllowing order.

When the red eye reduction feature
is turned off

No indicator displayed: Automatically

flashes when there is not enough

surrounding light.

€
{_ (Forced flash): Ahvays uses the flash

regardless of the surrounding brightness.

@ (No flash): Always records without

using the flash.

When the red eye reduction feature
is turned on
G, (Auto red-eye reduction): Pre-flashes to

reduce red-eye before the flash

automatically flashes when there is not

enough surrounding light.

i (Forced red-eye reduction): Ahvays

uses the flash and the red-eye reducing pre-

flash regardless of the surrounding

brightness.

@ (No flash): Ahvays records without

using the flash.

(J Note

• Remove the dust from tile smi:ace of the flash lamp

before using it. You may not get a sufficient alnotlnt

of flash if the dust discolol s or sticks to the lamp due
to the heat flora flashing.

• The red-eye reduction may not produce the desired
effect due to individual differences and other

conditions.

• The flash charge indicator flickers while charging,

and remains lit when the barrel 3' charge is complete.

(In tile CAIMERA-TAPE mode, it takes a while to

flllly charge the flash lamp since it charges its battery
with tile flash lalnp open.)

• The flash will not work &iring the following

opelations:

Super NightShot plus fimction
Color Slow Shutter flmction

Digital effect

Proglessive recording mode
Burst

During rope recording

[ 16:9 WIDE] mode

• Even ifmlto flashing or _2> (Auto red-eye reduction)

is selected, the flash will not work dtuing the
following operations:

NigNShot phls flmction

[SPOTLIGHT], [SUNSET&MOON], and

[LANDSCAPE] of [PROGRAM AE]
Manual exposure

Flexible spot meter

• If you use tile flash in bright places such as when

shooting a backlit subject, the flash may not be
effective.

• Attaching the lens hood (supplied) or a convelsion

lens (optional) may cause its shadow to appear

• You cannot use an external flash (optional) and tile
built-in flash at the same time (for DCR-HC85)

"_" Tip

• Tile amount of light used by tile flash is adjusted

automatically. To adjust it manually, select [FLASH

LEVEL] ti-om the _ (CAMERA SET) menu

(p 67).

• When the focus is hard to adjust, refer to "Adjusting

the tbcus manually" (p 41) for the proper tbcal
distance information.
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With the self-timer, you can record a still
image after a delay of about 10 seconds.

PHOTO PHOTO

Press PHOTO.

You will hear a beep sound counting down

lbr about 10 seconds (The count down

indication begins from 8).

The image is recorded. When bars of

1111_ disappe_, the image is recorded on
the "Memory Stick Duo."

Tocancel the countdown
Touch [RESET].

Tocancel the self-timer
Follow steps 1 and 2, then select [OFF] m step
3.

o

B.

Touch _.

2 Touch [SELF-TIMER].

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

touch [_/[_. If you cannot find it, touch

[MENU] and select it from the _!

(CAMERA SET) menu.

SEL_ TIMER_

Touch [ON], then DE]-

@ appears.

PHOTO

Press PHOTO fully during tape recording.

REC _A,g_,,10 . .
[2dz _7" Recording is

| complete when the

scrolling stops

Torecordstill images in standby mode
Press and hold PHOTO lightly. (heck the

image and press it filly.

_continued
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"_" Tip

• The image size is set to [640 × 480].

If you want to record a still image in a diflhrent size,

use the Memory photo recording fimction (p 29).

0 Note

• You catmot leco_d a still image on a "Memoz), Stick

Duo" dming the following operations:

[16:9 WIDE] mode

Progressive recording mode for DCR-HC85

Memo_ Woverlap
MEMORY MIX fimction

[SMTH INT.REC] (smooth interval tape

recording) for DCR-HC85

• Titles are not recorded on a "Memory Stick Dim."

Recordingwith ease
- EasyHandycam

With this Easy Handycam operation, most of
the camera settings are set to automatic

mode, only basic functions become available,

and screen font size increases for easy

viewing. Even first time users can enjoy easy

recording. Before recording, follow steps 1 to

7 in "Getting started" (p. 13 to p. 22).

Camera recording tamp POWER switch
}

PHOTO

REC START/STOP

During Easy Handycam operation, you can
record movies on a tape only. To record
movies on a "Memory Stick Duo," see
page 24 (MPEG MOVIE EX).

Remove the lens cap. Pull the lens cap

string down and attach it to the grip
belt.

Press OPEN and open the LCD panel.
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Slide the POWER switch until the

CAMERA-TAPE lamp lights up.

Slide the POWER

switch while pressing
the green button

Press EASY.

The EASY lights np in blne.

Easy Handycam

operation
ON

5 Press RE(: START/STOP.

Recording starts. [RE(] appears on the

LCD screen and the Camera recording lamp

lights up. Press RE(: START/STOP again

to stop recording.

Toturn the power off
Slide the POWER switch np to the OFF ((HG)

position.

Tocancel EasyHandycamoperation
Press EASY again.

O Note

• You cannot ttun Easy Han@cam operation on or off

during:

Recording

USB Streaming

• Dining Easy Handycam operation, the following
buttons are not available.

LCD BACKLIGHT (p. 18)

BACK LIGHT (p. 37)

• During Easy Handycam operation, the settings of the

fimctions that are not displayed on the screen retlun

to their det:aults Previously made settings are

restored when you cancel Easy Handycam

operation.

Remove the lens cap. Pull the lens cap

string down and attach it to the grip
belt.

Press OPEN and open the LCD panel.

Slide the POWER switch repeatedly

until the CAMERA-MEMORY lamp

lights up.

\

?,TAPE - T CAMERA
_MEMOR¥ _

Sfide the POWER

switch while pressing"'_/_'-_, the green button.

,I °_

: /

Press EASY.

The EASY lights np in blne.

Press and hold PHOTO lightly.

You will hear a light beeping sound when

the focus and brighmess settings are

adjusted. Recording does not start at this

point.

The indicator
stops flashing

The number of images
that can be recorded.*

*The mnnber of images that can be iecorded

varies depending on the image quality setting

and the recoiding environment.

/

o
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A shutter sound is heard. When bars of

1|11 _ disappear, the image is recorded

on the "Memory Stick Duo."

Toturn the power off
Slide the POWER switch up to the OFF (CHG)
position.

Tocancel EasyHandycamoperation
Press EASY again.

O Note

• You cannot tm_l Easy Handycam opmation on or off

during recording.

• Dming Easy Han@cam operation, the following
buttons are not available.

LCD BACKLIGHT (p 18)

BACK LIGHT (p 37)

• Dming Easy Handycam operation, the settings of the

fimctions that are not displayed on the screen reiau_l

to their defaults. Previously made settings are

restored when you cancel the Easy Handycam

eperation.

2 Set [M] (month), [D] (day), hour and
minntes in the same way as [Y] (year),
then touch [_}_].

For [LANGUAGE]
Select the desired lan_mge with [_ [_,
then touch [_.

For [BEEP]
See page 88.

For [SELF-TIMER] (in the CAMERA-
MEMORY mode only)
Touch [ON], then [_.
Press PHOTO fully.
You will hear a beep sound counting down
for about 10 seconds. When the bars of

HH| H_ disappear, the image is recorded on
the "Memo W Stick Duo."

Touch [MENU].

The available menu items are displayed on
the screen.

Example: Inthe CAMERA-MEMORY mode

Touch the desired item.

Select the desired setting.

For [CLOCK SET]
Set [Y] (year) with then touch
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Adjustingthe
exposure
The exposure is ac!iusted automatically in the

default setting.

When your subject has its back to the sun or

other light, you can adjust the exposure to

prevent the subject from becoming
shadowed.

BACK LIGHT

Press BACK LIGHT during recording or

in the standby mode.

[] appears.

To cancel the back light function, press BACK

LIGHT again.

O Note

• The back light fimction is canceled when you set

[EXPOSURE] to [MANUAL] (p. 38) or select

[SPOT METER] (p. 37)

You can adjust and fix the exposure to the

subject, so that it is recorded in suitable

brightness even when there is strong contrast

between the subject and the background

(such as subjects in the limelight on stage).

Touch _ during recording or in

the standby mode.

2 Touch ]SPOT METER].

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

touch _/[_. If you cannot find it, touch

[MENU], and select it from the _2_

(CAMERA SET) menu.

3 Touch the point you want to adjust and

fix the exposure on the screen.

[SPOT METER] flashes while the camera

is adjusting the exposure for the selected
point.

Touch [END].

To return the setting to automatic

exposure
Follow steps 1 and 2, then select [AUTO] in

step 3. Or set [EXPOSURE] to [AUTO] (p. 38).

o

-I
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0 Note

• You cannot use tile Flexible spot mete! togethel
with:

NightShot phls fimction
Super NightShot phls flmction
Color Slow Shutter fimction

• If you set [PROGRAM AE], [SPOT METER] is

automatically set to [AUTO]

"_° Tip

• If you set [SPOT METER], [EXPOSURE] is

automatically set to [MANUAL].

You can fix the brightness of a picture at the
best exposure. When recording indoors on a
clear day, for instance, you can avoid
backlight shadows on people next to the
window by ananually fixing the exposure to
that of the wall side of the room.

Touch _ during recording or in

the standby mode.

Adjust the exposure by touching [2=_]

(dim)/_ (bright), then touch [_l.

Toreturnthe setting to automatic
exposure
Follow steps i and 2, then select [AUTO] in

step 3.

0 Note

• You cannot use the manual exposure together with:

NightShot plus flmction

Super NightShot plus function

Color Slow Shutter flmction

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

touch [_/[_. If you cannot find it, touch

[MENU], and select it from the _2!_
(CAMERA SET) menu.

Touch [MAN[ AL].
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Recordingin dark
places - NightShotplus, etc.

You can record subjects in dark places (such

as when capturing the face of your baby

sleeping) with the NightShot plus, Super

NightShot plus or Color Slow Shutter
function.

The NightShot plus and Super NightShot

plus function enable you to record an image

brighter.

The Color Slow Shutter function enables you

to record an image more faithful to the

original colors.

OFF( ON

NIGHTSHOT PLUS
/

Set the NIGHTSHOT PLUS switch to ON.

and ["NIGHTSHOT PLUS"[ appear.
To canceiNightShot plus, set the NIGHTSHOT
PLUS switch to OFF.

To record highersensitivitypictureson
the tape_ - SuperNightShot plus
The Super NightShot plus function enables you

to use the NightShot plus function more

effectively.

The picture will be recorded at a maximum of

16 times the sensitivity of NightShot plus

recording.

1 Slide the POWER switch to select the

CAMERA-TAPE mode.

2 Set the NIGHTSHOT PLIS switch to

ON.

{_ and ["NIGHTSHOT PLUS"] appear.

3 Touch _.

4 Touch [SIPER NSPLIS].

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

touch _/[_. If you cannot find it, touch

[MENU], and select it from the _:_
(CAMERA SET) menu.

5 Touch [ON],then [_.

S_ and ["SUPERNIGHTSHOT PLUS"]

appear.
To cancel Super NightShot plus, follow

steps 3 and 4, then select [OFF[ in step 5.

Or, set the NIGHTSHOT PLUS switch to
OFF.

Torecorda clearer picturein coloron
the tape _ - Color SlowShutter
1 Slide the POWER switch to select the

CAMERA-TAPE mode.

2 Make sure the NIGHTSHOT PLUS

switch is set to OFF.

3 Touch _.

4 Touch [COLOR SLOW S].

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

touch [_/[_. If you cannot find it, touch

[MENU], and select it from the _]_
(CAMERA SET) menu.

5 Touch [ON],then [_].

[ff] and [COLOR SLOW SHUTTER[

appear.

To cancel Color Slow Shutter, follow steps
3 and 4, then select [OFF] in step 5.

O Note
• Do not use tile NightShot phls/Supel NightShot plus

flmction in bright places. This may cause a
malfimction.

• The Color Slow Slmtter flmction may not operale
correctly in total darMless When you are recording
in a place with no light at all, use the NightShot phls

or Super NightShot plus flmctions.
• You canuot use the Super NightShot plus'Color

Slow Shutter fllnction togethe! with:
FADER flmction

Digital effect
[PROGP_M AE]

• You canuot use tile Color Slow Shuttel fimction

together with:

Manual exposme
Flexible spot meter

/

o

=,.
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• When using the Super NightShot plus or Color Slow

Shutter fimction, the shutter speed of your

camcorder changes depending on the brightness.

The motion of the picture may slow down at this
time

• Adjust the focus mamlally when it is hard to tbcus

antomatically

• Do not cover the infiared post with yore fingers or

other objects Remove the conve_ sion lens (optional)
if it is attached

• Depending on the shooting conditions or

circumstances, colors may not be reproduced

properly.

"_° Tip

• If you record subjects in complete darkness, setting
INS LIGHT] to [ON] in the menu setting is

recommended. The maximmn shooting distance

using the NightShot Light is about 3 m (10 feet).

(The defmflt setting is [ON].)
If you record subjects in dark places (such as night

scene or in moonlight), set [NS LIGHT] to [OFF] in

the menu setting. You can make image color deepe_

(p 68).

Adjustingthe focus
The tbcus is adjusted automatically in the

default setting.

You can select and adjust the focal point to
aim it at a suIziect not located in the center of
the screen.

Touch _ during recording or in

the standby mode.

Touch [SPOT FOCUS].

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

tonch [_/_. If you cannot find it, touch

[MENU], and select it from the [_2
(CAMERA SET) menu.

to adjust the focus on the screen.

[SPOT FOCUS[ flashes while the camera is

acljnsting the focns. @ appears.

Touch [END].
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Toadjust the focus automatically
Follow steps 1 and 2, then touch [AUTO] in step

3. Or press FOCUS after step 4.

0 Note

• You cannot use the SPOT FOCUS flmction together

with [PROGRAM AE].

• Focusing distance information will not be displayed.

You can adjust the focus manually according

to the recording conditions.

Use this function in the following cases.

To record a sut_iect behind a window covered

with raindrops.

To record horizontal stripes.

To record a subject with little contrast

between the subject and its background.

When you want to l_cus on a subject in the

background.

To record a stationary subject using a tripod.

Focus ring

%
FOCUS

Press FOCUS during recording or ill

the standby mode.

appears.

Rotate the focus ring and adjust the

focus.

E:_changesto _whenthel_cuscannotbe

adiusted any lhrther. _ changes to *_

when the focus cannot be adjusted an?:
closer.

Tips for focusing manually

• It is easier to focus on the subject when you use the

zoom fimction Move the powe! zoom leve! towards
T (telephoto) to adjust the focus, and then, towards

W (wide angle) to adjust the zoom for recording.

• When you want to record a close-up image of a

subject, move the power zoom leve! towards W
(wide angle) to fiflly magni_' the image, then adjust
the focus

Touse the expanded focus _
For DCR-H( 85:

It will be easier to confirm the focus setting by _._-

enlarging the image during manual focusing. €._

When the CAMERA-MEMORY lamp is on, set

[EXP.FOCUS] in the f_i_ (CAMERA SET)

menu to [ON] (p. 66).

When you rotate the focus ring, @ appears

and the image will be displayed at twice its

original size.

Toadjust the focus automatically
Press FOCUS again.

"_° Tip

The t)cal distance information (for when it is

dark and hard to adjust focus) appears tBr 3

seconds in the following cases. (It will not be

displayed correctly if you are using a

conversion lens (optional).)
When the tbcus mode is switched from automatic
to lnanllal.

When you rotate the tbcus ring.
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Recordinga picture
usingvariouseffects

[OVERLAP] (fade in only)

[WIPE] (fade in only)

[DOT FADER] (fade in only)

POWER switch

Slide the POWER switch to select the
CAMERA-TAPE mode.

You can add the following effects to

cun'ently recording pictures.

[BLACK FADER]

fade in) or during recording (to fade

out).

3 Touch [FADER].

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

touch [_]/[2_]. If you cannot find it, touch

[MENU], and select it from the _
(PICT.APPLI.) menu.

[WHITE FADER]

[MOSAIC FADER]

[MONOTONE]
When fading in, the picture gradually changes
from black-and-white to color.

When fading out, the picture gradnally changes
from color to black-and-white.
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Touch the desired effect, then touch

[_1.
When you touch [OVERLAP], [WIPE[ or

[DOT FADER], the image on the tape in

your camcorder is stored as a still image.

(While storing the image, the screen turns to

blue.)

STB_ 80000

FADER,

5 Press REC START/STOP.

The fader indicator stops flashing and

disappears when the fade is complete.

Tocancel theoperation
Follow steps 2 and 3, then select [OFF] in step 4.

fO Note

• You callnot use tile FADER fimcfion togethel with:
Self-tinier

Super NightShot plus fimction
Color Slow Shutter fimction

Digital effect

[FRAME REC] (Frame recolding)

[INTERVAL REC] (Interval recording) for DCR-
HC65

[SMTH INT REC] (smooth imelval tape

recording) for DCR-HC85

Fadingin from still image onthe
"Memory StickDuo" - Memoryoverlap
You can fade in from the still image on the

"Memory Stick Duo" to the movie cnrrently

being recorded on the tape.

Still image Movie

3 Touch _.

4 Touch [MEN[].

Select _. (PICT.APPLI.), then
[_1 OVERLAP] by touching [_/[_]

and [_].

The recorded image appears on the
thumbnail screen.

6 Touch [_ (previous)/[_-_ (next) to

select the still image to be superimposed.

7 Touch [ON], then [_1.

8 Touch D_1.

9 Press REC START/STOP to start

recording.
[M OVRLAP] stops flashing, and
disappears when fading is finished.

You can add digital effects to the recordings.

[STILL]

You can record a movie while superimposing it

on a previously recorded still image.

[FLASH] (flash motion)
You can record a movie with a serial-still-image

effect (strobe effect).

[LUMI. KEY] (luminance key)
You can replace a brighter area in a previously

recorded still image, such as the background of

a person or a title written on white paper, with a
movie.

/

¢3
O

=,.

1 Check that you have a "Memory Stick
Duo" with the still image to be

superimposed and a tape in your
camcorder.

2 Slide the POWER switch to select the

CAMERA-TAPE mode.

[TRAIL]

You can record a picture so that an incidental

image like a trail is left.

,_condnued
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[SLOW SHUTTR] (slow shutter)

You can slow down the shutter speed. This

mode is suitable for shooting a subject more

clearly in a dark place.

[OLD MOVIE]

You can add an old movie-type atmosphere to

pictures. Your camcorder automatically records

pictures in the letterbox mode for all screen size,

sepia in color, and at a slower shutter speed.

Slide the POWER switch to select the

CAMERA-TAPE mode.

2 Touch _.

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

touch [_/[i_. If you cannot find it, touch

[MENU], and select it from the _,
(PICT.APPLI.) menu.

Touch the desired effect, then adjust

the effect by touching [ZB (decrease) /

[_D (increase) and touch [_£1-

Adjustment screen example:

When you touch [STILL] or [LUMI. KEY],

the image displayed on the screen at that

time is saved as a still image.

Effect Items to adjust

[STILL] The degree of transparency

of the still image you want

to superin_l}ose on a
movie.

[FLASH] The interval of franle-by-

frame playback.

[LUMI KEY] The color sclmme of tile

area in the still image

which is to be swapped
with a movie.

[TRAIL] The l%de time of the

incidental image.

[SLOW Shutter speed (1 is 1/30, 2

SHUTTR]* is 1/15, 3 is 1/8, 4 is 1/4).

[OLD MOVIE] No adjustment necessal T

* It is hald to adjust the tbcus autonmtically when

you choose this effect. Adjust the focus

mamlally using a tripod to steady the

camcorder.

Touch [_.

appears.

Tocancel Digital effect
Follow steps 2 and 3, then select [OFF] in step

4.

0 Note

• You cannot use Digital effect togethel with:

Super NightShot plus fimction
Color Slow Shutter fimction

FADER fimction

Memory ovellap
MEMORY MIX fimction

• You cannot use [SLOW SHUTTR]i[OLD MOVIE]

together with [PROGRAM AE] (except [AUTO])

• You cannot use [OLD MOVIE] togethel with:

[16:9 WIDE] mode

Picture effect ([PICT EFFECT])

"_° Tip

• You call create a picture with color and brightness

reversed or a picture that looks like a pastel drawing

while recording on a tape. For details, refer to

Picture effect ([PICT.EFFECT], p 74).
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You can superimpose a still image you have

recorded on a "Memory Stick Duo" over the

movie you are cun'ently recording on a tape.

You can then record the superimposed

pictures on a tape or a "Memory Stick Duo."

(You cannot superimpose a still image on a

tape which you have already finished

recording.)

[M*--CAM LUMI.] (Memory Luminance
key)

You c an swap the brighter (white) area of a still

image into a movie. To use this ftmction, have a

still image of an illustration or title handwritten

on white paper recorded on a "Memory Stick

Duo" bel)rehand.

Still image Movie

[CAM*--M CHROMA] (Camera Chroma

key)
You can superimpose a movie on top of a still

image, such as ,'m image which can be used as

background. Shoot the movie with the subject

against a blue background. Only the blue area of

the movie will be swapped with the still image.

Still image Movie

Blue

[M*--CAM CHROMA] (Memory Chroma

key)
You can have the movie swap into the blue area

of a still image such as an illustration or into a

frame with a blue area enclosed by the frame.

Still image Movie

Blue

Duo" with the still image to be

superimposed and a tape (only if you

are recording on tape) in your
camcorder.

2 Slide the POWER switch repeatedly to

select the CAMERA-TAPE mode

(when you are recording on a tape) or

the CAMERA-MEMORY mode

(when you are recording on a

"Memory Stick Duo").

Touch _.

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

touch [_]i[Z]. If you cannot find it, touch

[MENU], and select it from the _
(PICT.APPLI.) menu.

The still image stored in the "Memory Stick

Duo" will be displayed on the thumbnail
screen.

Thumbnail screen

m

o

N'

Touch _ (previous)![_] (next) to

select the still image to overlap.
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Touch the desired effect.

The still image is superimposed on the

movie which is currently displayed on the
L(D screen.

• When you use the MEMORY MIX flmction in tile

mirror mode (p. 27), the picnue on the LCD screen

appears normally, without being minor-reversed

• You may not be able to play back pictmes modified

on your compute! or recorded with other camcorders

on yolu canlcorder

"_" Tip

• The supplied SPVD-012 USB Driver CD-RONI

contains sample images tbr use in MEMORY MIX

operations Refer to the supplied "Computer

Applications Guide" tbr details

7 Touch _ (decrease)/D_ (increase)

to adjust the following.

For [M*--CAM LUMI.]

The color scheme of the bright area in the
still image which is to be swapped into a

movie. When you want to record only the

still image stored on the "Memory Stick

Duo" to a tape, touch [_ on the screen in
[M*---CAM LUMI.] nntil the bar indicator

is extended fully to the right side.

For [CAM*--M CHROMA]
The color scheme of the blue area in the

movie.

For [M*--CAM CHROMA]
The color scheme of the blue area in the still

image which is to be swapped into a movie.

Touch _ twice.

appears.

Start recording.

When you are recording on a tape
Press RE( START/STOP.

When you are recording on a
"Memory Stick Duo"
Press PHOTO frilly.

TocancelMEMORYMIX
Follow steps 3 and4, then touch [OFF] in step 5.

O Note

• When the overlapping still image has a large amount

of white, the image in the flmmbnail screen may not
be clear
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Searchingfor the
starting point @

Touch []_]].

POWER switch

This function is handy when you have played

back the tape, for example, but want to start

recording right after the most recently

recorded scene. When you use a cassette

without Cassette Memory, the END

SEARCH function will not work once you

eject the cassette after you have recorded on

the tape. If you use a cassette with Cassette

Memory, it will function even when you have

eiected the cassette.

select the CAMERA-TAPE mode.

2 Touch [_.

_6omLn _ STBY 00000

The last scene of the most recent recording

is played back for about 5 seconds, and the

camcorder enters the standby mode at the

point where the last recording has finished.

Tocancel the operation
Touch [CAN(ELl.

fO Note

• The END SEARCH fimction will not work correctly
when thae is a blank section behveen recorded

sections on the tape

"_° Tip

• You can do this operation also by selecting [END

SEARCH] in the menu setting. When PLAY/EDIT

mode is selected, you can do this opaation
by selecting [END SEARCH] sho_t-cut on

(p. 62).

You can search for the start point while
viewing the pictures on the screen. The sound
is not played back during the search.

Slide the PO_VER switch to select the

CAMERA-TAPE mode.

Touch _.
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Keep touching _ (to go

backward)/[_[] (to go forward) and
release it at the point where you want

the recording to start.

You can view a few seconds of the scene

recorded just before you stopped the tape.

Slide tile POWER switch repeatedly to
select the CAMERA-TAPE mode.

2 Touch [_.

_,omin _ STB¥ 00000

Touch _ once.

The last few seconds of the most recentl'¢
recorded scene are played back. Then, your

camcorder is set to the standby mode.
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Playback

Viewing movies
recordedon a tape
Make sure you have a recorded cassette

inserted into your camcorder.

Some of the operations are possible using the

Remote Commander or using the touch

panel.

When you want to play back recordings on

your TV, see page 59.

OPEN

POWER switch

"_° Tip

• Pelfomfing Easy Handycam operation even first time

users can play back easily For details, see page 54.

Press OPEN and open the LCD panel.

select the PLAY/EDIT mode.

Slide the POWER
j:_ _ sw tchwh e pressng

J' _ the green button

Touch _ (rewind) to go to the point

you want to view.

Touch _---_ (play) to start playback.

Toadjust the volume
1 Touch _.

2 Touch [VOLUME].

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

touch [_]/[_]. If you cannot find it, touch

[MENU], and select it from the
(STANDARD SET) meml.

3 Adjust the volume by touching

(decrease) / _ (increase), then touch

Tostop playback
Touch _ (stop).

Topause
Tonch _ (panse) dnring playback. Tonch it

again to restart the playback.

Playback stops automatically when the pause
mode continues lbr more than 5 minutes.

To fast forward orrewind
Touch _ (fast folavard) or _ (rewind) in

stop mode.

Toreview movieson the viewfinder
(lose the L(D panel.

m
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Indicatorsdisplayedduringtape
playback

%

[] Remaining battery

[] Recording mode (SP or LP)

[] Tape transport indicator

[] Time code (hour: minute: second: frame)

or tape counter (hour: minute: second)

[] Personal Menu button (p. 62)

[] Video operation buttons

When a "Memory Stick Duo" has been

inserted, [_ (stop) changes to

_("Melnory Stick" playback) when

you stop playback

0 Note

• If you press RE(" START/STOP (p. 138) during

tape playback, a movie iecorded on the tape is

Iecolded on the "Memol T Stick Duo" (MPEG

MOVIE EX).

To fast forward or rewindduring
playback- Picturesearch
Keep on touching _ (fast forward) or

(rewind) during playback.

To resume normal playback, release the button.

Toview the picture while fast
forwarding or rewinding- Skip scan
Keep on touching _ (fast forward) or

(rewind) while fast tbrwarding or rewinding the

tape.

To resume fast forwarding or rewinding, release

the button.

Toplay backin variousmodes
You will not hear the recorded sound. Also, you

may see mosaic-like images of the previously

played picture remaining on the screen.

1 During playback or playback pause,

touch _.

2 Touch [[_VAR. SPD PB].

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

touch [_/[_. If you cannot find it, touch

[MENU], and select it from the _;_

(EDIT/PLAY) menu.

3 Select a playback mode.

To remm to the normal playback mode,

touch _ (play/pause) twice (once from

frame playback).

To Touch

(frame) during

playback

change the

playback
direction*

play back _ (slow) dming
slowly** playback

To reverse direction

_]D Touch _(fiame).

0 _ (slow)

play back 2 times [_ (double speed)

faster (double duling playback.

speed) To reverse direction

0 Touch _ (frame).

[_ (double speed)

play back flame _ (frame) during

by frame playback pause.

To reverse direction, touch

(frame) a gain during

frame playback.

*Horizontal lines may appear at the top, bottom,
or in the center of the screen. This is not a

lnalfitqction

**Pictures ouitnlt from the _ DV Interface

cannot be played back smoothly in slow mode.

Touch [_, then [_.
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You can apply [STILL], [FLASH], [LUMI.

KEY], and [TRAIL] effects when viewing

recorded pictures. For details on each effect,

see page 43.

Tocancel Digital effect
Follow steps 2 to 4, then select [OFF] in step 5.

O Note

• You cannot add effects to externally input pictmes.

Also, you cannot ou_ut pictures edited with digital

effects via the I, DV Intert:ace.

"_° Tip

• You cannot record the pictmes edited using special
effects on the tape in your camcorder, but you can

copy them to a "Memo W Stick Duo" (p 96) or

anothe! tape (p. 94)

POWER switch

/

-0

select the PLAY/EDIT mode.

2 Touch _ while the picture you

want to add the effect to is displayed.

3 Touch [MEN[].

Select _ (PICT.APPLI.), then

[D.EFFECT] by touching [_Z]/[B and
touch [_.

Select an effect, then adjust the effect

by touching [Z_ (decrease)/[2Z]

(increase).

Touch DE] twice, then [X]-

O_ appears.
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Viewing recordings
on a "Memory Stick
Duo"

You can view pictures one at a time on the

screen. When you have a lot of pictures, you

can list them to search through them easily.

Make sure you have a recorded "Memory

Stick Duo" inserted into your camcorder.

When you want to play back a recorded

picture on your TV, see page 59.

OPEN

POWER switch

Press OPEN and open the L('D panel.

2 Slide the POWER switch repeatedly to

select the PLAY/EDIT mode.

\

_D TAPE-_F CAMERA

Stide the POWER

switch while pressing

_/' ':_ the green button
i ili

/.

Touch _.

The most recently recorded picture appears
on the screen.

Touch [Z] (previous)/[Z] (next) to

select a picture.

Screen example (movies):

When you view a movie, touch
when the selected movie appears on the

screen.

Toadjust the volumeof movies
1 Touch _.

2 Touch [VOLUME].

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

touch [_/[_. If you cannot find it, touch

[MENU], and select it from the

(STANDARD SET) menn.

3 Adjust tile volume by touching [_

(decrease) / _ (increase), then touch
gN.

Tostopor pausemovies
Touch _. Touch it again to restart the

playback.

Todelete pictures
See "Deleting recorded pictures" (p. 107).
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Indicatorsdisplayedduring "Memory
Stick Duo"playback

[] Remaining battery

[] Image size

[] Picture number/Total number of

recorded pictures in the current

playback folder

[] Playback folder

[] Playing time (movies only)

[] Previous/next folder icon

The following indicators appear when the

first or last picture of the current folder is

displayed and when there are multiple

l)lders on the same "Memory Stick Duo."

: Tonch _ to move to the previous
l)lder.

I_iI : Tonch _ to move to the next
l)lder.

I_ : Touch _ to move to either

the previous or the next folder.

[] Image delete button

[] Print mark (still images only) (p. 109)

[] Image protection mark (p. 108)

[] Data file name

[] Personal Menu button

[] Index screen display button

[] Tape playback select button

[] Picture select button

0 Note

• Folders that you have created on a conll]ute!,

renamed folders, and modified pictures may not

appear Oll the screen.
• While playing back movies on a "Memo! 3, Stick

Duo," the only menu items available will be those
with shol_ cuts on the Personal Menu In order to use

other menu items, add them to the Pelsonal Metal

"_° Tip

• Once you record a picture in a folder, the same folder

will be set as the default tblder for playback. You

can select a playback folder in the menu (p. 73).

Using the screen in step 4 in "Viewing

recordings on a "Memory Stick Duo'"' (p. 52),

the following operations are available.

Tosearch for a scene in a movie
You can divide a movie into a maximnm of 60

scenes in order to start playback from a

particular scene. The number of scenes you can

divide the movie into depends on the length of

the movie.

1 Touch _ (previous)/E_] (next) to

select a scene from which to start the

playback.

2 Touch _.

m
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Todisplay6 picturesat a time,
includingmovies - IndexScreen
Touch _.

Previous
6 pictures _ mark*

Next Movie icon

6 pictures

* The piclure displayed betbre switching to the index

screen

To return to the single display mode, touch the

picture that you want to display.

To view pictures in other folders in the
indexscreen

1 Touch [_[].

2 Touch _.

3 Touch [PB FOLDER].

4 Select a folder with E_/[_], then touch

Playingback with
ease - EasyHandycam

Easy Handycam operation allows easy

playback for even first time users by

providing only the basic functions for

playback. Also screen font size increases Ibr

easy viewing. Make sure you have a recorded

cassette or a recorded "Memory Stick Duo"

inserted into your camcorder.

EASY

OPEN

POWER switch

Press OPEN and open the LCD panel.

2 Slide the POWER switch repeatedly to

select the PLAY/EDIT mode.

Press EASY.

The EASY lights up in blue.
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When playing back on a tape

The following buttons can be operated.
(play pause)i[_ (fast forward)i

(stop)i_ (rewind)

You can operate these operations and
SLOW|_ on the Remote Commander.

When playing back on a "Memory
Stick Duo"

Touch _.

The following buttons can be operated.
(previous)i[_-_ (next)i_ (play/

pause for movie)i _ (delete)

You can control playback with the Remote
Commander.

Tocancel EasyHandycamoperation
Press EASY again.

O Note

• You cannotturn Easy Han@cam operation on or off
dt_ing conmltmicationwith another device via USB
cable.

Touch [MEN[ ].

The available memt items are displayed oll
the screen.

Select the desired setting.

For [CLOCK SET]
1 Set [Y] (?-ear) with [_/[_, then touch

[_.

2 Set [M] (month), [D] (day), hour and

minutes in the same wav as [Y] (year),
then touch [_1.

For [LANGUAGE]
Select the desired language wi_ [_/[_,
then touch [_].

For [BEEP]

See page 88.

For [VOLUME]
Ac_just the vohlme by touching [_

(decrease) (increase), then touch

[;N.

For [DATA CODE]

During playback, you can view the date
time data.

Touch [DATE/TIME], then touch [_l.

For [El ALL ERASE]
You can delete all the images on the

"Memory Stick Duo."

Touch [YES].

"_" Tip

• During Easy Handycam operation, you can also do

the followings:

"Playing the picture on a TV" (p. 59)

"Dubbing to another tape" (p 94)

/

-0

Touch the desired item.
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Various playback
functions

You can magnify a small subject in a

recording and display it on the screen. You

can also display the recorded date and the

name of the folder in which the picture is
recorded.

DISPLAY/BATT INFO

[PB ZOOM] by touching [_/[2_] and
touch [_l.

Tape playback zoom screen

"Memory Stick
Duo" playback
select button

Memory playback zoom screen

POWER switch

You can magnify movies recorded on a tape

or still images stored on a "Memory Stick

Duo."

Slide the POWER switch repeatedly to

select the PLAY/EDIT mode.

2 Touch _.

Touch [MENU].

and touch the screen at the point you

want to magni_" within the displayed
frame.

The picture is magnified approximately

twice the original size and centered at the

point you touched on the screen. When you

touch another place, the point you touched
becomes the center.

Adjust the zoom ratio using the power

zoom lever.

You can select the zoom ratio from

approximately 1.1 to 5 times the original

size. Touch W to decrease, or T to increase
the ratio.

Tocancel the operation
Touch [END].

0 Note

• You cannot magni_ externally input pictures Also

you caneot output tile magnified picuues via the [
DV Interface.
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"_° Tip

• If you press DISPLAY/BATT INFO during the

playback zoom operation, the flame will disappear.

[MENU], and select it from the _7_;:

(STANDARD SET) menu.

You can choose to display the time code, tape

counter, and other inibrmation on the screen.

Press DISPLAY/BATT INFO.

The indicator switches on or off as you press the
button.

"_° Tip
• You can display the screen indicators during

playback on a TV Select the (STANDARD
SET) menu, [DISPLAY], then [V-OUT/PANEL]
q_.88).

During playback, you can view the date, time

data and the camera settings data

([CAMERA DATA]) that are automatically

recorded while recording pictures on a tape or

a "Memory Stick Duo."

select the PLAY/EDIT mode.

playback pause.

Touch [DATA (;ODE].

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

touch [_] E_- If you cannot find it, touch

TIME] then touch [_1.

Tohide the date/time or camera

settings data
Follow steps 2 and 3, and select [OFF] in step 4.

Camera settingsdata display
In the date time data display, the date and time

is displayed in the same area.

If you record the picture without setting the

clock, [......... ] and [--:--:--] will appear.

% % %

[] SteadyShot off*

] Exposure*

[] White balance*

[] Gain*

[] Shutter speed

[] Aperture value

* Appears only during tape playback

I

Ibcontinued
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Note

• Camera setting data do not appear when movies on a

"Memory Stick Duo" are played back

"_° Tip

• Exposure adjustment value (OEV) appears when a

"Memory Stick Duo" is played back.

• _ appears for the picture recorded using flash
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Playingthe picture on
a TV

Connect your camcorder to a TV using the

supplied AiV connecting cable as shown in

the following illustration.

Connect the supplied AC Adaptor to the wall

outlet for the power supply (p. 14).

Refer also to the instruction manuals supplied

with the devices to be connected.

To copy to another tape, see page 94.

AUDIO/VIDEO jack When you have an S video jack on your
TV or VCR.2

IN

@ VIDEO

_)UD'O

i

A/V connecting cable (supplied) .1

m

-u

Signal flow

*1Tile supplied A/\" connecting cable has a video
plug and an S video plug tbr file video connection.

*2 This cotmection produces higher quality DV format
pictures. When there is an S video jack on the

device to be connected, connect the S video plug to
that jack instead of using the yellow video plug.

The andio will not be output when you connect with
the S video plug alone.

When your TV is connectedto a VCR
Connect your camcorder to the LINE IN input

on the VCR using the AV connecting cable. Set

the input selector on the VCR to LINE.

VCRs or TVs

Whenyour TV is monaural(When your
TV has only oneaudio inputjack)
( onnect the yellow plug of the AV connecting

cable to the video input jack and connect the

white or the red plug to the audio input jack of

your TV or VCR.

When you want to play the sound in monanral

mode, use a connecting cable (optional) lbr that

purpose.
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Locatinga sceneon a
tape for playback

REW

..................................PLAY

_'_ STOP

DISPLAY

.....................................ZERO SET MEMORY

During playback, press ZERO SET

MEMORY on the Remote

Commander at the point you want to
locate later on.

The tape counter is reset to "0:00:00" and

÷0÷ appears on the screen

Press PLAY.

The playback starts from the point

designated "0:00:00" on the tape counter.

Tocancelthe operation
Press ZERO SET MEMORY on the Remote

Commander again.

0 Note

• Throe may be a disclepancy of several seconds

between the time code and the tape counter.

• Zero set memo! T will not fimction con-ecfly if there
is a blank section between recorded sections on the

tape.

You can locate a scene where you have added a

title (p. 81).

--....................SEARCH M.

...........................I_1_1 / I_1_1

...............................STOP

If the tape counter is not displayed, press
DISPLAY on the Remote Commander.

playback.

Press _ REW.

The tape stops automatically when the tape
counter reaches "0:00:00."

Slide the POWER switch repeatedly to

select the PLAY/EDIT mode.

Press SEARCH M. on the Remote

Commander repeatedly to select

[TITLE SEARCH].
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the Remote Commander to select a

title that you want to play.

Playback starts automatically from the
selected title.

ptayback starts

Tocancel theoperation
PressSTOPonthe RemoteCommander.

{J Note

• You catmot use Title search when [ _ SEARCH] is

set to [OFF] on file (EDIT,'PLAY) menu (it is

set to [ON] by default) (p. 81)

• The Title search will not fimction conectly when
there is a blank section between recorded sections on

the tape.

When you are using a cassette with Cassette

Memory, you can locate a scene by the

recording date ([_ SEARCH] is set to [ON]

by default). When you are using a cassette

that does not have Cassette Memory, you can

locate the point where the recording date

changes.

Q!c3v_

Slide the POWER switch repeatedly to
select the PLAY/EDIT mode.

Press SEARCH M. on the Remote

Commander repeatedly to select

[DATE SEARCHI.

Press _ (previous)!l_l_l (next) on

the Remote Commander to select a

recording date.

When your cassette has Cassette Memory,

you can select the recording date itself.

When your cassette does not have Cassette

Memory, you can select the previous or the

next date of the present point on the tape.

Playback starts automatically from the

point where the date changes.

Screen example
(when the cassette has Cassette Memory):

playback starts

Tocancel the operation
Press STOP on the Remote Commander.

{J Note

• If one day's recording is less than 2 minutes, yore

camcorder may not accurately find the point where

the recording date changes.

• The Date search will not flmction conectly when
the_e is a blank section between recorded sections on

the tape

• You can record date/time data tbr up to 6 days

When you have recorded for more titan 7 days on a

tape, locate the date without using the Cassette

Memm T. To ttm_ off the Cassette MemolT, select

the _{:Yi (EDIT/PLAY) menu, [ _ SEARCH],

and then [OFF] (p. 8t)

/

-0
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Using the Menu

Selecting menu items
You can change various settings or make

detailed adjustments using the menu items
displayed on the screen.

Select the icon of the desired menu

with [Z]/[2_], then touch [_].

CAMERA SET (p. 64)

MEMORY SET (p. 70)

PICT.APPLI. (p. 74)

EDIT'PLAY (p. 80)

i:_:,_ STANDARD SET (p. 84)

TIME %ANGU. (p. 89)

POWER switch

2 Touch _.

The Personal Menu appears. Items that are

used often are displayed as short-cuts.

Example: PLAY/EDITmode's
Personal Menu

5 Select the desired item with E_/[2:],

then touch [_l-

You can also touch the item directly to
select it.

You can scroll and see all items.

The available items vary depending on the
power mode of your camcorder.

Unavailable items will be grayed out.

_ON o o0 o0 oo

RE_qOTE CTRL

index screen.
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Select the desired setting.

[_ changes to [_]. If you decide not to

change the setting, touch [_ to return to

the previous screen.

'7' Touch [?_, then [2_ to hide the menu

screen.

You can also touch [ZZ] (return) to go back

a screen each time you touch the button.

Touse the short-cutsofthe Personal
Menu
The available items vary depending on the

power mode of your camcorder.

Unavailable items will be grayed out.

You can customize the short-cuts (p. 90).

1 Touch _.

2 Touch the desired item.

3 Select the desired setting, then touch [_].

"_° Tip
• When the PLAY, EDIT mode is selected, touch

on tile screen displayed after step 2(p. 62) to display

the video operation screen Touch [_ to renlm to
the previous screen

• It is convenient if the items you often use appear as
short-cuts on the Pasonal Menu To customize the

Pasonal Metal, see page 90

/
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Usingthe
(CAMERASET)menu
- PROGRAMAE/WHITEBAL./16:9WIDE,
etc.

You can select items listed below on the

(AMERA SET menu. To select items, see

"Selecting menu items" (p. 62).

The defauh settings are marked with 1:>.The

indicators in parentheses appear when the

setting is selected. The settings you can ac_iust

vary depending on the power mode of your

camcorder. The screen shows the items you can

currently- operate. Unavailable items will be

grayed out.

You can record pictnres easily in a situation that requires various techniqnes by

selecting the following settings.

l> AUTO Select this when not using PROGRAM AE.

SPOTLIGHT* Select to prevent people's t_ces #ore appearing

(spotlight) ( _ ) excessively white when subjects are lit by strong

light, such as in a theale_ or at a wedding.

PORTRAIT (soft Select to bring out the subject such as people orportrait) (_) flowers while creating a soft background.

SPORTS* (sports Select to minimize shake when shooting fast-

lesson) ( _ ) moving subjects such as in tennis or gol£

BEACH&SKI* Select to prevent people's faces from appearing

(beach & ski) ( _ ) dark in strong ligN or reflected light, such as at a

beach in midsumme_ or on a ski slope

SUNSET&MOON Select to maintain the almosphere of situations

** (sunset &moon) stmh as sunsets, general night views, fireworks,

( _ ) and neon signs

LANDSCAPE** Select when shooting distant subjects such as

(landscape) ([_) mountains. This setting also prevents _ur
camcorder from tbcusing on glass or metal mesh

in windows that comes in between the camcorder

and the subject.
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* Your camcolder is adjusted to focus only o!1 subjects in the middle to far distance.

**Your camcordei is adjusted to focus only on distant subjects

0 Note

• [SPORTS] (spo_ts lesson) will not work when tile POWER switch is set to CAME1L_-
MEMORY.

See page 37/'or details.

See page 38 for details.

You can acliust the color balance to the brightness of the recording environment.

_>AUTO Select when you want to record with the white balance adjusted

antomatically

OUTDOOR ( _i_? ) • Select when recording a sunsetisumise, general night views, neon
signs, or fireworks.

• Select when unde_ daylight fluorescent lamps.

INDOOR (@,_) • Select when recording at a party or in studios where lighting

conditions change quickly.

• Select when under video lamps such as those in a studio, under

sodium lamps, mercury lamps or warm white fluorescent lamps.

ONE PUSH (N_z_) Select when you want to record with the white balance adjusted

according to the ambient light.

1 Select [ONE PISH].

2 Frame a white object sueb as a piece of paper, to fill

the screen under the same lighting conditions as you

will shoot the subject.

3 Touch [tx_z_].

_z_ flashes quickly.

When the white balance has been adjusted and stored in

the memory, the indicator stops flashing.

0 Note

• Do not shake your camco_der while _z_ is flashing quickly.

• When N_z_ flashes slowly, the white balance has not been set, or
could not be set.

• If _zi keeps flashing even after }_u have touched [_], set

[WHITE BAL.] to [AUTO]

m
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0 Note

• You cannot use the white balance togethe! with the NightShot plus ol Supe! NightShot

plus fimction

• The setting returns to [AUTO] when you disconnect the power source flora _tu- camcorder
tbr more than 5 minutes.

"_° Tip

• For better color balance adjusmlent when [WHITE BAL.] is set to [AUTO] aim your

camcolder at a nearby white object tbr about 10 seconds aftel setting file POWER switch
to C_%MERA-TAPE when:

You remove the battery pack tbr replacement.

You bring your camcorder outdoors from inside the house while using fixed exposure, or

bring your camcorder in from outside

• Redo the [ONE PUSH] procedme when:

You changed the [PROGRAM AE] settings when [WHITE BAL.] is set to [ONE PUSH]

You brought your camcordel outdoors f!om inside the house, or vice versa.

• Set [WHITE BAL.] to [AUTO] or [ONE PUSH] under white or cool white fluorescent

lamps.

For DCR-H( 85:

You can adjust the sharpness of the image outline with [_ '[_. [_ appears

when the sharpness is anything other than the default setting.

[] _DBB'IIml[]
Soften _*g_ Sharpen

DON Select to antomatically activate the electronic shutwl to adjust the

shutter speed when recording in bright conditions.

OFF Select when recording without using the electronic shutte!.

See page 40 for details.

For DCR-H( 85:

When you are recording pictures on a "Memory Stick Duo" while focusing

manually, you can see if the focus is correctly adiusted by magnifying the center

of the picture to twice its original size (p. 41).

DOFF Select to deactivate expanded fbcus.

ON Select to activate expanded fbcus.
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Note that these settings will not function with external flashes that do not snpport

the following settings.

FLASHMODE
For DCR-H( 65:

_>ON Select to trigger the flash (optional) regardless of the

brighmess of the snrronndings.

ON G, Select to trigger the flash (optional) regardless of the

brighmess of the surroundings. The flash pre-flashes to

reduce the red-eye phenomenon.

AUTO Select to trigger the flash (optional) antomatically.

AUTO 0 Select to trigger the flash (optional) automatically. The flash

pre-flashes to reduce the red-eye phenomenon.

fO Note

• It'tlle flash is not capable ofp_eventmg the led-eye phenomenon you can select only [ON[
or [AUTO]

FLASHLEVEL
You can select an appropriate flash setting lbr recording with an external flash

(optional).

HIGH (_÷ ) Select to make the flash level higher than the standard setting.

_>NORMAL ( § ) Standard setting.

LOW (§ = ) Select to make the flash level lower thanthe standard setting.

0 Note

• The setting returns to [NORMAL] when you disconnect the powe! source fiom your
camcorda for more than 5 minutes

REDEYEREDUC
For DCR-H( 85:

_>OFF Select to disable the red-eye reduction.

ON ( O ) Select to activate the flash before recording to prevent red-eye (p 31).

m
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See page 39 for details.
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When using the NightShot plus function to record, you can record clearer pictnres

by using the NightShot Light to emit infrared ravs (invisible).

t>ON Select to use the NightShot Light (p. 39)

OFF Select to disable the NightShot Light (p 39)

See page 39 for details.

See page 28, 33 for details.

You can select the maximmn zoom level in case you want to zoom to a level

greater than 10 times while recording on a tape. Note that the image quality

decreases when you are using the digital ZOOlrl.This function is useful when

recording enlarged pictures of a distant snbject, such as a bird.

_;; ................................The right side of the bar shows the digital zooming
W_T zone.

The zooming zone appears when you setect the
zooming leveI

DOFF

20 x

120 ×

Select to deacti;_ate the digital zoom. Up to 10 times zoom is

performed optically.

Select to activate the digital zoom. 10 times through 20 times zoom is

performed digitally

Select to acti;_ate the digital zoom. 10 times th:ough 120 times zoo:::

is pertbrmed digitally

You can record a 16:9 wide picture on the tape to watch on a 16:9 wide-screen TV

([16:9 WIDE] mode).

With this function [ON[, your camcorder otters even wider angles when you

move the power zoom lever to the "W" side than recording in [OFF].

When you connect your camcorder to a TV compatible with the ID- 1iID-2 system

and play the tape, the TV switches to full :node automatica!ly.

Refer also to the manuals supplied with yonr TV.
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When viewed on the LCD screen/viewfinder

When viewed on a 16:9 wide screen TV*

When viewed on a standard TV**

* Pictme appears in filll screen when the wide-screen TV switches to fllll mode.

* *Played in 4:3 mode When you play a picture in the wide mode, it appears as you have seen
on the LCD screen or in the viewfinder

I>OFF Standard setting (to record pictmes to play back on a 4:3 TV) The

recorded picture will not be wide

ON (_6Z9) Select to iecord a picture to be played back o!1 a 16:9 wide TV. The

recorded pictme will be played in filll mode when you connect to your

TV compatible with ID-IiID-2 systems

"_° Tip

• The ID-I system sends aspect ratio in_mlation (16:9 4:3, Ol letter box) by inselting

signals between video signals.

• The ID-2 system sends a copyright protection signal with the ID- 1 signals inselted between
video signals in an analog cotmection.

m
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You can select this function to compensate ibr camera-shake.

I>ON Standard setting (enable the SteadyShot flmction)

OFF ( '_' ) Select to deactivate the SteadyShot flmction

Select to shoot a stationa! 7 subject with a tripod, or when using a

conversion lens (optional). Natural pictmes are produced.

For DCR-H( 85:

See page 28 for details.
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Usingthe
(MEMORYSET)menu
- BURST/QUALITY/IMAGESIZE/ALL
ERASE/NEWFOLDER,etc.

You can select items listed below on the

MEMORY SET menu. To select items, see

"Selecting menu items" (p. 62).

The defauh settings are marked with t>. The

indicators in parentheses appear when the

setting is selected. The settings you can ac_just

vaD- depending on the power mode of your

camcorder. The screen shows the items you can

currently operate. Unavailable items will be

grayed out.

EMORYSET

[] BURST
You can record several still images one after another. The number of images you

can record changes with the image size and space available on the "Memory Stick

Duo" you are using.

1 Select [NORMAL], [HIGH SPEED 1 (DCR-HC85) or [EXP. BRKTG],

and then touch [_.

DOFF

NORMAL (_)

HIGH SPEED

(0.-")

EXP. BRKTG

(BRK)

Select when not recording continuously

For DCR-HC65:

Select to record from 4 (1152 x 864 image size) to 13 (640 x 480

image size) images continuously at approximately 0 5-second

intervals.

For DCR-HC85:

Select to record from 4 ( 1600 x 1200 image size) to 25 (640 x 480

image size) images continuously at approximately 0 5-second

intervals.

For DCR-HC85:

Select to record up to 32 images (640 x 480 image size)

continuously at approximately 0 07-second intelvals.

Select to record 3 images consecutively with different exposures

at approximately 0 5-second intel_,_als. You can compare tlle 3

images and select an image recorded in the best exposure

2

3

Touch [_].

Press PHOTO fully.

In the [NORMAL] or [HIGH SPEED] (DCR-HC85) setting, the maximum

number of images are recorded as long as you are pressing PHOTO 11dly.

0 Note

• Tile flash (built-in Ol optional) will not timction while you are lecolding images

contizmously
• The maximmn number of images will be recorded in the self-time_ mode or when you are

opelating with tile Remote Commander.
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• [EXP. BRKTG] will not fimction when you have space for t)wer than 3 images remaining

on the "Memo! 7 Stick Duo."

• When it is hard to see the difference beiween the images recorded in [EXP. BRKTG] mode

on the LCD screen, connect your camcorder to your TV or a computer
For DCR-HC85:

• Tile images may flicker or discolor when you select [HIGH SPEED].

[] QUALITY

I>FI NE (FINE) Select to iecord still images with tile fine image quality (compressed
to about 1/4).

STANDARD Select to iecord still images with the standaid image quality

(STD) (compressed to about 1,'10).

[] IMAGESIZE
For DCR-H( 65:

l>1152 × 86,I Select to iecord still images foi playing on a large screen. This setting

(E_ !52 ) can be selected only in the CANIERA-NIEMORY mode

640 x 480 (_40) Select to iecord many still images o_ tbr playing on a small screen.

For DCR-HC85: €._

l>1600 x 1200 Select to iecord still images foi playing on a large screen. This setting

(_00) can be selected only in the CANIERA-NIEMORY mode _'

640 x 480 (_B1B40) Select to iecord many still images o! tbr playing on a small screen, c

_IMAGE SiZE

l>320 x 240 Select to iecord movies fb! playing on a large screen. 02 to iecold

(_.q20_) clearei pictures

160 × 112 (_60) Select to iecord tbr longer time

_REMAINING

I>AUTO Select to display the _emaining capaci b, of the "Memoly Stick Duo"

in the tbllowing cases:

• Aftei inse_ting a "Niemo W Stick Duo" with the POWER switch in

the CAMEI_a_-MEMORY mode (for about 5 seconds).

• When the remaining capacity of the "Niemoly Stick Duo" is less
than 2 minutes after the CAMERA-MEMORY mode is selected

• At the stailing oi ending point of the movie (fo! approximately 5

seconds).

QN Select to always display the iemaining capaci b, of the "Niemory Stick

Duo."

,-bcontinued
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You can delete all the pictures on a "Memory Stick Duo" that are not write-

protected. To delete pictures one by one, see page 107.

1 Select [ALL FILES] or [CURRNT FOLDER1.

ALL FILES Select to delete all the images on the "Memory Stick Duo."

CU RRNT Select to delete all the images in the selected playback folder
FOLDER

2 Touch [YES] twice.

To cancel deletion of all pictures, select [NO].

3 Touch E_.

O Note

• The tblder will not be deleted even when you delete all the pictmes in the folder.

• Do not do any of the tbllowmg while [_ Erasing all data...] is displayed:

Move the POWER switch to select other power modes.

Operate any buttons.

Eject the "Memo_ 7 Stick Duo."

The supplied or newly purchased "Memory Stick Duo" has been tbrmatted at the

factory, and does not require formatting.

For details on the "Memory Stick Duo," see page 127.

1 Touch [YES] twice.

To cancel formatting, select [No].

2 Touch [2_.

O Note

• Do not do any of the following while [_ Formatting...] is displayed:

Move the POWER switch to select otha power modes.

Operate any buttons.

Eject the "Memo W Stick Duo."

• Formatting erases everything on the "Memo_27 Stick Duo" including protected image data

and newly creaIed folders.

i!i!i!i!i!i_i_,ji!_:_i!_i!_i!_i_!_i!,i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!'i!',!,,!,,!_
_>SERIES Select to assign file nmnbas in sequence even if the "Memo W Stick

Duo" is replaced with another one. The file number is reset when a

new tblda is created or the recording folder is replaced with another

RESET Select to reset the file number to 0001 each time the "Memo W Stick

Duo" is changed
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You can create a new folder (102MSDCF to 999MSD(F) on a "Memory Stick

Duo." When a lblder is fldl (a maximum of 9999 images are stored) a new folder

is automatically created.

1 Touch [YES].

A newly created/bider will be numbered in sequence after the last/bider
munber.

To cancel creation, select [NO].

2 Touch [_.

0 Note

• You caImot delete the created folders using yore calncorder. You will have to tbzmat the
"Memm T Stick Duo" (p. 72), or delete fllem using yore computer.

• The number of pictures that can be recorded on a "Memo D, Stick Duo" decreases as the

number of folders increases on the "Memo_ 7 Stick Duo."

As the default setting, pictures are saved in the 101MSD(F folder. You can select

a folder to save your pictures. Create new lblders from the [NEW FOLDER]

menu, then select the folder to be used lbr recording with [_]/[_] and touch [_}_.

When you have a lot of pictures, you can search for the desired picture easily when

you sort them in folders.

/
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Select the playback folder with [_] [_, then touch [_.
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Usingthe
(PICT.APPLI.)menu-
PICT.EFFECT/SLIDESHOW/FRAMEREC/
INT.REC-STL,etc.

You can select items listed below on the

PICT.APPLI. menu. To select items, see

"Selecting menu items" (p. 62).

The defauh settings are marked with 1:>.The

indicators in parentheses appear when the

setting is selected. The settings you can ac_iust

vary depending on the power mode of your

camcorder. The screen shows the items you can

currently operate. Unavailable items will be

grayed out.

See page 42 for details.

See page 43 for details.

See page 43, 51 for details.

You can add special effects (such as fihns) to a picture belbre or after recording

on a tape. _ appears when the effect is selected.

DOFF

NEG. ART

Select when not using the Picture effect setting.

Select to iecord@ay the picture with the coloi

and brighmess of the pictme ieversed.

SEPIA Select to record/play the picture appearing in sepia

B&W Select to record/play the picture appearing in monochrome (black-

and-white).

SOLARIZE Select to recor@lay the picture looking like an

illustration with strong contrast.
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PASTEL

MOSAIC

Select to :ecord the picture looking like a pale

pastel drawing. (This effect is not available

during playback)

Select to :ecord pictme appearing mosaic-

patterned (This effect is not available during

playback.)

0 Note

• You cannot add effects to externally input pictmes. Also you cannot output pictures edited

with Picture effects via the _, DV Interface.

"_" Tip

• You ca:: copy pictures edited using picture effects to a "Melno:y Stick Duo" (p. 96) o: to

another tape (p. 94).

See page 45 for details.

See page 56 for details.
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You can play back the images stored in a "Memory Stick Duo" (or a selected

playback folder) in sequence (slide show).

1 Touch _.

2 Touch [PB FOLDER].

3 Select [ALL FILES] or [CURRNT FOLDER], then touch E_]-

I>ALL FILES (_) Select to execute a slide show by playing back all the images on
the "Men:o:), Stick Duo."

CURRNT Select to execute a slide show by playing back all the in:ages in

FOLDER (F1-) the current playback tblde: selected in [PB FOLDER] (p. 73)

4

5
Touch [REPEAT].

Touch [ON] or [OFF], then [_.

I>ON (CD) Select to repeat the slide show.

OFF Select to execute the slide show only once.

6 Touch [END].

,_condnued
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Touch [START].

Your camcorder plays back the images recorded on the "Memory Stick Duo"

in sequence.

To cancel the slide show, touch [END]. To pause, touch [PAUSE].

"_° Tip
• You can select tile first picnne for the slide show by touching [_ ,'[_ betbze touching

[START]
• If movies are played in the slide show, you can adjust the volmne by touching

(decrease)i_ (increase).

You can record pictures with a stop-motion animated effect by alternately frame

recording and then moving the subject a little. Operate your camcorder using the

Remote Commander to prevent camera shake.

DOFF

ON (O)

Select to record in tile standard recording mode

Select to record picnlres using tile frame recording.

1 Select [ON],then touch [_.

2 Touch [_].

3 Press RE(? START/STOP.

A picture (approximately 6 frames) is recorded, and your

camcorder enters the standby mode.

4 Move the subject and repeat step 3.

0 Note

• When 3,oll use flame _ecording continuously the remaining tape time will not be indicated

conectly.

• The last scene will be longer Than other scenes.

For DCR-H( 85:

This function is useful to observe the movement of clouds or the changes of

daylight. Your camcorder will shoot l frame of the picture at a selected interval

and keep them m memory until it has stored several frames. Then those frames are

recorded on the tape at one time. These pictures appear smooth when played back.

Connect your camcorder to the wal! outlet using the supplied AC Adaptor during

the operation.

T T T
I

a: Shooting time
b: Interval

1 Touch _.
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2

3

Select the desired interval by touching _/_, then touch [_.
You can select from 1 to 120 seconds/'or the interval.

Touch [RE(; START].

Recording starts and • changes to red. When your camcorder has shot several

frames, it records them on the tape, after perl'onning the END SEARCH

function depending on the interval length.

To interrupt smooth interval recording, touch [RE( STOP]. To resume touch

[REC START].

To cancel smooth interval recording, touch [RE(: STOP], then [END].

Do not turn offthe power or disconnect the power source while a message is

displayed on the screen.

0 Note

• The camcolde! will shoot sevelal fianles for tile first and last shots of the Smooth intelval

recording.

• You caimot use tile Smooth intel_,_al recording with:
MEMORY MIX fimction

Memo! 3' overlap

• Smooth inte!5,al lecolding is leleased when approximately 12 houls have elapsed afle!

shooting has begun
• Somlds ale not recorded

• The last few flames may not be recorded ifthe barrel 3, o! tape has nln out

• Thele may be discrepancies in the intelval.

"_" Tip

• If you adjust tile tbcus manually you may be able to lecord clear picmles even if the light

changes (p. 41).

• You can silence the beeps dul{ng recording (p. 88).
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For DCR-H( 65:

You can record pictnres on a tape at a selected interval, when you record f!owers

blooming, etc. Connect your camcorder to the wal! outlet using the supplied AC

Adaptor during the operation.

--bcontinued
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[a] [a]
bl bl 1

a: [RE( TIME]
b: [INTERVAL]

1 Touch _.

2 Touch [INTERVAL].

3 Select a desired interval time (30 seconds, 1, 5, or 10 minutes), then touch

[_1"

4 Touch [REC TIME].

$ Select a desired recording time (0.5, 1, 1.5, or 2 seconds), then touch [_1.

6 Touch [END].

7 Touch [ON], then [_1.

[>OFF To deactivate intel'¢al recording.

ON (_ [] ) To record moving pictures on a tape in tile selected interval.

8 Touch [_].

_[_ flashes on the screen.

9 Press REC START/STOP.

_[_I stops flashing and the interval recording starts.

To cancel interval recording, select [OFF] in step 7.

0 Note

• You canuot use tile intezval recozding togethe! with tile Memoz T overlap.

• There may be a discrepancy in recolding time of up to ± 6 frames flom tile selected time

"_" Tip

• If VOll adjust the focus lllaIltlally, }rOllmay be able to lecold clear pictures even if tile light

changes (p. 41).

• You can silence the beeps during recording QJ. 88).

This function is useful to observe the movement of clouds or the change of

daylight. Your camcorder will shoot a still image at a selected interval and record

it on a "Memory Stick Duo."

1

2

a: Shooting time
b: Interval

Touch _.

Select a desired interval time (1, 5, or 10 minutes), then touch [_].
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Touch [ON], then touch [_].

[>OFF

ON (_i)

To deactivate inte:val recording.

To reco:d still images on a "Me:no W Stick Duo" in the selected
inte:val.

4 Touch [_.

@[] flashes.

5 Press PHOTO fully.
£f)i stops flashing and the interval photo recording starts.

To cancel interval photo recording, select [OFF] in step 3.

When you remove both the cassette and "Memory Stick Duo" from yonr
camcorder, and select the CAMERA-TAPE mode, yon can view the
demonstration in abont 10 mim:tes.

DON Select to see an ove:view of the fimctions available such as when you

are using this camco:de: fo: tile first time.

OFF Select when you do not intend to use the DEMO MODE.

0 Note

• You cannot view the den:onstrafion when the NIGHTSHOT PLUS switch is set to ON

"_" Tip

• The demonstration will be suspended in situations such as those described below.

When you touch the sc:een during fl:e demonstration. (The demonstration starts again in

about 10 minutes.)

When a cassette or "Memo:), Stick Duo" is inse:ted.
When a mode other dmn CAMEtL¢-TAPE is selected.

• If [A.SHUT OFF] is set to [5min] when the camcorder is used on the batte:), pack, the

power will be turned offafter approximately 5 minutes (p. 88).
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See page i 10 for details.
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Usingthe (EDIT/
PLAY)menu-  TITLE/

TAPETITLE,etc.

You can select items listed below on the EDIT/

PLAY menu. To select items, see "Selecting

menn items" (p. 62).

The dd'auh settings are marked with 1>. The

settings you can adjust vary depending on the

power mode of ?,'our camcorder. The screen

shows the items you can currently operate.

Unavailable items will be grayed out.

See page 50 lbr details.

For recording on a tape.

See page 95, 97 lbr details.

See page i06 for details.

OTHER DEVICE Select to make programs and dubbing the selected scenes to a tape on

a VCR (p. 98)

MEMORY STICK Select to make programs and dubbing the selected scenes to a

"Memo_)" Stick Duo" (p 102).

For recording on a "Memory Stick Duo."

See page 95, 96 lbr details.

When your camcorder is connected to a Sony VAIO series personal computer,

you can easily burn the picture recorded on the tape on a DVD (Direct Access to

"Click to DVD") using this command. See the supplied "Computer Applications
Guide" for details.
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When your camcorder is connected to a personal computer, you can easily burn

the picture recorded on the tape on a CD-R (Direct Access to Video CD BtLrn)

using this command. See the supplied "Computer Applications Gui@" for details.

EXEC Select to activate tile END SEARCH fimction. Tile most recently

recorded pictme is played back for about 5 seconds and then stops

antomatically

CANCEL Select to stop the END SEARCH fimction.

DON Select when you want to search for a scene, title, etc using tile

Cassette Memory (p 60, 61).

OFF Select to search without using Cassette Memol 7

An?: titles you have superimposed using this camcorder can only be viewed on a

Moi[_'_ video cassette device with the index titler function. If you superimpose a

title, you will be able to search lbr it using Title search. You can superimpose np

to about 20 titles (about 5 letters per title) on a cassette with Cassette Memory.

Note, however, that only 11 titles can be recorded when other data (6 date, time

data/1 cassette label) is recorded.

1 Select a desired title from the displayed titles (2 original titles that you

have created before and the preset titles that have been stored in your

camcorder). You can create original titles (up to 2 types of title of within

20 characters each) in the following procedure.

O Select [CUSTOM 1 " "] or [C[ STOM 2 " "] using [5_ / [_], then

touch [_.

O Touch the button repeatedly to select the desired character on the

button.
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To erase a character: Touch [_.

To insert a space: Touch [_.

=bcontinued
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O Touch _ to move [] to select the next character, and enter the
character in the same manner.

"_Vhen you have finished entering characters, touch []_].

2 Touch []_.

3 Touch _ (color), [_/[_ (position), [SIZE] as necessary to select a

desired color, position or size.

Color

white ---* yellow ---* violet ---* red ---* cyan ---* green ---* blue

Position
You can select from 8 to 9 choices.

Size

small *---* large

(You can only select the small size when you are entering more than 13
characters.)

4 Touch [_.

5 Touch [SAVE].

During playback, playback pause, or recording
[TITLE SAVE] is displayed on the screen for about 5 seconds and the title is
set.

During recording standby
[TITLE] appears. When you press RE(_' START/STOP to start recording,

[TITLE SAVE] is displayed on the screen for about 5 seconds, and the title is
set.

O Note

• Tile point you supelimposed tile title may be detected as an index signal when sealching a

recording with other video device.

• When you are using your camcorder on the batte W pack and do not operate it for 5 minutes,

the power automatically goes off as the dethult setting. If you may take 5 minutes or longer
to enter characters, set [A.SHUT OFF] on the (STANDARD SET) menu to

[NEVER] (p. 88). The power will not be tinned off. Even though the power goes off, the

characters you have enteled remain stored in memo W. Turn the power back on, then strut

again flora step 1 to continue supelimposing the title.

"_" Tip

• To change a clealed title select tile title in step 1 then touch [_. Then, leselect tile

characters again.

1 Select the title that you want to delete using [_/[_:], then touch [_.

2 Confirm the title is the one you want to erase, then touch [YES].

To cancel the operation, touch [NO].

3 Touch [_.
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You can view the title when you play back the pictnre.

t>ON Select to display the title when a scene superimposed with a title

appears

OFF Select when you do not want to display tile title
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You can label a cassette with (assette Memory (up to 10 letters).

The label will be displayed for approximately 5 seconds when you select the

CAMERA-TAPE mode and insert a cassette, or when you select the PLAY/EDIT

mode. Up to 4 titles will be displayed at the same time if the cassette has titles

superimposed.

1 Touch the button repeatedly to select tile desired character on tile button.

To erase a character: Touch [_.

To insert a space: Touch [_.

2 Touch [_ to move [] to select the next character, and enter the

character in the same manner.

3 When you have finished entering characters, touch [_.

4 Touch [_].

"_° Tip

• To erase the label you have c_eated, touch [_ repeatedly to eiase the characteis, then

touch [_.

• To change the label you have created, insert the cassette into yore camcorder and go

thlough the proce&ire flora step 1.
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You can delete all data such as date, title, and cassette label saved in the Cassette

Memory at one time.

1 Touch [YES] twice.

To cancel deletion of all data, select [NO].

2 Touch []N].
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Usingthe
(STANDARDSET)
menu- []RECMODE/MULTI-
SOUND/AUDIOMIX/USB-CAMERA,etc.

You can select the items listed below on the

STANDARD SET menu. To select these

items, see "Selecting menu items" (p. 62).

The default settings are marked with t>. The

indicators in parentheses appear when the

setting is selected. The settings you can adjust

val 7 depending on the power mode of your

camcorder. The screen shows the items you can

currently operate. Unavailable items will be

grayed out.

t>SP ( _ ) Select to record in the SP (Standard Play) mode on a cassette

LP (_) Select to increase the recording time to 1.5 times the SP mode (Long

Play). The use of Sony Excellence/Master mini DV cassette is

recommended to get the most out of yore camcorder.

0 Note

• You cannot add sound on the tape _ecolded in the LP mode

• If you record in the LP mode, a mosaic-like noise may appear or sound may be intemlpted

when you play back the tape on other calncorders or VCRs.

• When you mix recordings in the SP mode and in the LP mode on one tape, the playback

picture may be distorted or the time code may not be written properly between the scenes.

1>12BIT Select to iecord in the 12-bit mode (2 steieo sounds)

i 6131T ( d_16b) Select to record in the 16-bit mode (1 stereo sotmd with high quality)

See page 49, 52 for details.

You can select how to play back audio recorded on a tape in stereo mode.

t>[3TEREO Select to play back a stereo tape or dual sound track tape with main

and sub sound.

i Select to play back a stereo tape with the left channel sound or a dual

sound track tape with main sound

2 Select to play back a steleo tape with the right channel solmd or a &ml

sound track tape with sub sotmd
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fO Note

• You can play back a dual sound track cassette on this camcorde!. Howeve! you cannot
record a dual sound track on this camcorder.

• The setting retmns to [STEREO] when you disconnect the power somce from your
camcorder for :::ore than 5 minutes.

You can adjust the audio balance between the originally recorded sound (ST1)

and sonnd added afterwards (ST2) on the tape (p. 107).

fO Note

• You caImot adjust sound lecozded in 16 bit audio mode.

• Only the originally recorded sound will be heard when you discotmect the power source

flora your camcorder for more than 5 minutes.

The recorded picture will not be affected by this setting.

LCDBRIGHT
See page 18 for details.

LCDBLLEVEL
You can adjnst the brighmess of the L(D screen's backlight.

I>NORMAL Standard brighmess.

BRIGHT Select to brighten the LCD screen

fO Note

• When _u connect yore camco_de! tooutside powe! sources [BRIGHT] is automatically

selected for the setting

• When you select [BRIGHT], batte_ 3, life is reduced by about 10 percent &rang recording.

LeD COLOR

m
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Touch _i[Z}:Z] to adjust the color on the LCD screen.

[]B B BJHH|H|[]
Low intensity High intensity

VF B.LIGHT
You can adinst the brightness of the viewfinder.

I>NORMAL Standmd brighmess.

BRIGHT To brighten the viewfinde_ screen

=bcontinued
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0 Note
• V_Then you connect your camcordel to olttside powe! soluces [BRIGHT] is autonlatically

selected t%rthe setting.
• When you select [BRIGHT], batte D' life is reduced by about 10 percent during recording.

You can connect a digital device and an analog device to your camcorder and

convert the signal transmitted from the connected devices to the appropriate signal

on vo_.lr camcorder.

DOFF Select when not using the Digital conve_t fimction.

ON (_) To output analog images and sound in digital t%rmat using your
camcorder.

The analog signal input to the AUDIO/VIDEO jack of yore camcorder

will be convezted and output from the _, DV Interface of your
camcorder.

For details, refer to the "Computer Applications Guide"

When you connect your camcorder to another device using the supplied AV

connecting cable, set the type of plug you are going to use for the connection.

t>VIDEO Select to input a video signal

S VIDEO Select to input an S video signal

You can connect a USB cable (supplied) to your camcorder, and view the picture

displayed on the screen of your camcorder on your computer (USB Streaming).

For details refer to the "Computer Applications Guide."

_>OFF Select to deactivate the USB Streaming fimction

USB STREAM Select to activate the USB Streaming fimction.

You can connect a USB cable (supplied) to your camcorder, and view the picture

on the tape or "Memory Stick Duo" in your camcorder on your computer. For

details, refer to the "Computer Applications Guide."

_>STD-USB Select to view the picia_reon the "Memory Stick Duo."

PictBddge Select to connect the PictBridge compliant printer (p 110).

USB STREAM Select to view the picture on the tape
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DOFF Select not to display date, time and the camera settings data during

playback.

DATE/TIME Select to display the date and time during playback (p. 57).

CAMERA DATA Select to display tlle camera settings data during playback (p 57).

DAUTO Select to display tlle remaining tape indicator for about 8 seconds:

• Afta you select the CAMEI_¢-TAPE mode with the cassette

inse_ted, and your camcorder calculates the remaining amount of

tape.

• When you touch _ (play'pause).

ON Select to always display the remaining tape indicator

DON Select when using the Remote Commandel supplied with your

canlcorder.

OFF Select to deactivate the Remote Commander to prevent your

camcorder flom responding to a command sent by anothel VCR
remote control unit

0 Note

• The setting returns to [ON] when you have the power soulce disconnected f!om yom-
camcorder for more than 5 minutes.

DON Select to turn on the camera recording lamp on the flont of your

camcorder during recording.

OFF Select this setting in the tbllowing recording situations Tile camera

recording lamp will not light up during recording

• When you do not want the subject to be nel_,ous about being
recorded.

• When you are recording close to the subject

• When the subject reflects the recording lamp
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I>MELODY Select to sound a melo@ when you start/stop recording, operate the

touch panel, or when an unusual condition occurs on your camcorder

NORMAL Select to sound a beep instead of the melody.

OFF Select to cancel the melo@, the beep sound, the shutter sound or the

tOllCh panel operation confirmation beep.

I>LCD PAN EL Select to show tile displays such as tile time code on the LCD screen
and in the viewfinder.

V-OUT/PAN EL Select to show tile displays such as tile time code on the TV screen,

LCD screen, and in tile viewfinder.

0 Note

• You cannot input a signal to yore camcorder if you press DISPLAY/BATT INFO while

IV-OUT/PANEL] is selected.

You can select the scrolling direction (up or down) of the menu items on the LCD

screen when you touch [_ or [_.

I>NORMAL Select to scroll the menu items downwards by touching E_

OPPOSITE Select to scroll tile lllenl3 items upwards by tOllching E_]

l>Smin Select to activate the Auto shut off. When approximately 5 mimltes

have elapsed while you do not operate your camcorder, the camcorder

is automatically turned off to prevent the batte!)' from becoming
consmned

NEVER Select to deactiYate the Auto shut of£

0 Note

• When you connect you! canlcozdel to tile wall outlet, [A.SHUT OFF] is antomatically set
to [NEVER]
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Usingthe J@(TIME/
LANGU.) menu- CLOCKSET/
WORLDTIME, etc.

You can select items listed below on the TIME,

LANGU. menu. To select items, see "Selecting

menu items" (p. 62).

The settings you can adjust vary depending

on the power mode of your camcorder. The

screen shows the items you can currently

operate. Unavailable items will be grayed out.

You can set the date and time (p. i9).

You can ac_iust the time difference when using your camcorder abroad. Set the

time difference by touching [_/[_, the clock will be adjusted in accordance

with the time difference. If you set the time difference to 0, the clock returns to

the originally set time.

You can select or change the language used for the on-screen display (p. 22). You

can select from English, Simplified English, ( anadian-French, Latin American

Spanish, Brazilian-Portuguese, Traditional-Chinese, or Korean.
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CustomizingPersonal
Menu

You can add frequently used menu items to

Personal Menu, or sort them in the order you

like (customizing). You can customize the

Personal Men:: for each power mode of your
camcorder.

You can add frequently used menu items to
Personal Menu for easier and faster access.

O Note

• You ca:: add up to 28 n:enu items each for the
CAMERA-TAPE, CAMERA-MEMORY, and

PLAY, EDIT modes. If you want to add more, you

nmst delete a less important menu item betbre

adding a new menu iten: (p. 91 )

Touch _.

Touch [ADD].

Touch E_]/[_] to select a menu

category, then touch [_].

The available items vary depending on the

power :node of the camcorder.

Only the available items are displayed.

_0mln __ STB'(

SPOT _,4:TER
EX_>St3RE
WHILE _L

Touch [_]/E] to select a menu item,

then touch [_.

If the desired menu is not displayed on the

screen, touch [_ until the menn is
displayed.

Touch [YES].

The menu is added to the end of the list.

7 Touch [2_.
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Touch _.

The selected menu is deleted from Personal

Menu.

Touch [_.

fO Note

• You cannot delete [MENU] and [P-MENU SET

UP].

2 Touch [P-MEN[ SET UP].

If the desired menu is not displayed on the

screen, touch _[_] until the menu is

displayed.

Touch [DELETE].

You can sort the menus added to Personal Menu

in the desired order.

Touch _.

Touch [P-MEN[ SET [P].

If the menn is not displayed on the screen,

touch [_ until the desired menu is
displayed.

/

r-

_e

c

delete.

Touch [SORT].

Touch [YES].
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move. If the desired menu is not displayed on the

screen, touch []_ unti! the menu is

displayed.

Touch []_/[]_ to move the menu item

to the desired place.
Touch [RESET].

Touch _].

To sort more items, repeat steps 4 to 6.

7 Touch [ENDI.

8 Touch E_.

O Note

• You cannot move [P-MENU SET UP].

You can initialize Personal Menu to the dd:ault

settings after adding or deleting memls.

I Touch _.

Touch [YES].

Touch [YES].

The Personal Menu settings return to the

default settings.

To cancel reset, touch [NO].

Touch [_.
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Dubbing/Editing

Connectingto a VCR
or TV

You can record the picture fi'om a VCR or TV
to a tape or a "Memory Stick Duo" inserted
into your camcorder (p. 95). You can also
create a copy of the picture recorded on your
camcorder on other recording device (p. 94).
Connect your camcorder to a TV or VCR as
shown in the following illustration.
Connect your camcorder to the wall outlet
using the supplied AC Adaptor during the
operation.

Connecting with an i.LINK cable

_, DV Interface

AUDIO/VIDEO jack

i.L]NK cane (optional)

i.LINK jack

LMNK

m

m,

=&
m'1

Signa flow

* 1 The supplied A,'\" connecting cable has a video

plug and an S video plug tbr the video connection.

*2 Tbis coimection produces higher quality DV format

pictures. When there is an S video jack on the

device to be connected, connect tbe S video plug to

that jack instead of using the yellow video plug.

The andio will not be output when you connect witb

the S video plug alone.

fO Note

• Use the A_V cotmecting cable (supplied) to connect

yore camcorde! to other devices. Before connecting,

make sure the [DISPLAY] setting in tile

(STANDARD SET) menu is set to [LCD PANEL]

(the detZmdt setting) (p 88)

Red VCRs or TVs

• Colmect the A,'\" connecting cable to the output jack

of a device you are dubbing a pictme from, or to the

input jack of another device tbr dubbing a picture

fronl your canlcorder.

• When you are connecting your camcorder to a

monaural device, connect the yellow plug of the A/

V connecting cable to tim video jack, and the red

(right ctmnnel) or tbe white (left channel) plug to tbe

andio jack on the VCR or the TV

Touse an i.LINK cable for connection
Use an i.LINK cable (optional) to connect your

camcorder to other device via the _ DV

Interface. The video and sound signals are

=bcontinued
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transmitted digitally, producing high quality

pictures. Note that you cannot record the picture

and sound separately. For details, see page 131.
Dubbingto another
tape
You can copy and edit the picture played
back on your cameorder to other recording
devices (such as VCRs).

as a recording device (p. 93).

• Insert a cassette for recording.

• If your VCR has an input selector, set it to

the input mode.

Prepare ),our camcorder for playback.

• Insert the recorded cassette.

• Slide the POWER switch to select the

PLAY/EDIT mode.

Start the playback on your camcorder,

and record it on the VCR.

Refer to the operating instructions supplied
with your V(R for details.

When the dubbing is finished, stop

your camcorder and the VCR.

0 Note

• When you1 camcoldel is connected to the VCR via

the I_ DV Interface, you catmot record the title,

indicators, information for the Cassette Memo! T,
and words entered on tbe index screen of the

"Memory Stick Duo."

• When &_bbing using the zL'V connecting cable,

press DISPLAYiBATT INFO to hide indicators

such as time code (p. 57) Otberwise, they will be

recorded on tile tape.

• To record the date,'time and camera settings data,

have tbem displayed on screen (p. 57).

• Pictures edited with Picnlre eft)ct ([PICT.EFFECT]

p 74), Digital effect (p 43, 51), or Playback zoom

(p 56) cannot be output via the I, DV [nterface

• When connected using the iLINK cable, tbe

recorded pictme becomes rough when a picture is

paused on your camcorder while recording to a
VCR
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Recordingpictures
from a VCRor TV

You can record and edit pictures or TV

programs from a VCR or TV on a tape or a

"Memory Stick Duo" inserted in your

camcorder. You can also record a scene as a

still image on a "Memory Stick Duo."

Insert a cassette or a "Memory Stick Duo" for

recording in your camcorder. If you have

connected the AiV connecting cable, select

the input signal in [VIDEO INPUT] in the

_ (STANDARD SET) menu (p. 86).

camcorder (p. 93).

insert a cassette.

Slide the POWER switch to select the

PLAY/EDIT mode.

'* :;) (EDIT'PLAY) menu,3 Select the

then [_ RE(: CTRL] with an _ icon.

VCR, or select a TV program.

The picture played on the connected device

appears on the LCD screen of your
camcorder.

want to start recording.

Stop recording.

When recording on a tape
Touch _ (stop) or [RE(' PAUSE].

When recording on a "Memory Stick
Duo"

Touch [RE( STOP].

Touch [2], then [_.

"_" Tip

• The DV mNindicator appears when you connect your
camcorder and othe! devices via an iLINK cable

(This indicator may also appear on your TV)

• When recordfilg movies on a "Memory Stick Duo,"
you can skip step 4 and press REC START/STOP in

step 6.

g

m
es

m,

movies.

When recording on a tape

1 Toc_ch _.

2 Touch [_ REC CTRL] with an [_
icon.

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

touch [_/[_. If you cannot find it,

touch [MENU], and select it from the

(EDIT PLAY) menu (p. 80).

3 Touch [RE(: PAUSE].

When recording on a "Memory Stick
Duo"

1 Touch _.

2 Touch [MENU].

Perform steps 1 to 3 in "Recording

movies" (p. 95).

program you want to record.

The pictures on the V(R or TV appear on
the screen of your camcorder.

,_eontinued
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want to record. Check the image and
press it fully.

The image is not recorded unless you press
PHOTO fully. Release it if you do not want
to record the scene, and select other scene
as described above.

Dubbingpictures
from a tape to a
"Memory Stick Duo"
You can record movies (with sound recorded

in monaural) or still images (fixed to image

size [640 × 480]) on a "Memory Stick Duo."

Make sure you have a recorded tape and a

"Memo W Stick Duo" inserted into your

camcorder.

Slide the POWER switch to select the

PLAY/EDIT mode.

to record.

When recording a still image
1 Touch _ (play) to play back the tape.

2 Press PHOTO lightly at the scene you

want to record. Check the image and

press it flflly.

When recording a movie
"1Touch _.

2 Touch [MENU].

3 Select the (EDIT/PLAY) menn,

then [ [_ RE(: CTRL] with an _ icon.
4 Touch _ (play) to play back the tape.

96 Dubbing/Editing

5 Touch [REC START] at the point you

want to start recording.

6 Touch [REC STOP] at the point you

want to stop recording.

7 Touch _ (stop) to stop tape playback.



8 Touch []_, then [_].

0 Note

• The Data code and titles lecolded on the tape cannot

be recorded on the "Memol T Stick Duo." The time

and date the picnlre is recorded on the "Memory
Stick Duo" will be recorded.

• The sotmd is recorded m 32 kHz monaural.

"_" Tip

• You can also leered a movie by pressing RE("

START/STOP &iring tape playback

• For the recording time of movies see page 26

Dubbingstill images
from a "Memory Stick
Duo" to a tape
You can record still images on a tape.
Make sure you have the "Memory Stick Duo"

with the images and a tape inserted into your
camcorder.

Slide the POWER switch to select the

PLAY/EDIT mode.

start dubbing by touching

(rewind) or _ (fast forward), then
touch _ (stop).

Touch _.

Touch []]]:_ (previous)/[Z_ (next) to

select the image you want to dub.

Touch _.

Touch [_ REC CTRL] with an

icon.

If the item is not displayed on the screen,

touch []_/[_1. If you cannot find it, touch

[MENU], and select it from the _7 !_

(EDIT/PLAY) menu.

'_' Touch [RE(.' PAUSE].

Touch [RE(: START].

The selected image is dnbbed to the tape

/

t:7

-I

m
e_

when you want to stop recording.

To dub other sti!l images, select images by
tonching _[j_, then repeat steps 7 to
9.

,_continued
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_@Touch [_, then [_.

O Note

• You cannot dub the index saeen

• You may not be able to &_b images modified on your

computer or recorded with other camcorders on your
camcorder.

• You cannot dub MPEG movies on the tape.

Dubbingselected
scenesfrom a tape
- Digital programediting

You can select up to 20 scenes (programs)
and record them in the desired order to other

recording device such as VCRs or to a

"Memo17 Stick Duo" inserted in your

camcorder.

When you are recording on a "Memory Stick

Duo," skip steps 1 and 2 and start fi'om

"Recording the selected scenes as programs"

(p. 102).

Delete unwanted scene

Change the order

Results of editing

Follow the steps below when you are

perforating a digital program edit for the first

time to a tape in a VCR. You can skip this

setting if you have set up the VCR by the

following procedure befbre.

0 Note

• You cannot pe!_ml the Digital proglaln editing on
a VCR that does not suppmt [IR SETUP] codes.

• The operating signal for the Digital program editing
cannot be transferred via the L4NC jack.
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as a recording device (p. 93).
You can use either the AV connecting
cable or the i.LINK cable to make the
connection. The dnbbing procednre is
easier with the i.LINK connection.

2 Prepare ),our VCR.

• Insert a cassette tbr recording.

• Set the input selector to inpnt mode ifyonr
VCR has one.

3 Prepare ),our camcorder (playing

device).

• Insert a cassette I_r editing.
• Slide the POWER switch to select the

PLAY/EDIT mode.

Touch _.

Touch [MENI ].

Touch [Z]/[B to select [;tg (EDIT/

PLAY), then touch [6_.

'7 Touch [Z]/[Z] to select

[PROG.EDIT], then touch [_.

Touch [OTHER DEVICE].

Touch [EDIT SET].

1 @Touch [CONTROL].

PROG E01T

¢ONTROL_

11 Select [IR] or [i.LINK].

When connecting with an A/V
connecting cable

Tonch [IR], then [_. Follow the procednre

described in "To set the [IR SETUP] code"

(p. 100).

When connecting with an i,LINK
cable

Tonch [i.LINK], then [_K1- Go on to "Step
2 : Adjusting the synchronization of the

VCR" (p. 101).

/

m

=,.
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Toset the [IR SETUP]code
When you connect with an AiV connecting

cable, you need to check the [IR SETUP] code

signal to see if your VCR can be operated by

your camcorder (infrared ray emitter).

Remote sensor

Infrared ray emitter VCR

1 Touch [_,then [IR SETUP].

2 Select the [IR SET[P] code of your VCR

with [_]/EJ_], then touch [;_].

For the [IR SETUP] code of your V(R,

refer to "[IR SETUP] code list" (p. 100).
When there is more than one code listed for

the manufacturer of your V(R, try each

code and find the most appropriate one.

3 Touch [PA[SEMODE].

4 Select the mode to cancel recording

pause on the VCR, then touch [_.
Refer to the operating instructions supplied

with your VCR for details on operation.

$ Point the infrared ray emitter of your

canlcorder towards the remote sensor ou

your VCR, from about 30 cm (12 in.)

away, with no obstructions.

6 Insert a cassette into your VCR, and set

the VCR to recording pause.

7 Touch [IR TEST].

8 Touch [EXEC].

The recording starts on your V(R when the

setting is correct. [Completed.] appears

when the [IR SETUP] code test is finished.

Go on to "Step 2 : Ac_iusting the

synchronization of the V(R" (p. 101).

When recording fails to start, select another

[IR SETUP] code and tiT again.

[IR SETUP]code list
The following [IR SETUP] codes are recorded

on your camcorder by default. (It is set at "3" as

the default setting.)

Manufacturing [IR SETUP] code

company

Sony 1,2,3,4,5,6

A&niral (M Wards) 89

Aiwa 47, 54, 80

Akai 49, 51

Audio Dynamic 21, 35

Bell&Howell (M. Wards) 36

Broksonic 21, 70, 82

Canon 77, 78

Citizen 47

Craig 47, 73

Curtis Mathis 8, 77, 80

Daewoo 26, 40, 77

DBX 21, 33, 35

Dimensia 8

Emerson 26, 48, 59, 70, 80, 81, 82

Fisher 36, 37, 44, 45

Funai 80

General Electric 8, 32*, 77, 94*, 101

Goldstar'LG 47

GO VIDEO 71

Hitachi 8, 42, 78

HQ 40

Instant Replay 77, 78

JC Penn}, 8, 21, 33, 35, 36, 42, 77

,VVC 12, 13, 14, 21, 33, 35

Kenwood 21, 33, 35, 47

LXI (Sears) 36, 37, 42, 44, 45, 47,

49, 80

Magnavox 17, 77, 78, 83

Marantz 21, 33, 35

Marta 47

Memorex 37, 77

Minolta 8, 42

MitsubishiiMGA 22, 23, 24, 28, 29
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Manufacturing [IR SETUP] code

company

Multitech 23 32, 80

NEC 21, 33, 35

Olympic 77, 78

Optimus 22

Orion 60

Panasonic 16, 17, 77, 78

Pentax 8.42

Philco 26, 70, 77. 78

Philips 47, 77, 78, 83

Pioneer 78

Quasai 6, 16, 17, 77, 78

RCAiPROSCAN 7, 8 16. 40, 41, 42, 77,

78, 78*, 83, 101

Realistic 22. 36, 37, 77, 80, 88

Sansui 21

Singes 73

Samsung 24.24*. 32 32*. 41 94,
94*

Sanyo 26, 36, 37. 47

Scott 22, 23, 24, 28, 32, 37,

40, 41

Shaip 88, 89

Shintom 73

Signature 2000 80, 89

Sylvania 77, 78, 80. 83

Symphonic 80

Tashiro 47

Tanmg 21, 33, 35

Teac 21, 33, 35.80

Technics 77, 78

Toshiba 7, 40, 49

Waids 37, 47, 88.89, 95

Yamaha 21, 33, 35, 36

Zenith 95

Follow the steps below when you are

performing digital program edit for the first

time to a tape in a VCR. You can skip this

setting if you have set up your VCR before

using the following procedure.

You can adjust the synchronization of your

cameorder and the VCR to avoid not

recording the starting scene.

camcorder. Prepare a pen and paper
to take notes.

2 Set the VCR to recording pause mode.

Skip this step if you have selected [i.LINK]

in step 11 on p. 99. ¢7
e-

fONote m-m,

• Rmi the tape for about 10 seconds betbre

pausing. The staiting scenes may not get
iecorded when you start recoiding flora the __,

beginning of the tape _'

Touch [3_, then [ADJ TEST].

* TV,'VCR component

Touch [EXEC].

A pictnre (about 50 seconds long) with 5

[IN] and [OUT] indicators each lbr

acljusting synchronization is recorded.

[Completed.] appears when the recording is
finished.

,-bcondnued
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play back in slow mode.

5 opening numbers for each [IN] and

closing munbers for each [OUT] appear.

value of each [CUT-IN] and the closing

number value of each [CUT-O[ T],

then calculate the average number

value for each [CUT-IN] and [CIT-

OIT].

7 Touch [CI T-IN].

_IT 000 i

@-÷24O

8 Touch [Z]/[Z] to select the average

number value for [CUT-IN], then

touch [_].

The calculated start position i_r recording
is set.

Touch [C[ T-OUT].

@-÷24O

1QTouch E_/_ to select the average

number value for [CUT-OUT], then

touch D}_-

The calculated stop position for recording is
set.

11 Touch [END] twice.

When you are performing a digital program

edit for the first time to a tape in a VCR, go

through the procedures described in Steps 1

and 2 (p. 98 to p. i01) beforehand.

Prepare a cassette or a "Memory Stick

Duo."

Insert a tape to be played back into the
camcorder.

When you are recording on a tape, insert a

cassette for recording into yonr VCR. When

you are recording on a "Memory Stick
Duo," insert a "Memo1T Stick Duo" into

your camcorder.

Touch _.

Touch [MEN[].

Touch [Z]/[]:] to select _?;_ (EDIT/

PLAY), then touch [_].

Touch [Z]/[]:] to select

[PROG.EDIT], then touch [_].
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Touch the desired item.

When you are recording on a tape in
the VCR

Touch [OTHER DEVICE[.

QTouch [=MARK OUT].

The ending point of the first program is set,

and the !ower part of the program mark

changes to light blue.

When you are recording on a
"Memory Stick Duo"
1 Touch [MEMORY STICK].

_ Repeat steps 7 to 10 and create

programs.

2 Touch [IMAGE SIZE] repeatedly to

select the desired image size.

'7 Search for the beginning of the first

scene that you want to dub on your

camcorder, then pause playback.

You can adjust the position with
(frame).

The starting point of the first program is set,

and the upper part of the program mark

changes to light blue.

[IMAGE SIZE] appears when recording
on a "Memory Stick Duo."

Search for the end of the first scene

that you want to record on your

camcorder, then pause playback.

You can adjust the position with
(frame).

Skip this step if your camcorder is

connected via an iiINK cable or recording

on a "Memol T Stick Duo."

3Touch [START].

4Touch [EXEC].

A search for the beginning of the first

program starts, then the recording st_ts.

[SEAR(H[ appears during the search and

[EDITING] appears dnring editing.

SEARCH x_ 000_SCENE 1,3

When a program is recorded, the program

mark changes from orange to light blue.

When all programs have been recorded, the

program editing operation stops

automatically.

To cancel recording, touch [CANCEL].

/

e-

ra
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Toend Digital programediting
Touch [END].

Tosave a programwithoutusingit to
record
Touch [END] in step 11.

The program is stored in memory until the

cassette is ejected.

Toerase programs
1 Follow steps 1 to 6 ill "Recording the

selected scenes as programs" (p. 102),

then touch [[ NDO].

2 Touch [DEL 1MARK] to delete the last

set program. Or, touch [ALL ERASE] to

erase all the programs.

3 Touch [EXEC].

The programs are deleted

To cancel this operation, touch [( ANCEL].

0 Note
• You cannot set stinting point o! ending point on a

blatlk section of the tape. If there is a blatflc section
m the pictme set as a program, the total time may not
appear conecdy.

• When you cannot operate the device conectly using
an iLINK cable connection, select [IR] in step 11 on
p. 99, and set the [IR SETUP] code
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Dubbingsoundto a
recordedtape

You can record additional audio to the

original sound on the tape. You can add

sound to a tape already recorded in the 12-bit

mode without erasing the original sound.

Q lnteIiigentaccessory
shoe

See page 139

internal microphone

OMIC (PLUG IN POWER)jack

_AUDIO/VtDEOjack

Microphone (optional)

A/V connecting cable (supplied)
m

m,

m

Signal flow

Record audio in one of the following ways.

• Using the internal microphone (no connection

required).

• Connecting a microphone (optional) to the

MIC jack. (O)

• Connecting a microphone (optional) to the

Intelligent accesso_7 shoe. (O)

• Connecting audio device to your camcorder

nsing an A,V connecting cable. (_)

The audio input to be recorded takes precedence

over others in the order of MIC jack ---*

Intelligent accessory shoe ---* AUDIO'VIDEO

jack ---* internal microphone.

Note

• You cannot record additional audio:

When the tape is recorded in the 16-bit mode.

When the tape is recorded in the LP mode

When your camcorda is cmmected via the i.LINK
cable.

On blank sections of the tape.

When the write-protect tab of the cassette is set to
SAVE.

• When you me using the AUDIO/VIDEO jack or the

internal microphone to record additional sound the

picture will not be output from the S VIDEO jack or

the AUDIO/\'IDEO jack Check the pic_ue on the
LCD screen or the viewfinde! and the sound on the

headphones.

• When you use an external microphone (optional) to

record additional audio, you can check the picture

and the sound by comlecting your camcorder to a TV

,_continued
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using the A/\" connecting cable However, the solmd

you have recorded afterwards is not output from the

speaker. Check the sound by using the headphones
or a TV.

A green _ || mark appears on the LCD
screen.

camcorder.

2 Slide the POWER switch repeatedly to

select the PLAY/EDIT mode.

tape.

Touch _ (play/pause) again at the

point where you want to start
recording the sound.

The playback pauses.

5 Touch _.

Touch [=MENU].

PLAY), then touch [_].

8 Touch [_Z]/[]_] to select [AUD DIB

CTRL], then touch [_l.

1@Touch _ (play) and start playing

back the audio you want to record at
the same time.

A red _ mark remains on the LCD screen

while recording sound.

The new sound is recorded in stereo 2 (ST2)

dnring the playback of the tape.

stop recording.

To dub on other scenes, repeat steps 3 and 4

to select scenes, then touch [AUDIO DUB].

l_Touch [Z], then []_.

Toset the end point for audio dubbing
During playback, press ZERO SET MEMORY
on the Remote Commander at the scene at

which you want m stop audio dubbing. Then,

perform steps 4 to 10. The recording stops

automatically at the selected scene.

O Note

• You can only record additional audio over a tape

recorded on yore camcorder The sound may

deteriorate when you dub audio on a tape recorded

on other camcorders (including other DCR-HC65i

HC85 camcorders).
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recorded audio in "Recording sound"

(p. 106).

2 Touch _.

Touch [MENI ].

Touch [Z]/[2_ to select _.

(STANDARD SET), then touch [ZI-

Deleting recorded
pictures !
You can delete all or selected pictures stored

on a "Memory Stick Duo."

Slide the POWER switch repeatedly to

select the PLAY/EDIT mode.

Touch _.

5 Touch [Z]/[_B to select [AUDIO

MIX], then touch [_.

Touch _/_ to adjust the balance

between the original sound (ST1) and

the sound recorded afterwards (ST2).

Then, touch [Z]-

The original sound (ST1) is output in the

defauh setting.

The adjusted audio balance retnrns to the

defauh setting in about 5 minutes after the

battery pack or other power sonrces have
been disconnected.

Touch _ (previous)![__Q (next) to

select a picture you want to delete.

Touch [3S].

Touch [YES].

The selected picture is deleted.

To cancel deletion, touch [NO].

Todelete all picturesat once
Select the (MEMORY SET) menn, then

[_ ALL ERASE] (p. 72).

/

_7

m,

m
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Todelete pictures on the index screen
You can easily search for the picture to be

deleted by displaying 6 pictures at once.

1 Slide the POWER switch to select the

PLAY/EDIT mode.

2 Touch [_.

3 Touch _.

4 Touch _.

5 Touch [_ DELETE].

6 Touch the picture you want to delete.

appears on the image to be deleted.

To display the next or the previous 6

pictures, touch [_/[_.

7 Touch []_].

8 Touch [YES].

The selected pictures are deleted.

To cancel deletion, touch [NO].

0 Note
• Pictm-es cannot be deleted when you are using a

"Memol 7 Stick Duo" with the write-protect tab and
the "Melno!3,Stick Duo" is wlite-protected (p. 128),
or when the selected picture is protected (p. 108).

• Tile picttues cannot be restored once tile?, are
deleted. Make sure you check the pictmes before
deleting them.

Markingrecorded
imageswith specific
information -Image
protection/Printmark

When you are using a "Memory Stick Duo"

with the write-protect tab, make sure the

write-protect tab on the "Memory Stick Duo"

is not set to the write-protect position.

iii_} iiii_i_i_i_ihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiill''_i
You can select and mark images to prevent
accidental erasure.

Slide the POXVER switch to select the

PLAY/EDIT mode.

Touch [_.

3 Touch _.

Touch _.
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Touch [PROTECT]. _ Touch _.

Touch the image that you want to

protect.

Touch _.

'if' Touch [_l.

Touch {END].

Tocancel imageprotection
Follow steps 1 to 5, then touch the image to

cancel image protection.

disappears from the image.

Touch [PRINT MARK].

Touch the image that you want to print

out later.

/

€-

m,

m

You can mark images that you want to print

out while viewing them on your camcorder.

(You cannot specify the number of

printouts.)

The DPOF (Digital Print Order Format)

standard is used to select images for printing

on your camcorder.

Slide the POWER switch to select the

PLAY/EDIT mode.

Touch _.

'7 Touch [_l.

Touch [END].
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Tocancelthe Printmark
Follow steps 1 to 5, then touch the image to

cancel the Print mark.

_" disappears from the image.

0 Note

• Do not mark images on yore camcmder if the

"Memory Stick Duo" alrea@ has some images with

the Print mark put on other devices. This may

change tile information of the images with the Print

mark put on the other device

Printingrecorded
images(PictBridge
compliantprinter)
You can easily print still images recorded on

your camcorder by using PictBridge

compliant printer, even if you do not have a

computer. Just set the connection in the menu

setting srcreen of your camcorder, then

connect your camcorder and printer using the

USB cable.

  PictBfidge

"_° Tip

• PictBridge is an industry standmd established by the

Camera & Imaging Products Association (CIPA)

You can print still images without using a computer

by connecting a printer directly to a digital video

camera or digital still camera, regardless of model
nlanllfactorer.

0 Note

• Connect the supplied AC Adaptor to the wall outlet

for the powei supply.

which still images are stored into your
camcorder.

Set the paper in the printer, and turn

on the power.

Slide the POWER switch repeatedly to

select the PLAY/EDIT mode.

Touch _.

Touch [MENU].
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Select (STANDARD SET), then

[[ SB-PLY/EDT] by touching
[Z]/[2_] and [_.

'7 Select [PictBridge], then touch [2J-

Touch [ZJ.

camcorder to a printer using the

supplied USB cable.

The location of the USB .jack of the printer

differs depending on the model. Refer to the
operating instructions supplied with your

printer for details on operation.

10Select _. (PICT.APPLI.), then

[PRINT] by touching [Z]/[Z] and [_].

When connection between your camcorder

and printer is complete, _ appears on the
screen.

One of the images stored on the "Memory

Stick Duo" will be displayed.

Note

• We cannot guarantee the operation of models that

are not PictBfidge compatible.

• You cannot colmect your camcorder to the printer if

[USB-PLYiEDT] in the menu settings is not set to

[PictBridge] Follow the insmlctions shown on the
screen.

I Select the image to be printed by

touching _ (previous image)/D_

(next image).

Touch _, then [COPIES].

Select the number of copies to be

printed by touching _/E D, then

touch [_.

You can set a maximum of 20 copies of one
image to be printed.

Touch [END].

To print the date on the image
1 Touch _, then [DATE/TIME].

2 Select [DATE] or [DAY&TIME] and

The defauh setting is [OFF].

Touch [EXEC].

A confirmation screen appears.

PRINT
10_ 0001

Pr4nt this?

COPlES:I
D_E_-_ME:OF_

[]

Touch [YES].

When printing is finished, [Printing...]

disappears and the image selection screen

appears again.

PRINT

10 0081

Pr nt ng

Keep US8 cabe connected

/

¢7
e-

ra
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To printanotherimage
Repeat steps I to 6.

To stop printing
Touch [CANCEL] while printing

To finish printing
Touch [END] and disconnect the USB cable

from yonr camcorder and printer.

{J Note

• Do not attempt the following operations when

is on the screen. The operations may not be

pertbrmed properly.
Sliding the POWER switch to select other power
modes

Disconnecting the USB cable flora yore.

camcorder Ol printer

Retook, inS the "Memory Stick Duo" fizom your
camcorder

• If the printer stops working, disconnect the USB

cable and restart the operation fiom the beginning.

• Some printer models may not support tlle date

printing flmcfion Refbr to yore printer's operating
instructions tbr details.

• We cannot guarantee the printing of images recorded

with a device other than your camcorder
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Troubleshooting

Troubleshooting
If you run into any problem using your

camcorder, use the following table to
troubleshoot the problem. If the problem

persists, remove the power source and

contact your Sony dealer.

If"C:V1VI:V1VI" is displayed on the LCD

screen or the viewfinder, the self-diagnosis

display function is activated. See page 121
for details.

Symptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

The powe: does not mm on • The batta_, pack is dischmged running low, 0: not attached to the
camcorder.

-)Attach a charged batte W pack to the camcorder. (p 14)

-)Use the AC Adaptor to connect to the wall outlet (p. 17)

The camcorder does not operate even -_Disconnect the AC Adaptor flora the wall outlet or remove the batte: 7

when the power is set to on pack, then reconnect it afta about 1 minute. If the fimdions still do not

work, press the RESET button using a sharp-poimed object. (If you p:ess

the RESET button, all settings including the clock setting are reset,

except Pe:sonal Menu items)

A clattering noise is heard when the • This is because some lens fimctions on your camcorde: use a linear

camcorder is handled with the mechanism. This is not a malfimction.

POWER switch set to OFF (CHG) or

in the PLAY/EDIT mode

The supplied Remote Commande: -_ Set [REMOTE CTRL] on the (STANDARD SET) menu to [ON]

does not fimcfion. (p. 87)

a_Insat a batte:), into the batte:y holder with the + polarities conectly

matching the + marks. If this still does not solve fl:e problem, insat a

new batte:), since the battery is dead. (p. 142)

-)Remove any obstmdions between the Remote Commander and the

remote sensor.

The camcorder gets warm • This is because the powe: has been turned on fbr a long time This is not
a malfimction.
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Symptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

The CHG (chalge) lamp does not -)'Attach the batte27 pack to the camcolde! conectly. It'the lamp still does

light while the batte25" pack is being not light up, then it indicates that no powe2 is supplied from the wall

charged outlet.

• The batte W charge is completed (p. 14)

The CHG (charge)lamp flashes while ÷Attach the batte27 pack to the camcorde! correctly. If the problem

the batte! 7 pack is being charged, persists, discoimect the AC Adaptor flom the wall outlet and contact

your Sony dealer Tile battel), pack may be damaged. (p 14)

The batte*y pack is quickly • The tempelamre of the environment is too low, or the batte2), pack has

discharged, not been charged enough This is not a malfimction.

+Fully charge the batte! 7 again If the problem persists, replace the

batte2), pack with a new one It may be damaged. (p. 14, 130)

The remaining batte2_" time indicator • The tempemtme of the environment is too high or too low, or the batte W

does not indicate the correct time. pack has not been charged enough. This is not a malfimcfion.

+Fttlly charge tile batte! 7 again If the problem persists, replace the

batte2), pack with a new one It may be damaged (p. 14, 130)

The powe! lm-ns off frequently • A problem has occtmed in the remaining batte27 time indicator, or the

although the remaining batte W batte27 pack has not been charged enough.

indicator indicates that the battery -)Fully charge the batte! 7 again to conect tile indication. (p 14)

,ack has enough power to operate.

The powe! abruptly turns oft'. • [A.SHUT OFF] in the (STANDARD SET) menu is set to [5min]

(p s8)

">When approximately 5 nlinlltes have elapsed while yoll do not operate

your camcorder, the camcorder is automalically lxmled off.

Slide the POWER switch down to turn the powe2 on again (p. 17). Or

use the AC Adaptor.

A problem occms when the + Turn off the power, and disconnect the AC Adaptor flora the wall outlet.

camcorder is connected to the AC Then, connect it again.

Adaptor

Symptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

Cassette cannot be ejected flom the -'>Make sme the power source (batte W pack 02 AC Adaptor) is connected

compmtment correctly. (p. 14)

Remove the battel), pack from the camcorder, then attach it again. (p 14)

÷Attach a charged battery pack to the camcorder (p 14)

Cassette is not ejected even when the • Moisture condensaflon is starting in your camco2der (p. 133)

cassette lid is open.
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Symptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

The Cassette Memo: 7 mdicato! does ">Clean the gold-plated connector of tile cassette. (p. 127)

not appear while using a cassette with

Cassette Memory

The :emaining tape indicator is not -_ Set [ [_ REMAINING] to [ON] on the ;_;{'/ (STANDARD SET) menu

displayed, to always display the remaining tape indicator (p 87)

A cassette label is not recorded ->Use a cassette with Cassette Memo_ W. (p 126)

->Erase tmnecessm W titles when the Cassette Memory is flfll. (p. 82)

->Set the write-protect tab to REC. (p 126)

Symptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

An :mknown language appears on the -_ See page 22.

screen

An unl_lown picture appears on the • The camcorde! is in [DEMO MODE]. (The [DEMO MODE] is

screen automatically displayed when you leave the camcorder tbr 10 minutes

after selecting CAMEILa_-TAPE without inse_ling a cassette and

"Memo_5" Stick Duo ")

->Touch on the LCD screen or inset a cassette or "Memm 7 Stick Duo"

to cancel [DEMO MODE] You can also set [DEMO MODE] to [OFF]

on the menu (p. 79)

An unknown indicator appears on the a*Re/hr to the indicator list. (p. 144)
scleen

The letters on the screen are larger ->Press the EASY button to cancel Easy Handycan: operation (p. 34, 54)

than ustml, or the menu settings

( _]_ (CAMEtLa_ SET) etc.) are not

displayed.

The buttons do not appear on the ->Touch the LCD panel lightly

touch panel -)Press DISPLAYiBATT INFO (or DISPLAY on the Remote

Commander). (p. 57)

The buttons on the much panel do not -)Adjust the screen ([CALIBRATION]). (p. 134)

work correctly or do not work at all.

The picture in the viewfinder is not -)Use the viewfinder lens adjustment leve: to adjust the lens (p 18)

clear

The picture in the viewfinder has -)Close tlle LCD panel. The picture is not displayed in the viewfinder

disappeared, when the LCD panel is open. (p 18)

The picture remains on the LCD • This occurs if you disconnect the AC Adaptor from the wall outlet or

sc:een remove the batte: 7 pack without turning offthe power first This is not a
malfimction.
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If you are using a "Memory Stick Duo" l)r recording, refer also to the "Memory Stick Duo" section.

(p. 118)

Symptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

The tape does not sta!l when you _ Slide tile POWER switch to turn on the CAMEIL_-TAPE lamp (p. 17)

,ress REC START/STOP. -)The tape has reached the end. Rewind it, or inse_t a new cassette.

-'>Set the write-protect tab to REC or insert a new cassette. (p. 126)

-)The tape is stuck to the &urn due to moisture condensation. Remove the

cassette and leave your camcolder tbr at least 1 hour, then re-inse_t tile

cassette (p 133)

The powe! abruptly turns oft'. * [A.SHUT OFF] in the (STANDARD SET) menu is set to [5ram]

(p 88)

"_When approxinla rely 5 minutes have elapsed while you do not operate

your camcorder, the camcorder is automatically nmled off.

Slide the POWER switch down to turn the power oil again (p. 17). Or

use the AC Adaptor.

-_Charge the batte W pack (p. 14)

-_ Set [STEADYSHOT] to [ON] in the _i_ (CAMERA SET) menu. (p 69)

-)Press FOCUS to enable auto tbcus (p. 41)

Tile recording conditions are not suitable for amo focus. Adjust the focus

manually. (p 41)

• This occurs when the contrast between the subject and the background is

too high. This is not a malflmction.

The SteadyShot does not fimction.

The mlto t)cus does not fimction.

A vertical band appears when

recording candlelight or electric light

in the dark.

A veitical band appeais when • This phenomenon is called tile smear effect. This is not a malfimction.

iecolding a bright subject

Tiny spots in white, ted, bhle, oi • The spots appear when you are recording in [SLOW SHUTTR], Supei

green appeai on the screen NightShot plus, or Color Slow Shuttei. This is not a malfimction (p 39)

The coloi of the picim-e is not -)Deactivate the NightShot plus flmction. (p 39)

conectly displayed

Pictme appeais too bright on the -_Deactivate the NightShot plus flmction in bright places (p 39)

screen, and the subject does not ->Cancel the back light fimcfion (p. 37)

appear oil the screen.

Pictme appeais too dark on the • The LCD screen backlight is switched of£

screen, and the subject does not ->Piess LCD BACKLIGHT (p. 18)

appear oil the screen.

Tile shuttei sound is not heaid -'>Set [BEEP] to [MELODY] o! [NORMAL] on the (STANDARD

SET) menu. (p. 88)

Black bands appear when you recoid -'>Set [STEADYSHOT] to [OFF] on the _[] (CAMERA SET) menu.

a TV screen or compute1 screen (p 69)

The external flash (optional) does not • The powei of the flash is not nlmed oil, or the flash is not attached

wolk conectly.

• Two o! more flashes are attached. Only one external flash can be

attached
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Symptom Cause and]or Corrective Actions

The flash level cannot be changed. • The flash level cannot be changed dming Easy Handycam operation.

Flickering or changes in color occms. ->This occms when recorchng pictmes under a fluorescent lamp, sodium

lamp, or mercury lamp in the soft portlait or spo_ts lesson mode. Cancel

[PROGRAM AE] in this case (p. 64)

END SEARCH does not work. • The cassette was ejected after recording when using a cassette without

Cassette Memoly. (p 126)

• The cassette is new and has nothing recorded

END SEARCH does not work • There is a blank section in the beginning or middle of the tape. This is

conectly not a malfimdion

Smooth intawal recording stops/ For DCR-HC85:

[Slnooth inte_,al rec discontinued ->The video head may be dirD,. Use a cleaning cassette (optional)

due to enor.] appears and recording -'ITs), again flora the beginning.

stops ->Use a Sony mini DV cassette

If you are playing back the pictures stored on a "Memory Stick Duo," refer also to the "Memory Stick

Duo" section. (p. 118)

Symptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

->It'the tape has reached the end rewind the tape (p 49)

->Clean the head using the cleaning cassette (optional). (p. 133)

Cannot play back.

Horizontal lines appear on the

_icture. The displayed picimes are

not clear or do not appear

Fine patterns flicker, diagonal lines

look jagged.

No sound or only a low sound is

heard.

The sound breaks off

Cannot pertbm_ the Date search with

the recording date displayed on file

scleen

"---" is displayed on the screen.

For DCR-HC85:

->Adjust [SHARPNESS] to the [_ (soften) side in the _271_ (CAMERA

SET) menu before recording. (p. 66)

->Set [MULTI-SOU-ND] to [STEREO] in the _:_; (STANDARD SET)

menu. (p 84)

->Turn up the volume. (p. 49)

->O i t le _?; (STANDARD SET) menu, adjust [AUDIO MIX] from the

[ST2] (additional solmd) side until the sound is heard appropriately.

(p. 85)

->When you are using an SVIDEO plug, make sme the red and white plugs

of the A,,'\" connecting cable are connected as well. (p 59)

->Clean the head using the cleaning cassette (optional). (p. 133)

->Use a cassette with Cassette Memory. (p 126)

->Set [_ SEARCH] to [ON] in the _@ (]_DITiPLAY) menu (p. 81)

• There is a blank section in the beginning or middle of the tape. This is
not a malfimction

• The tape you are playing was recorded without setting the date and time.

• A blank section on the tape is being played.

• The data code on a tape with a scratch or noise cammt be read.

--bcontinued
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Symptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

END SEARCH does not wink. • The cassette was ejected afta lecmdmg when using a cassette without

Cassette Memm T. (p. 126)

• The cassette is new and has nothing recorded.

END SEARCH does not work • Thae is a blank section in the beginning or middle of the tape This is

conectly not a malfimcfion

Noises appeai and _ is displayed • The tape was recorded in a TV color system other than that of yore

on the screen camcorder This is not a malfimction (p. 125)

Symptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

Cmmot opmate fimctions using the -) Set tile POWER switch to the CANIERA-NIEMORY or PLAY EDIT

"Memory Stick Duo" mode. (p. 17)

+ Insat a "Memo_ T Stick Duo" into your camcorder qJ 21)

• The "Memmy Stick Duo" was formatted on a personal computer.

-)Format it on _m camcorder (Note that all recorded data will be

deleted.) (p 72)

Cannot record on tlle "Memory Stick -) When you are using the "Memo_ T Stick Duo" with the write-protect tab,

Duo." release the lock on the write-protect tab of the "Memm T Stick Duo"

The pictures are not played back in

tile actual size

Image data cannot be played back.

The picture you have recorded on the

tape has also been recorded on the

"Memory Stick Duo"

Pictures cannot be deleted

Cannot format the "Memory Stick

Duo."

(p 128)

+The capacity is flfll. Delete unnecessa W pictures recorded on the

"Memory Stick Duo." (p. 107)

+Format the "Memory Stick Duo" on ymlr camcorder or insm_ another

"Memory Stick Duo." (p 72)

• Pictures recorded on other devices may not appear in the actual size. This

is not a malfimction.

• hnage data cannot be played back if you have modified files or folders,

or have edited the data on a computer. (Tile file name flashes in that

case) This is not a malfimction. (p. 129)

• Pictures recorded on other devices may not be played back This is not a
malfimction

-) The picture was recorded on a "Memory Stick Duo" becanse you pressed

REC START/STOP dining tape playback. Delete the picture from the

"Memory Stick Duo" if the picture is unnecessm T (p 107)

-)When you are using the "Memm T Stick Duo" with the write-protect tab,

release the lock on the write-protect tab of the "Memm T Stick Duo"

(p 128)

+Cancel image protection on the pictme. (p 108)

• The maximum nmnber of pictures that you can delete at one time is 100

Delete them in groups of less than 100 picim-es each.

-)When you are using the "Memm T Stick Duo" with the write-protect tab,

release the lock on the write-protect tab of the "Memm T Stick Duo"

(p 128)
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Symptom Cause and]or Corrective Actions

Cannot delete all pictures at once. .+When you are using the "Memory Stick Duo" with the write-protect tab

release the lock on tile write-protect tab of the "Memory Stick Duo."
(p. 128)

.+Cancel image protection on the picture. (p. 108)

Image protection cannot be applied. .+When you are using tile "Menlory Stick Duo" with the write-protect tab

release the lock on the write-protect tab of the "Memory Stick Duo."
(p. 128)

.+Perform tile operation again on the index screen (p. 108)

Cannot nmlk pictures tbr print .+When you are using tile "Memory Stick Duo" with the write-protect tab
release the lock on the write-protect tab of the "MemoW Stick Duo."

(p. 128)
.+Perform tile operation again on the index screen. (p. 109)

• The maximmn munber ofpictmes you can mark tbr print is 999
• Movies cannot be marked tbr print.

The data file name is not indicated • Only the file name is displayed if the directmT structure does not
CO1Tectly conform to the mlivelsal standard.

• The file is danmged.
• The file tblmat is not suppmted oil your camcorder (p. 127)

The data file name flashes. • The file is danmged.
• The file tblmat is not suppmted oil your camcorder (p. 127)

Symptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

Pictures from connected devices me • Cannot change tile setting of tile AUDIO,'YIDEO jack during Easy

not displayed on the LCD screen o! Han@cam operation
the viewfinder. +Cancel Easy Handycam opeiation qJ. 54), and then set [VIDEO

INPUT] to the appropriate signal in the (STANDARD SET)
menu (p. 86)

.+Set [VIDEO INPUT] to the appropriate signal in tile (STANDARD
SET) menu. (p. 86)

'+Set [DISPLAY] to [LCD PANEL] in tile (STANDARD SET)
menu. (p 88)

Cannot dub correctly using tile _'\: "+Set [VIDEO INPUT] to the appropriate signal in tile _ (STANDARD
connecting cable SET) menu. (p. 86)

"+Set [DISPLAY] to [LCD PANEL] in tile (STANDARD SET)
nlenll. (p 88)

• The A/V co*meeting cable is not connected properly
"+Make sme that the A/V connecting cable is connected to the proper

jack, i.e. to the output jack of a device you a*e dubbing a pictme from,
or to the input jack of another device fo* dubbing a picalre fiom your
camcordei

• The input signal is not NTSC. (p 95)Pictures flora connected devices are

not displayed correctly.

New smmd added to a recorded tape

is not heard

T->In the (STANDARD SET) menu, adjust [AUDIO MIX] fiom tile
.......<,,, ,

[ST 1] (original sound) side until the sound is heard appropriately. (p. 85)

,-bcontinued
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Symptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

A title is not recolded/A cassette label -)Use a cassette with Cassette Memo! 7. (p 126)

is not recorded. -)Erase unnecessm W titles when the Cassette Memory is fifll. (p. 82)

-)Set the write-protect tab to REC (p. 126)

• A title cannot be added to a blank section of the tape

The title is not displayed -)Set [_ TITLE DISP] to [ON] in the f_@ (EDIT,'PLAY) menu.

(p. 83)

• The title cannot be displayed during Easy Handycam operation.

The title cannot be deleted. -) Set the write-protect tab to REC (p. 126)

The Title search does not work. -)Enter a title if there is no title on the tape. (p. 81)

")Use a cassette with Cassette Mexno! W (p. 126)

-)Set [_ SEARCH] to [ON] in the _;_ :_ (EDIT PLAY) menu (p. 81)
• These is a blank section in the beginning or middle of the tape This is

not a malfimction

Still pictures catmot be dubbed from a • You caimot record or a distorted picture may be recorded if the tape has

tape to a "Memory Stick Duo.' been used repeatedly tbr recording.

Movies cannot be dubbed from a tape • You cannot record or a distorted picture may be recorded in the

to a "Memory Stick Duo" following:

The tape has a blaizk section.

The tape has been used repeatedly for recording.

Input signal has been interrupted or cut.

Digital program editing on the tape -) Set the input selector on the VCR correctly, then check the connection

does not flmction, between your camcorder and the VCR. (p. 93)

-)When your camcorder is connected to a DV device that is not a Sony

product via an iiINK cable, select [IR] in step I 1 of "Step 1 : Preparing

your camcorder and VCR for operation" (p. 98).

-)Adjust the synchronization of the VCR. (p 101)

-)Enter a correct [IR SETUP] code. (p. 100)

-) Select tile mode used to cancel recording panse again. (p. 100)

-) Set your camcorder and the VCR more than 30 cm (t 2 in ) apart. (p 100)

• The proNam cannot be set to a blank section on the tape.

The VCR is not responding properly • While coxmecting via an i.LINK cable, select [IR] in step 11 of "Step h

during Digital program editing when Preparing your camcorde_ and VCR for operation" (p. 98)

it is cotmected via an iLINK cable

Digital program editing on tile • The proNam cannot be set to a blank section on the tape.

"Memo_ W Stick Duo" does not • You caimot record or a distorted picture may be recorded if the tape has

fimction correctly been used repeatedly tbr recording.
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Warningindicators
andmessages

If indicators appear on the screen or in the viewfinder, check the following. See the page in parentheses
lbr details.

Indication Cause and/or Corrective Actions

C :r-IVq :r-lr-I/E:r-lr-I:r-lr-I (Self-

diagnosis display)

Some sylnptonls can be fixed by yoursel£ If the problem persists even atier

you tried a couple of times, contact yore Sony deala or local authorized

Sony se!_,,ice facility
( :04:1-1[]

-_A battel 3' pack that is not an "IntbLITHIUM" battel3_ pack is being used.

Use an "InfoLITHIUM" battel 7 pack. (p 130)

( :21:I-IV_

-)Moisture condensation has occurred. Remove the cassette and leave your

camcorder for at least 1 hour, dwn re-inse_t the cassette (p. 133)
(:22:1-11-7

-)'Clean the head using a cleaning cassette (opflonal). (p 133)
(:311"-11"-1/ C:32r-lr-1

-_Symptonls dlat are not described above have occurred. Relnove and

insert the cassette, then operate your camcorder again Do not pertbrm

this proce&ne if lnoistme starts to condense (p. 133)

")Remove the power somce. Reconnect it again and operate your

camcorder again.

-)'Change the cassette. Press RESET button (p 138), and operate your

camcorder again
E:61:I-1[] / E:62:1-1[] / E:91:I-11-1

-)'Contact youl Sony dealer or local authorized Soil): selvice facility

Inform them of the 5-digit code which struts from "E"

101-0001 (Warning indicato! • The file is damaged.

peltaining to files) • Tile file is unleadable

• You are t!3,ing to can), out the MEMORY MIX fimcflon on a movie

(p. 45)

c\_ (Battel 3, level warning) • The barrel 3, pack is nearly used up.

• Depending on the operating, environmental, or barrel 3, conditions, the

c\z indicator may flash, even ifthele are appwximately 5 to 10 minutes

remaining.

[!1 (Moisture condensaflon warning)* -)Eject the ca ssette, set the POWER switch to OFF (CHG), and leave it tbr

about 1 hour with the cassette lid open. (p. 133)

(Warning indicator pertaining to • No "Memo! 7 Stick Duo" is inselted.

the "Memol 3, Stick Duo")

_] (Warning indicator pertaining to • The "Memol?" Stick Duo" data is danmged.

"Memoly Stick Duo" tbrmatflng)* • Tile "Memoly Stick Duo" is not tblmatted con-ecdy (p 72)

=s

--bcontinued
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Indication Cause and/or Corrective Actions

_',_ (Warning indicato_ pertaining to • An incompatible "Memo_, Stick Duo" is mse_ted.

incompatible "Memo W Stick Duo")*

(Warning indicator pertaining to Slow flashing:

the tape) • Thele is less than 5 minutes remaining on the tape.
• No cassette is inserted*

• The write-protect tab on the cassette is set to lock. (p 126)*

Fast flashing:

• The tape has _lm out.*

A (Eject cassette warning)* Slow flashing:

• The write-protect tab on the cassette is set to lock. (p 126)

Fast flashing:

• Moisnue condensation has occtmed, qJ. 133)

• The self-diagnosis display code is displayed (p 121)

_'_ (Warning indicator pertaining to • The image is protected (p. 108)

image deletion)*

'_J _ (Warning indicator • The write-protect tab on the "Memo_ 3, Stick Duo" is set to lock. (p. 128)

pertaining to the write-protect of the

"Memo W Stick Duo")

{_ (Warning indicator pertaining to Slow flashing:

the flash) • Dining charging

Fast flashing:

• These is something wrong with the built-in flash or the external flash

(optional).

• You hear a melo@ or beep sound when the warning indicators appear on the scleen.

If messages appear on the screen, check the tbllowing. See the page in parentheses for details.

Subjects Indications correctiye Actions/
References

Batte_" Use the "InIbLITHIUM" batte W pack. -I.See page 130.

Batte_ 3, level is low -I.Charge the batte W (p. 14)

Old batte W Use a new one. -)'See page 130.

A Re-attach the power soluce

Moisture [] --_ Moisture condensation Eject the cassette -I.See page 133.

condensation [] Nioisture condensation Turn off fo! IH. -I.See page 133.

Cassette/Tape ...L_ Inse_t a cassette € See page 20

A Reinse_t the cassette -I'Check if the cassette is damaged,
etc.

..h_ A The tape is locked -check the tab. -I'See page 126.

..h_ The tape has reached the end

Use a cassette with Cassette Memo_), -I.See page 126.
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Subjects Indications Corrective Actions/

References

"Memory Stick _ Inseit a Memo W Stick. -_ See page 21

Duo" _,' Reinse_t tile Nlemo W Stick. -)Reinse_t file "Melno W Stick Duo" a

few times. If even then the indicator

flashes, the "Memo1W Stick Duo"

might be damaged TW with anothez

"Melno W Stick Duo."

Do not eject the Memoz W Stick during writing.

This is a read-only Memoz W Stick -)Inselt a writable "Memo W Stick
Duo."

Incompatible _,pe of Memo W Stick. ")The type of"Memo W Stick Duo"

incompatible with your camcorder is

inse_ted (p. 127)

_ This Memo W Stick is not formatted conectly. -)Check the folmat, then format the

"Memo W Stick Duo" as necessary

(p 72)

Cannot record. The Memoz W Stick is fidl. -')Delete umlecessa W images. (p 107)

_ o'_ The Memow Stick is locked -check the tab -)See page 127

Cannot playback. Reinsert the Memoz W Stick

Cannot record. Reinsezt the Memory Stick.

No file ° No file is recorded or theze is no

readable file on the "Melnory Stick

Duo."

NO FILE AVAILABLE. • There is no file in the selected tblder.

USB sueaming.. This flmction is not available. • You tried to play back or record on a

"Memo W Stick Duo" during USB

Streaming.

Memoz W Stick %lders are fidl. ° You cannot create tblders exceeding

999MSDCF

")You catmot delete the c_eated

foldez susing your camcorder. You

will have to format the "Memory

Stick Duo" (p. 72), or delete them

using your computer

Cannot record still images on Memo W Stick.

PictBridge Check tlle connected device -) Switch off the printer and switch it

compliant printer on again, then disconnect the USB
cable and reconnect it

Cotmect the camcolder to a PictBfidge compatible "1'Switch off the printe! and switch it

printer, on again, then disconnect tlle USB

cable and reconnect it

Check the printer -)Check the printer

Ezror-Cancel the task -)Check the printer

Cannot print Check the printer. -) Switch off the printer and switch it

on again, then disconnect the USB
cable and reconnect it

--bcontinued
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Subjects Indications correctiye Actions/

References

FLASH Cha:ging. L'annot :eco:d still intones. • You are twing to :eco:d a still intone

while charging the flash.

_} The suobe cannot chmge. Not available. For DCR-HC85:

+ See page 31

Others Cannot record Memo: T Stick movie on a tape

Cannot reco:d due to copy:ight protection

Cannot add m:dio. Disconnect the iLINK cable + See page 105.

Not reco:ded in SP mode. Ca:mot add m:dio. + See page 105.

Not reco:ded in 12-bit audio Cannot add audio + See page 105.

Cannot add m:dio on the blank po:tion of a tape + See page 105.

Cassette Memo: T is fidl. -') See page 83

Cannot record 44.1kHz audio on a Memo: 7 Stick.

Smooth interval rec discontinued due to e:ror For DCR-HC85:

+Seepage 117.

Ah-eady added to CAMEtLa_-TAPE mode's P-
MENU.

Ah-eady added to CAMEtLa_-MEMORY mode's P-

MENU.

Ah-eady added to PLAY/EDIT mode's P-MENU.

_ Di:ty video head. Use a cleaning cassette. -'1See page 133.

Cannot sta:t Easy Han@cam

Cannot cancel Easy Handycam

Cannot sta:t Easy Handycam with USB com:ected

Cannot cancel Easy Handycam with USB connected

Invalid button with Easy Handycam operation

USB is invalid in this mode during Easy Handycam • You can select [STD-USB] in

PLAY/EDIT mode during Easy

Handycam operation, but you

catmot select [PictBridge] or [USB

STREAM] (The message

disappears when you to:mh [_].)

H D V recorded tape. Cannot playback. +Your camcorde: cannot play back

this format Play back the tape with

equipment that recorded it.

HDV recorded tape. Cannot add m:dio. +Your camcorde: cannot dub new

audio to any section on the tape
recorded in the HDV forlnat.
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Additional Information

Usingyourcamcorder
abroad

Power supply
You can use your camcorder in any countries/

regions using the AC Adaptor supplied with

your camcorder within AC 100 V to 240 V,

50/60 Hz.

Use a commercially available AC plug

adaptor [a], if necessary, depending on the

design of the wall outlet [b].

I
AC-L25A/L25B [b]

OnTV colorsystems
Your camcorder is an NTS( system-based

camcorder. If you want to view the playback

picture on a TV, it must be an NTSC system-

based TV (see lbllowing list) with the AUDIO,

VIDEO input .jack.

System Used in

NTSC Bahama Islands, Bolivia. Canada.

Central America. Chile, Colombia,

Ecuador. Guyana, Jamaica, Japan,
Kolea, Niexico. Peru. Surinam.

Taiwan, the Philippines, the
U.S.A., Venezuela, etc

PAL Australia, Austria. Belgium,
China, Czech Republic, Denmaik,
Finland, Germany, Holland. Hong

Kong, Hungaiy. Italy, Kuwait.

Malaysia, New Zealand, Noiway
Poland, Portugal, Singapore,

Slovak Republic, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Thailand, United

Kingdom, etc.

PAL - NI Brazil

rPAL - N Argentina. Paiaguay. Uruguay

SECAM Bulgaria. France, Gtfiana, ban,

Iraq, Nionaco, Russia, Ukraine, etc.

Simple setting of clockby time
difference
You can easily set the clock to the local time by

setting a time difference when using your

camcorder abroad. Select [WORLD TIME] in

the _g_'_ (TIMEiLANGU.) metal, then set the

time difference (p. 89).

m,
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Usablecassette
tapes
You can use the mini DV format cassette

only. Use a cassette with the _*_'_[_*mark.

Mini T_! td
_ g?_,_ is a trademark.

Cassette Memory
There are 2 types of mini DV cassettes: those

with Cassette Memory and those without

(assette Memory. Cassettes with Cassette

Memory have the (tl_ (Cassette MemolT)

mark. A cassette with Cassette Memory is

recommended for use on your camcorder.

(_Cassette is a trademark.
_ Memory

I( memory is mounted on this type of cassette.
Your camcorder can read and write data such as

dates of recording or titles from/to this memory.

The functions using the Cassette Memory

require successive signals recorded on the tape.

If the tape has a blank section at the beginning

or between recorded sections, titles may not be

displayed properly or the search functions may

not work properly.

To prevent a blank section from being

made on the tape
Touch [_ to go to the end of the recorded

section before you begin the next recording in

the following cases:

You have ejected the cassette during

recording.

You have played back the tape.
You have used EDIT SEARCH.

If there is a blank section or discontinuous

signals on your tape, re-record from the

beginning to the end of the tape as described
above.

0 Note

• The Cassette _[e111o!), nlay not thnction CO_Tectly
when you record using a digital video camaa

recorder that does not support Cassette Memoly, on

a tape alrea@ recorded on using a Cassette Melnoly-

compatible digital video camera recorder

"_° Tip

• The memory capaci b, of the cassette marked with

(_l_ 4K is 4k bits. Yore camcorder can

accoImnodate cassettes having a memo*y capaciD,
of up to 16k bits

Copyright signal
When you play back

If the cassette you play back on ?,:our camcorder

contains copyright signals, you cannot copy it to

a tape in another video camera connected to

your camcorder.

When you record

You cannot record software on your
camcorder that contains copyright

control signals for copyright protection
of software.

[Cannot record due to copyright protection.]

appears on the LCD screen, or on the TV screen

if you try to record such software.

Your camcorder does not record copyright

control signals on the tape when it records.

Noteson use

To prevent accidental erasure

Slide the write-protect tab on the cassette to set
to SAVE.

RE(?: The cassette can be recorded.

SAVE: The cassette cannot be recorded (write-

protected).
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When labeling the cassette

Be sure to place the label only on the locations

as shown in the following illustration so as not

to cause malfunction of yonr camcorder.

Do not put a tabel
along this border

Labeling position

After using the cassette
Rewind the tape to the beginning to avoid

distortion of the picture or the sound. The

cassette should then be put in its case, and stored

in an upright position.

When the Cassette Memory function
does not work

Re-insert the cassette. (assette Memory may

not work when the gold-plated connector is

dirt?: or dusty.

When cleaning the gold-plated
connector

Generally, clean the gold-plated connector on a

cassette with a cotton-wool swab after every 10

times it has been _iected.

If the gold-plated connector on the cassette is

dirt?; or dusty, the remaining tape indicator may

not be indicated correctly, and you may not be

able to operate functions using Cassette

Memory.

..............Gold-plated
connector

About the "Memory
Stick"

The "Memory Stick" is a new light and small

recording media which, despite its size, can

store more data than a floppy disk.

You can use following types of "Memory

Stick" on your camcorder. However,

appearance on the list does not guarantee the

operation of all types of"Memory Stick Duo"

on your cameorder.

Types ef"Memory stick,! Recording/

Playback

"Memo!), Stick'

"Memory Stick Duo ''*1 O

"MagicGate Memory Stick"

"Memory Stick Duo" 0 *2*3

(MagicGateiParallel Transfer)* 1

"MagicGate Memory Stick 0 *3
Dllo"* 1

"Memory Stick PRO"

"Memory Stick PRO Duo ''*1 0 *2*3

* 1 The "Memoir Stick Duo" is about half the size of a _-

standard "Melno! 7 Stick" _.'

t_]Jes of"Memo W Stick" that suppo!t high _'*2 The

speed data transfei. The speed of data transfer _

varies depending on the device to be used. _-
*3 "MagicGate" is a copyright protection technology _'_

that recolds and t_ansfers the contents in an

enclypted tbnnat. Note that data that uses
"NiagicGate" technology cannot be iecolded Ol _'
played on your camcorder.

• Still image format: Your camcorder

compresses and records image data in the

JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Gronp)
format. The file extension is ".JPG."

• Movie format: Your camcorder compresses

and records picture data in the MPEG

(Moving Picture Experts Group) l_rmat. The
file extension is ".MPG."

• File names of still images:

101-0001: This file name appears on the

screen of your camcorder.

DSC00001 .JPG: This file name appears on

the display of a computer.

=bcontinued
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• File names of movies:

MOV00001 : This file name appears on the
screen of vour camcorder.

MOV00001 .MPG: This file name appears

on the display of a computer.

• On a "Memory Stick Duo" formatted on a

computer: A "Memory Stick Duo" formatted

by the Windows OS or using Macintosh

computers does not have guaranteed

compatibility with your camcorder.

• Data read write speed may vary depending on

the combination of the "Memory Stick" and

"Memory Stick" compliant product you use.

Topreventaccidental erasureof images
Slide the write-protect tab* on the "Memory

Stick Duo" with a small tapered o[!iect, to the

write-protect position.

The position or the shape of the write-protect

tab* may differ depending on the "Memory

Stick Duo" you use.
*The "Memory Stick Duo" supplied with yom-

camcorder is not equipped with the write-protect
tab

When using the supplied "Memm 7 Stick Duo," be
carefifl not to edit or delete data by mistake.

Back of the "Memory Stick Duo"

Memoa_a

Notes on use

Image data may be damaged m the lbllowing

cases. Compensation lbr damaged image data
will not be made.

If you eject the "Memory Stick Duo," turn the

power off on your camcorder, or remove the

battery pack for replacement while your

camcorder is reading or writing image files

on the "Memory Stick Duo" (while the access

lamp is lit or flashing).

If you use the "Memory Stick Duo" near

magnets or magnetic fields.

It is recommended you take a back-up of

important data on the hard disk of a computer.

On handling

Keep the following notes in mind when

handling a "Memory Stick Duo."
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• Be careful not to apply excessive force when

writing on a memo area on a "Memory Stick
Duo."

• Do not attach a label or the like on a "Memory

Stick Duo" or a Memory Stick Duo adaptor.

• When you carry or store a "Memory Stick

Duo," put it in its case.

• Do not touch, or allow metallic objects to
come into contact with the terminal.

• Do not bend, drop or apply strong force to the

"Memory Stick Duo."

• Do not disassemble or modit}_" the "Memory
Stick Duo."

• Do not let the "Memory Stick Duo" get wet.

• Be carefnl to keep "Memory Stick Duo"
media out of the reach of small children. There

is danger that a child might swallow it.

• Do not insert any objects other than a

compliant "Memory Stick Duo" into the

"Menfolk- Stick Duo" slot. It may cause a
malfunction.

On location for use

Do not use or keep the "Memory Stick Duo" in

the following locations.

Places sut!ject to extremely high temperature,

such as a car parked outside in the summer.

Places under direct sunlight.

Places with extremely high humidity or

sut!iect to corrosive gases.

Notes on using a Memory Stick Duo

adaptor (supplied)
• When using a "Memory Stick Duo" with a

"MemoD- Stick" compliant device, be sure to

insert a "Memory Stick Duo" into a Memory

Stick Duo adaptor.

• When inserfing a "Memory Stick Duo" into a

Memory Stick Duo adaptor, make sure the

"Memory Stick Duo" is inserted facing m the

correct direction, then insert it all the way in.

Note that improper use may damage the device.

• Do not insert a Memo13; Stick Duo adaptor

without a "Memory Stick Duo" attached.

Doing so may result in malfi.mctions of the unit.



Notes on using the "Memory Stick PRO

Duo" and "Memory Stick Duo"
(MagicGate/Parallel Transfer)

• The maximmn memory capacity of a

"Memory Stick PRO Duo" that can be used on

your camcorder is up to 512 MB, and that of a

"Memo D- Stick Duo" (MagicGateiParallel

Transfer) is up to 128 MB.

• This unit does not support high speed data
transfer

• All other product names mentioned herein

may be the trademarks or registered

trademarks of their respective companies

Furthermore, "TX*"and ":K" are not mentioned
in each case in this manual

Notes on image data compatibility
• Image data files recorded on a "Memory Stick

Duo" by your camcorder confom_ to the

Design Rule for Camera File Systems

universal standard established by the JEITA

(Japan Electronics and Inl)rmation

Technology Indnstries Association)

• On your camcorder, you cannot play back still

images recorded on other device (DCR-
TRV890EiTRVgOOiTRVgOOE or DSC-D700i

D770) that does not conform to the universal

standard. (These models are not sold in some

regions.)

• If you cannot use a "Memory Stick Duo" that

has been used with other device, fommt it with

your camcorder (p. 72). Note that l)rmatting

erases all information on the "Memory Stick
Duo."

• You may not be able to play back images with

yonr camcorder:

When playing back image data modified on

your computer.

When playing back image data recorded
with other device.

• "Memol T Stick Duo" and "NEm0rY5tKK0UO"

are trademarks of Son?: Corporation

• "Memol T Stick PRO Duo" and

"NEra0RYSqrKKPRODuo " are trademarks of

Sony Corporation

• "MagicGate Memory Stick Duo" is a

trademark of Sony Corporation.

• "Memol T Stick," _,_i, ,, and "MagicGate

Memory Stick" are trademarks of Sony

( orporation.

• "Memol T Stick PRO" and "Nem0r¥ STicKPRO"

are trademarks of Son?: Corporation

• "MagicGate" and "RtIAGiCGZ_TE " are

trademarks of Sony Corporation.

m
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Aboutthe
"InfoLITHIUM"
battery pack
This unit is compatible with the

"InlbLITHIUM" batter3_ pack (P series). Your

camcorder operates only with the

"InlbLITHIUM" battery pack.

"InfoLITHIUM" P series battery packs have the

(_t)_tournlu_ Q mark.

What is the "InfoLITHIUM" battery
pack?
The "IntbLITHIUM" batter?- pack is a lithium-

ion battery pack that has functions for

communicating inl)rmation related to operating

conditions between your camcorder and an

optional AC Adaptor/charger.

The "InIBLITHIUM" batter?- pack calculates

the power consumption according to the

operating conditions of your camcorder, and

displays the remaining batter3; time in minutes.

With an AC Adaptor/charger (optional), the

remaining battery time and charging time

appear.

Tochargethe batterypack
• Be sure to charge the batter?/- pack before you

start using your camcorder.

• We recommend charging the battery pack in

an ambient temperature of between 10°C to

30°C (50°F to 86'_'F) until the CHG (charge)

lamp turns oft'. If you charge the battery pack

outside of this temperature range, you may not

be able to charge it efficiently.

• After charging is complete, disconnect the

cable i"rom the DC IN jack on your camcorder,

or remove the battery pack.

Touse the batterypack effectively
• Battery pack peri"onnance decreases when the

surrounding temperature is 10°C (50'_'F) or

below, and the length of time you can use the

battery pack becomes shorter. In that case, do

one of the following to use the battery pack for

a longer time.
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Put the battery pack in a pocket to warm it

up, and insert it in your camcorder right

before you start taking shots.

Use a large capacity battery pack:

NP-FP70iFPg0 (optional).

• Frequent use of the LCD screen or a i"requent

playback, i"ast forward or rewind operation

wears out the battery pack i"aster. We

recommend using a large capacity battery

pack: NP-FP70iFP90 (optional).
• Be sure to set the POWER switch to OFF

((HG) when not recording or playing back on

your camcorder. The battery pack is also

consumed when your camcorder is in

recording standby or playback pause.

• Have spare battery packs ready for two or

three times the expected recording time, and

make trial recordings belbre making the actual

recording.

• Do not expose the battery pack to water. The

batter3; pack is not water resistant.

About remaining batterytime indicator
• When the power goes oft" even though the

remaining battery time indicator indicates that

the battery pack has enough power to operate,

charge the battery pack fully again. The

indication on the remaining batter?- time will

be indicated correctly. Note, however, that the

batter?- indication will not be restored if it is

used in high temperatures i"or a long time, or if

left in a fully charged state, or when the

battery pack is frequently used.

Use the remaining battery time indication as a

guide to the approximate shooting time.

• The c\_ mark that indicates low battery flashes

even if there are still 5 to 10 minutes of battery

time remaining, depending on the operating

conditions or ambient temperature and

environment.

About storage of the batterypack
• Ii" the battery pack is not used for a long time,

i"ully charge the batter?- pack and use it on your

camcorder once a year to maintain the proper
i"unction.

To store the battery pack, remove it i"rom your

camcorder and put it in a dry, cool place.

• To discharge the battery pack on your

camcorder completely, set [A.SHUT OFF] to

[NEVER] on the (STANDARD SET)



menuandleaveyourcamcorderintape
recordingstandbyuntilthepowergoesoff
(p.88).

Aboutbatterylife
• The battery life is limited. Batter?,: capacity

drops little by little as you use it more and

more, and as time passes. When the available

battery time is shortened considerably, a

probable cause is that the battery pack has

reached the end of its life. Please buy a new

battery pack.

• The battery life varies depending on how it is

stored and the operating conditions and

environment for each batter3; pack.

"InlbLITHIUM" is a trademark of Sony

Col-poration.

Abouti.LINK

The DV Interface on this unit is an i.LINK-

compliant DV Interface. This section describes
the i.LINK standard and its features.

What is i.LINK?
i.LINK is a digital serial interface for

transferring digital video, digital audio, and

other data to other i.LINK-compatible device.

You can also control other device using the
i.LINK.

i.LINK-compatible device can be connected

using an i.LINK cable. Possible applications are

operations and data transactions with various

digital AV devices.

When two or more i.LINK-compatible device

are connected to this unit in a daisy chain,

operations and data transactions are possible

with not only the device that this unit is

connected to but also with other devices via the

directly connected device.

Note, however, that the method of operation

sometimes varies according to the

characteristics and specifications of the device

to be connected. Also, operations and data

transactions may not be possible on some
connected device.

{J Note

• Nomlally, only one device can be connected to this

unit with the iLINK cable. When cmmecting tiffs

unit to i.LINK-compatible device having two or

more DV Interfaces, refer to tt_e operating
instructions of the device to be connected.

"_° Tip
• iiINK is a more t:amiliar term for tile IEEE 1394

data tlanspo_t bus proposed by Sony, and is a

trademark approved by many corporations.
• IEEE 1394 is an international standard standardized

by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers.

Abouti.LINK Baudrate
i.LINK's maximum baud rate varies according

to the device. There are three types.

S100 (approx. 100 Mbps*)

$200 (approx. 200 Mbps)

$400 (approx. 400 Mbps)

The baud rate is listed under "Specifications" in

the operating instructions of each piece of
=_continued
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device. It is also indicated near the i.LINK

interface on some device.

The maximum baud rate for device that does not

have any indication (such as this unit) is
"S100."

The baud rate may differ from the indicated
value when the unit is connected to device with

a different maximum baud rate.

* What is Mbps?

Mbps stands tbr "megabits per second," or the
amotmt of data that can be sent or received in one

second. For example, a baud rate of 100 Mbps means

that 100 megabits of data can be sent in one second

Touse i.LINK functions on this unit
For details on how to dub when this unit is

connected to other video device having a DV

Interface, see page 93, 94.
This unit can also be connected to other i.LINK

(DV Interface) compatible device made by

Sony (e.g. a VAIO series personal computer) as
well as to video device.

Beibre connecting this unit to your computer,

make sure that application software supported

by this unit is already installed on your

computer.

Some iiINK compatible video device such as

Digital Televisions, DVD recorders/players,

and MICROMV recorders/players are not

compatible with DV device. Before connecting

to other device, be sure to confirm whether the

device is compatible with DV device or not.

For details on precautions and compatible

application software, refer also to the operating
instructions for the device to be connected.

Aboutthe requiredi.LINK cable
Use the Sony i.LINK 4-pin-to-4-pin cable

(dnring DV dubbing).

i.LINK and [ are trademarks of Sony

( orporation.
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Maintenance and
precautions
On use and care

• Do not use or store the camcorder and

accessories in the following locations.

Anywhere extremely hot or cold. Never

leave them exposed to temperatures above

60°C (140°F), such as under direct sunlight,

near heaters or in a car parked in the sun.

They may malfunction or become
deformed.

Near strong magnetic fields or mechanical

vibration. The camcorder may malfunction.

Near strong radio waves or radiation. The

camcorder may not be able to record

properly.

Near AM receivers and video equipment.

Noise may occur.

Sandy beach or anywhere dusty. If sand or

dust gets m your camcorder, it may
malfunction. Sometimes this malfunction

cannot be repaired.

Near windows or outdoors, where the LCD

screen, the viewfinder, or the lens may be

exposed to direct sunlight. This damages
the inside of the viewfinder or the LCD

screen.

Anywhere very humid.

• Operate your camcorder on DC 7.2 V (battery

pack) or DC 8.4 V (AC Adaptor).

• For DC or AC operation, use the accessories

recommended in these operating insmlctions.

• Do not let your camcorder get wet, for

example, from rain or sea water. If your

camcorder gets wet, it may malfunction.

Sometimes this malfunction cannot be

repaired.

• If any solid object or liquid get inside the

casing, unplug your camcorder and have it

checked by a Sony dealer before operating it

an): further.

• Avoid rough handling, disassembling,

modif_dng, or mechanical shock. Be

particularly careful of the lens.

• Keep the POWER switch setting to OFF

(CHG) when you are not using your
camcorder.



• Donotwrapyourcamcorderwithatowel,for
example,andoperateit.Doingsomightcause
heattobuildupinside.

• Whendisconnectingthepowercord,pullby
theplugandnotthecord.

• Donotdamagethepowercordsuchasby
placinganythingheavyonit.

• Keepmetalcontactsclean.
• KeeptheRemoteCommanderandbutton-
typebatteryoutofchildren'sreach.If the
batteryisaccidentallyswallowed,consulta
doctorimmediately.

• Ifthebatteryelectrolyticliqnidhasleaked,
consultyourlocalauthorizedSonyservice
facility.
washoffanyliquidthatmayhavecontacted
yourskin.
ifanyliquidgetsinyoureyes,washwith
plentyofwaterandconsultadoctor.

When not using your camcorder for a

long time
Occasionally turn it on and let it rml such as by

playing back tapes for about 3 minutes.

Otherwise, unplug it from the wall outlet.

Moisturecondensation
If your camcorder is brought directly from a

cold place to a warm place, moisture may

condense inside your camcorder, on the snrface

of the tape, or on the lens. In this state, the tape

may stick to the head drum and be damaged or

your camcorder may not operate correctly. If

there is moistnre inside your camcorder, [l_

Moistnre condensation. Eject the cassette] or [[]

Moistnre condensation. Turn offiBr 1H.]

appears. The indicator will not appear when the
moisture condenses on the lens.

If moisture condensation has occurred

None of the functions except cassette ejection

will work. Eject the cassette, tnrn offyour

camcorder, and leave it for about 1 honr with the

cassette lid open. Your camcorder can be used

again if [] or A does not appear when the power

is turned on again.

If moistnre starts to condense, yonr camcorder
sometimes cannot detect condensation. If this

happens, the cassette is sometimes not qjected

tbr 10 seconds after the cassette lid is opened.
This is not a malfmlction. Do not close the

cassette lid nntil the cassette is qiected.

Note on moisture condensation

Moisture may condense when you bring your

camcorder from a cold place into a warln place

(or vice versa) or when you use your camcorder

in a humid place as shown be!ow.

• When you bring yonr camcorder from a ski

slope into a place warmed up by a heating
device.

• When you bring your camcorder from an air-

conditioned car or room into a hot place
outside.

• When you use yonr c amcorder after a squall or
a shower.

• When you use yonr camcorder in a hot and

hnmid place.

How to prevent moisture condensation

When you bring yottr camcorder from a cold

place into a warm place, put your camcorder in
a plastic bag and seal it tightly. Remove the bag

when the air temperature inside the plastic bag

has reached the snrrounding temperature (after
about 1 hour).

Video head
• When the video head becomes dirty, you

cannot record pictures normally, or distorted

picture or sound is played back.

• If the following problem occurs, clean the

video heads t_r 10 seconds with the Sony

DVM-12CLD cleaning cassette (optional).

Mosaic-pattern noise appears on the

playback picture or the screen is displayed
in blue.

Playback pictures do not move.

Playback pictures do not appear or the
sound breaks off.

[_ _ Dirty video head. Use a cleaning

cassette.] appears on the screen during

recording.

• The video head suffers from wear after long

use. If you cannot obtain a clear image even

after using a cleaning cassette, it might be
because the video head is worn. Please contact

vonr Sony dealer or local anthorized Sony
service Pacilitv to have the video head

replaced.

m
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LCDscreen
• Do not add excessive pressure on the LCD

screen, as it may cause damage.

• If your camcorder is used in a cold place, a

residual image may appear on the LCD screen.
This is not a malfunction.

• While using your camcorder, the back of the

LCD screen may heat up. This is not a
malfunction.

To clean the LCD screen

• If fingerprints or dust make the L(D screen

dirty, it is recommended you use the cleaning

cloth (supplied) to clean it. When you use the

LCD (?leaning Kit (optional), do not apply the

cleaning liquid directly to the LCD screen.

Use cleaning paper moistened with the liquid.

On adjustment of the LCD screen

(CALIBRATION)

The buttons on the touch panel may not work

correctlv. If this happens, tbllow the procedure

below. It is recommended you connect your

camcorder to the wall outlet using the supplied

AC Adaptor during the operation.

1 Slide the POVVER switch up to OFF

(CHG).

2 Eject the cassette and "Menmry Stick

Duo" from your cantcorder, theu

disconnect any connecting cables except

the AC Adaptor from your camcorder.

3 Slide the POWER switch repeatedly to

select the PLAY/EDIT mode while

pressing DISPLAY/BATT INFO on your

camcorder, then press and hold

DISPLAY/BATT INFO for about 5

seconds.

Touch the "x" displayed on the screen

with the corner of the supplied "Memory
Stick Duo."

The position of the "×" changes.

If you did not press the right spot, start from

step 4 again.

O Note

• You cannot calibrate the LCD screen if you have

rotated the LCD panel and set it with the LCD screen

facing out

Onhandlingthe casing
• It" the casing is soiled, clean the camcorder

body with a soft cloth lightly moistened with

water, and then wipe the casing with a dry soft
cloth.

• Avoid the following to avoid damage to the
finish.

Using chemicals such as thinner, benzine,

alcohol, chemical cloths, repellent and
insecticide.

Handling with above substances on your
hands.

Leaving the casing in contact with rubber

or vinyl objects for a long period of time.

Aboutcare andstorage of the lens
• Wipe the surface of the lens clean with a soft

cloth in the following instances:

When there are fingerprints on the lens
surthce.

In hot or humid locations

When the lens is exposed to salty air such as
at the seaside.

• Store in a wel!-ventilated location subject to
little dirt or dust.

• To prevent molds periodically clean the lens
as described above.

It is recommended you operate your camcorder

about once a month to keep it in an optimum

state lbr a long time.
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Tochargethe pre-installed button-type
battery
Your camcorder has a pre-installed button-type

battery to retain the date, time, and other

settings even when the POWER switch is set to

OFF (CHG). The pre-installed button-type

battery is ahvays charged while you are using

your camcorder but it will get discharged

gradually if you do not use yottr camcorder. The

button-type battery will be tidly discharged in

about 3 months if you do not use your

camcorder at all. However, even if the pre-

installed button-type battery is not charged, the

camcorder operation will not be affected as long

as you are not recording the date.

Procedures

(onnect your camcorder to a wall outlet using

the snpplied AC Adaptor, and leave it with the

POWER switch set to OFF (CHG) for more
than 24 hours.

Specification

System
Video recording system

2 rotary heads. Helical scanning system

Still image recording system
ExifVer. 2.2 *1

* 1"Exif' is a file format for still images,
established by the JEITA (Japan Electronics

and Inlbrmation Technology Industries
Association). Files in this fommt can have

additional inlbrmation such as yom-
camcorder's setting information at the time of

recording.

Audio recording system
Rotal T heads, PCM system
Quantization: 12 bits (Fs 32 kHz, stereo 1,

stereo 2), 16 bits (Fs 48 kHz. stereo)

Video signal
NTSC color EIA standards

Usable cassette

Mini DV cassette with the M[li_T mark

printed

Tape speed
SP: Approx. 18.81 1ran s

LP: Approx. 12.56 mms

Recording/playback time (using a DV_I60

cassette)
SP: 60 rain
LP: 90 rain

Fast forward/rewind time (using a DVM60

cassette)
Approx. 2 rain 40 s

Viewfinder
Electric viewfinder (color)

Image device
For DCR-HC65:

3.6 1ran (1/5 type) CCD (Charge Coupled
Device)

Gross: Approx. 1 070 000 pixels

Effective (still): Apwox. 1 000 000 pixels

Effective (lnovie): Approx. 690 000 pixels
For DCR-HC85:

5.0 1ran (1/3.6 type) CCD (Charge Coupled
Device)

Gross: Approx. 2 110 000 pixels

=bcontinued
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Effective (still): Approx. 1 920 000 pixels

Effective (movie): Approx. 1 080 000 pixels
Lens

For DCR-HC65:

Carl Zeiss Vario-Tessar

Combined power zoom lens

Filter diameter: 30 mm (1 3/16 in.)

10 × (Optical), 120 × (Digital)
F 1.8- 2.3

For DCR-HC85:

Carl Zeiss Vario-Sonnar T*

Combined power zoom lens

Filter diameter: 37 mm (1 1/2 in.)

10 × (Optical), 120 × (Digital)
F 1.8- 2.1

Focal length
For DCR-HC65:

3.2 - 32 mm (5732 - 1 5716 in.)
\\then converted to a 35 mm still camera

In CAMERA-TAPE:

46 - 460 mm (1 13/16 - 18 1/8 in.)
In CAMERA-MEMORY:

38 - 380 mm (1 1/2 - 15 in.)
For DCR-HC85:

4.5 - 45 mm (3/16 - 1 13716 in.)
\\then converted to a 35 mln still camera

In CAMERA-TAPE:

52 - 520 mln (2 1/8 - 20 1/2 in.)
In CAMERA-MEMORY:

39 - 390 mm (1 9/16 - 15 3/8 in.)

Color temperature
[AUTO] [O:NT PUSH] [INDOOR]

(3 200 K), [OUTDOOR] (5 800 K)
Minimum illumination

7 Ix (lux) (F 1.8)

0 lx (lux) (during NightShot plus ftmction)*

* Objects/mable 1obe seen due to the &rk can be
shot with infrared lighting.

Input/Outputconnectors
AudiofVideo input/output

I 0-pin colmector

Input/output auto switch

Video signal: 1 Vp-p, 75 _ (ohlns),
mlbalanced

Luminance signal: 1 Vp-p, 75 f_ (ohms),
tmbalanced

Chrominance signal: 0.286 Up-p, 75 f2

(ohlns), unbalanced

Audio signal: 327 mV (at output impedance

more than 47 kf_(kilohlns)), Input impedance

more than 47 k_ (kilohms), OuVput impedance

s_ith less than 2.2 kf_ (kilohms)
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DV input/output

4-pin connector

Headphone jack

Stereo min{iack (O 3.5 ram)

LANC jack

Stereo mini-min{jack (O 2.5 111111)

ISB jack

lnini-B

_HC jack

Min_iack, 0.388 mV low impedance with DC

2.5 to 3.0 V, output impedance 6.8 kf_

(kilohms) (O 3.5 ram), Stereo type

LCDscreen
Picture

8.8 cm (3.5 type)
Total dot number

123 200 (560 × 220)

General
Power requirements

D( 7.2 V (battery pack)

DC 8.4 V (AC Adaptor)

Average power consumption (when using the
battery pack)

For DCR-HC65 :

During camera recording using the viewfinder
2.7W

During camera recording using the LCD
3.8W

For DCR-H( 85:

During camera recording using the viewfinder
3.3W

During camera recording using the LCD
4.4 W

Operating temperature
O"C to 40'_C (32'_F to 104'_F)

Storage temperature
-20 ° C to + 60 ° C (-4_'F to + 140 ° F)

Dimensions (approx.)

68 x 89 x 172mm(2 3/4 x 3 5/8 x 6 7/8in.)

(_ bzd)

Mass (approx.)
For DCR-HC65:

560 g (1 lb 3 oz) main trait only

650 g (1 lb 6 oz) including the NP-FP50

rechargeable battel T pack and DVM60
cassette.

For DCR-HC85:

630 g (1 lb 6 oz) main trait only

740 g (1 lb 10 oz) including the NP-FP50

rechargeable batter3" pack and DVM60
cassette.



Supplied accessories

See page 13.

ACAdaptor AC-L25A/L25B
Power requirements

AC 100 - 240 V 50/60 Hz

Current consumption

0.35- 0.18 A

Power consumption

ISW

Output voltage

DC8.4V 1.5A

Operating temperature

0 ° C to 40 ° C (32 ° F to 104 ° F)

Storage temperature

-20"( to + 60;C (-4°F to + 140°F)

Dimensions (approx.)

56 x 31 x 100 l_n (2 14 x 1 1/4 x 4 in.)

(w&id) excluding the projecting parts

Mass (approx.)

190 g (6.7 oz) excluding the power cord

Rechargeable batterypack (NP-FPS0)
Maximum output voltage

DC 8.4 V

Output voltage

DC 7.2 V

Capacity

49 "_\ql (680 mAh)

Dimensions (approx.)

31.8 × 185 × 45.01ran

(1 5/16 × 3/4 × 1 13/16 in.) (w&id)

Mass (approx.)

40 g (1.5 oz)

Operating temperature

0 ° C to 40 ° C (32 ° F to 104 ° F)

Type

Lithium ion

Model HC65 HC85

DCR-

Lens Carl Zeiss Carl Zeiss

Vario-Tessar Vario-
Sonnar T*

CCD Approx. Approx.

(Charge 1 070 000 2 110 000
Coupled pixels pixels
Device)

Flash External flash Built-in

(optional) flash

Design and specifications are subject to change
without notice.

/
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Quick Reference

Identifying parts and
controls

[]
[]

[] Lens cap

[] Speaker

[] LCD/Touch panel screen (p. 4, 18)

[] OPEN button

[] LCD BACKLIGHT button * (p. 18)

[] REC START/STOP button (p. 24, 50)

[] RESET button

If you press RESET, all the settings

including the date and time, except the

Personal Menu items, return to the default.

[] For DCR-HC85:

§ (flash) button (p. 31)

] Povcer zoom lever

[]

[] DISPLAY/BATT INFO button (p. 15)

[] EASY button (p. 34, 54)

[] Viewfinder (p. 4, 18)

[] "Memory Stick Duo" slot (p. 21)

[] Access lamp (p. 21,128)

[] Battery pack (p. 14)

[] For DCR-HC65: CHG (charge) lamp

For DCR-HC85: _ flash charge

indicator/CHG (charge) lamp (p. 14)

[] DC IN jack (p. 14)

* This button is not available during Easy Handycam

opeiation(Omark)
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[]
[]

[] Shoe cover

Remove the shoe cover when you attach the

accessolTv.

[] For DCR-HC85:

Flash (p. 31)

[] Lens (Carl Zeiss Lens)

Your camcorder is equipped with a Carl

Zeiss lens which can reproduce fine images.

The lens for your camcorder was developed

jointly by Carl Zeiss, in Germany, and Sony

Corporation. It adopts the MTF

measurement system for video cameras and

offers a quality as fine as a Carl Zeiss lens.
MTF stands for Modulation Transfer

Function.The value number indicates the

amount of light from a sut'_iect coming into
the lens.

[] Microphone (p. 105)

[] Camera recording lamp (p. 24)

[] Remote sensor/Infrared ray emitter

(p. 100)

[] Intelligent accessory shoe [d_7_:o;_

The Intelligent accessory shoe has a safety

device for fixing the installed accessory

securely. To connect an accessory, press
down and push it to the end, and then

tighten the screw. To remove an accessory,

loosen the screw, and then press down and

pull out the accessory.

[]

"_° Tips on the Intelligent accessory shoe

• The Intelligent accessm T shoe supplies powel to

optional accessories such as a video light, a flash or

microphone.

• The accessm T can be mined on or offas you operate

the POWER switch on your calncorder Refer to the

operating instructions of the accessory for details

[] Focus ring (p. 41)

[] FOCIS button * (p. 41)

[] BACK LIGHT button * (p. 37)

* These buttons are not available during Easy

Handycam operafion(Qmaik) m

LD
-.q.
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[] PHOTO button (p. 29)

[] CAMERA-TAPE, CAMERA-

MEMORY, PLAY/EDIT mode lamps

(p. 17)

[] Viewfinder lens adjustment lever (p. 18)

[] PISH (battery release) button (p. 14)

[] POWER switch (p. 17)

[] REC START/STOP button (p. 24, 50)

[] _ DV Interface

[] _ ([SB) jack

[] NIGHTSHOT PLUS switch (p. 39)

[] _ (headphones) jack (green)

When you use headphones, the speaker on

your camcorder is silent.

[] MIC (PLUG IN POWER) jack (red)

(p. 105)

This jack works as an input jack for an

external microphone as well as a power-

supply jack for a plug-in-power

microphone. When the external

microphone is connected, it takes

precedence.

[] AUDIO/VIDEO jack

[] _ (LANC) jack (blue)

The _ LANC control jack is used tbr
controlling the tape transport of video

device and peripherals connected to it.

[] Grip belt (p. 4)

[] Jack cover

@
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[]

[] Hooks for shoulder strap

[] L_ OPEN/EJECT lever (p. 20)

[] Tripod receptacle

Make sure that the length of the tripod

screw is less than 5.5 mm (7/32 inch).

Otherwise, you cannot attach the tripod
securely, and the screw may damage your
camcorder.

[] Cassette lid (p. 20)

Toattach the shoulderstrap
Attach the shoulder strap supplied with your

camcorder to the hooks for the shoulder strap.
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Remove the insulation sheet belbre using the
Remote Commander.

To remove the insulationsheet

[]

To changethe battery
1 While pressing on the tab, inset yore"

fingernail into the slit to pull out the

battery case.

[] PHOTO button (p. 29)

[] Memory control buttons (Index*, - / +,

Memory playback) (p. 52)

[] SEARCH M. button* (p. 60, 61)

[] _/I_IH buttons* (p. 60, 61)

[] Video control buttons (Rewind,

Playback, Fast-forward, Pause, Stop,
Slow) (p. 50)

[] ZERO SET MEMORY button* (p. 60)

[] Transmitter

After turning on your camcorder, point
towards the remote sensor to control your
camcorder.

[] REC START/STOP (p. 28)

[] Power zoom button (p. 27)

[] DISPLAY button (p. 60)

* These buttons are not available during Easy

Hun@cam operation

2 Remove the button-type lithium battery.

3 Place a new button-type lithium battery

with the + side facing up.

4 Insert the battery case back into the
Remote Commander until it clicks.
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WARNING
Batte_ may explode if mistreated Do n_ recharge,

disassemble or dispose of in fire

CAUTION

Danger of explosion if battery is incorrectly

replaced.

Replace only with the same or equivalent type

recommended by the mannfacturer.

Discard used batteries according to the
mannfacmrer' s instructions.

fO Notes on the Remote Commander

• A button-b?e litlfium batta_, (CR2025) is used m
the Remote Connnander. Do not use batteries otha

than CR2025

• Point the remote sensor away fiom st!ong light

somces such as direct stmlight or overhead lighting.

Otherwise, the Remote Con_anander may not

fimction properly.

• The Remote Commander may not fimction properly
when the remote sensor is obstructed with a

conversion lens (optional).

• When you are operating with the Remote

Commander supplied with your camcorder, yore.

VCR may also operate. In that case, select a

commander mode other than VTR 2 tbr your VCR,

or cover the sensor of your VCR with black paper.

m

E.
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Following indicators will appear on the LCD
screen and viewfinder to indicate the state of

your camcorder. Indicators vary depending on

your camcorder model.

Example: Indicatorsin the CAMERA-TAPE
mode

Time code (p 57)/Tape counter (p. 57)/Self-
diagnosis (p 121)/Picture number (p 53)

Exposure adjustment scale

Indicators Meanings

_60min Remaining batte W (p. 25)

SP, kP Recoiding mode (p. 26)

STBY REC Recoiding standby'

iecolding mode

FINESTD Image quality (p. 31)

[T£00 1[_152 _-_640 Image size (p. 31)

_20 _60 Image size (p. 26)

_._ _ Recording tblder/playback

tblder (p 73)

Cassette Memory (p. 126)

d516 b Audio mode (p 84)

60rain _ Remaining tape (p. 25)

_ _{ Continuous photo
iecolding (Burst) (p. 70)

_Q) Self-timel iecording (p. 28,

33)

_[_1 For DCR-HC65:
Intm',,al recmding (p 77)

£_)_ Intmval still image

iecording (p. 78)

Indicators Meanings

Fm DCR-HC65:

Flash (p. 67)

This indicatoi appears

when you use video flash

light (optional)

{_ o {_÷ _= For DCR-HC85:

Flash (p. 31)

This indicator appears only
when the flash is in use

Fiame iecording (p 76)

Oulputting analog images

and somid in digital fommt

(p 86)

DVIN DV input (p 95)

40÷ Zew set memoD_ (p 60)

[_ NightShot plus (p. 39)

S_ Super NightShot plus

(p 39)

_] Color Slow Shuttei (p 39)

...L_ _ Warning (p. 121)

Picture eft'eel (p 74)

Digital effect (p 43)

MEMORY IViIX (p. 45)

_ _ @ Manual tbcus/Expanded
tbcus (p. 40)

{_ _% /_ _ _ PROGRAM AE (p. 64)

[]
[] Backlight (p. 37)

ixnz_ -_.'- @,_ White balance (p 65)

[_ For DCR-HC85:
Shmpness (p 66)

]6:'-T 16:9 WIDE (p 68)

'@? SteadyShot off (p. 69)

30p For DCR-HC85:
Pwgressive recording

(p 28)

Pwtect (p 108)
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Indicators Meanings

_ Print mark (p. 109)

_dm _ C,_ Slide show (p 75)

_k-_o_ LCD backlight off (p. 18)

hnage delete (p. 107)

_[_ PictBfidge connecting

(p. 110)

I

_=.
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Index

Numeric
16:9 WIDE mode .............. 68

A

AiV connecting cable
...................... 59, 93, 105

AC Adaptor ....................... 14

Ac!iusting the viewfinder

.................................... 18

Audio dubbing

(AUD DUB CTRL) .. 105

AUDIO MIX ............. 85, i07
AUDIO MODE ................. 84

Auto shut off function

(A. SHUT OFF) .......... 88
AUTO SHUTTER ............. 66

B
BACK LIGHT (camera).... 37

Battery

Battery Info ................. 15

Battery pack ................ 14

Remaining battery
..................... 25, 130

BEEP ........................... 18, 88

BLACK FADER ............... 42

BURN DVD ...................... 80

BURN VCD ...................... 81

Burst (BURST) ............ 30, 70

Button-type battery
Camcorder ................ 135

Remote Commander

........................... 142

C
CALIBRATION .............. 134

Camera C hroma key

(CAM _-- M CHROMA)
.................................... 45

Camera settings data display
.................................... 57

Cassette ............................. 20

Cassette Memory ......... 3, 126
Cassette Memory Search

(SEARCH)

.................. 47, 60, 6i, 8i

Charging the batte D-

Battery pack ................ i4

Pre-installed button-type

battery ................. 135

Clock set (CLOCK SET)

............................... 19, 89
Color Slow Shutter

(COLOR SLOW S).__39

Customizing Personal Menu
..................................... 90

D
Data code

(DATA CODE)..... 57, 87
Date search ......................... 61

Date/time ............................ 57

Delete

Deleting pictures ....... 107

DEMO MODE ................... 79

Digital convert function

(AiV ÷ DV OUT) ....... 86

Digital effect

(D.EFFECT) .......... 43, 51

Digital program editing

(PROG.EDIT) ............. 98

DIGITAL ZOOM .............. 68

Direct Access to "Click to

DVD"

See BURN TDVD

Direct Access to Video CD

Burn

See BURN VCD

Display
DISPLAY .................... 88

Display indicators ..... 144
DOT FADER ..................... 42

Dual sound track tape ........ 84

Dubbing (REC CTRL) ....... 93

E

Easy Han@cam ........... 34, 54
EDIT SEARCH ................. 47

END SEARCH ............ 47, 81

Erase

ALL ERASE (Cassette

Memory) ............... 83

ALL ERASE (still image)
.............................. 72

Expanded focus

(EXP. FOCUS) ............ 66

Exposure braketing

(EXP. BRKTG)

See Burst (BURST)

F
FADER .............................. 42

FILE NO ............................ 72

Fine (FINE)

See hnage quality

(QUALITY)
Flash .................................. 31

FLASH LEVEL ................. 67

FLASH MODE ................. 67

Flash motion (FLASH) ...... 43
FLASH SET ...................... 67

Flexible spot meter

(SPOT METER) ......... 37
Focus ................................. 40

Folder

See NEW FOLDER

See PB FOLDER

See RE( FOLDER

FORMAT .................. 72, 127

Frame playback ................. 50

Frame recording

(FRAME REC) ........... 76

Full charge ......................... 14

G

Grip belt ....................... 4, 140

H

Headphones jack ............. 140
HIGH SPEED

See Burst (BURST)

I
i.LINK ............................. 131

i.LINK cable ................ 93, 98

ID- IiID-2 system ............... 68

hnage protection .............. 108

hnage quality (QUALITY)

.............................. 31,71

Image size (IMAGE SIZE)

.............................. 31,71

Index screen ....................... 54

"InlbLITHIUM" battery pack

.................................. 130

Infrared ray emitter .......... 100
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Intelligent accessory shoe

........................... 105, 139

Interval photo recording

(INT. REC-STL) ......... 78

Interval recording

(INTERVAL REC) .....77

J
JPEG ................................ 127

L
LANC ............................... 140

Language (LANGUAGE)
............................... 22, 89

LCD back light

(LCD BL LEVEL) ...... 85
LCD BACKLIGHT button

............................. 18, 138

LCD brightness

(L(D BRIGHT) .......... 18

LCD COLOR ..................... 85

LCD screen .......................... 4

LCDiVF SET ..................... 85

LP (Long Play)

See Recording mode

(REC MODE)

Lnminance key

(LUMI. KEY) .............. 43

M
Main sound

See MULTI-SOUND

Mamlal exposnre

(EXPOSURE) ............. 38
Mamlal focus ...................... 41

Memory Chroma key

(M *--- CAM CHROMA)

..................................... 45

Memory Luminance key

(M _-- CAM LUMI.) _45

MEMORY MIX ................. 45

Memory Overlap

(OVERLAP) ................ 43

Memory photo .............. 29, 52

"Memo W Stick Duo"

General inibrmation .. 127

Inserting ....................... 21

Number of pictures

........................ 26, 31

Menu

CAMERA SET ........... 64

EDIT/PLAY ................ 80

MEMORY SET .......... 70

MENU ROTATE ........ 88

PICT. APPLI ............... 74

Selecting items ............ 62
STANDARD SET ...... 84

TIMEiLANGU ........... 89

Mirror mode ...................... 27

Moisture condensation .... 133

MONOTONE .................... 42

MOSAIC FADER ............. 42

MOVIE SET ...................... 71

MPEG .............................. 127

MULTI-SOUND ............... 84

N
NEW FOLDER ................. 73

NightShot Light

(MS LIGHT) .......... 39, 68

NightShot phls ................... 39

NORMAL

See Burst (BURST)
NTSC ............................... 125

0
OLD MOVIE ..................... 44

Operation Confirmation beep
See BEEP

OVERLAP ......................... 42

P
PAL ................................. 125

PB FOLDER ...................... 73

Personal Menu (P-MENU)
.................................... 62

PictBridge ........................ 110
Picture effect

(PI( T. EFFECT) ......... 74
Picture search .................... 50

Playback (VAR.SPD PB)

Double speed .............. 50

Frame .......................... 50

Reverse ....................... 50

Slow. ........................... 50

Playback Zoom

(PB ZOOM) ................ 56

Playing time ....................... 16

Power mode ....................... 17

PRINT

See PictBridge
Print mark ........................ 109

PROGRAM AE ................ 64

Program edit

(PROG. EDIT) ........... 80

Progressive recording mode

(PROGREREC).........28

R
RE( FOLDER .................. 73

Rec review. ....................... 48

RE(: START/STOP .... 24, 50

Recording capacity

Display ....................... 25

REMAINING ....... 71, 87

Recording lamp

(REC LED) ................. 87

Recording mode

(RE(MODE) ....... 25, 84

Recording time ............ 16, 26

Red-eye reduction

(REDEYE REDUC)... 67
Remote Commander ....... 142

REMOTE CTRL ........ 87

Remote sensor ................. 139

RESET ............................ 138

Review. ....................... 24, 30

S
S video ........................ 59, 93

Self-diagnosis display ..... 121

Self-timer recording

(SELF-TIMER) .... 28, 33
SHARPNESS .................... 66

Skip scan ........................... 50
SLIDE SHOW .................. 75

Slow shutter

(SLOW SHUTTR) ..... 44

Smooth interval tape recording

(SMTH INT. RE(:)..... 76
Smooth transition

See END SEARCH

SP (Standard Play)

See Recording mode

(REC MODE)

SPOT FO(US ................... 40

Standard (STANDARD)

See Image qualit T

(QUALITY)

I

--.q.

¢D
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STEADYSHOT. ................ 69

Stereo/monaural ................ 84

STILL ................................ 43

Still image format ............ 127
STILL SET ........................ 70

Sub sound

See MULTI-SOUND

Super NightShot plus ........ 39

l

Tape counter. ................. 25

Telephoto
See Zoom

Time code .......................... 25

Title (Cassette Memory)
TAPE TITLE .............. 83

TITL ERASE .............. 82

TITLE ......................... 8 i

TITLE DISP ............... 83

Title search ........................ 60

TRAIL ............................... 43

TV cMor systems ............. 125

tl

USB jack ..................... 140

USB Streaming .................. 86
USB-CAMERA .......... 86

USB-PLY EDT ........... 86

Using abroad ................... i25

V
Video head .................... 133

VIDEO INPUT. ............. 86

Viewfinder ........................ 18

Brighmess

(VF BiIGHT)._.. 85

Volume (VOLUME)... 49, 52

W

Warning indicators .......... 121

Warning messages ........... i21
White bMance

(WHITE BAL.) ........... 65
WHITE FADER ................ 42

Wide angle

See Zoom

WIPE ................................. 42

WORLD TIME ................. 89

Write-protect mb ..... 126, 128

Z

Zero set memo W ................ 60
Zoom ............................ 27, 56
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